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I. Introduction 

 

Throughout the 2016 election cycle, political scientists, media pundits, and the public 

alike focused in on the importance of North Carolina, the southern swing state that many labeled 

as a “must-win” for a Republican party seeking to retake the White House and maintain a slim 

majority in the United States Senate. And they had a good reason to draw this conclusion. In 

2008, then-Senator Barack Obama made waves when he became the first Democratic 

Presidential candidate since Jimmy Carter in 1976 to carry the state’s fifteen electoral votes, 

thrusting a state that had voted 56.1 percent to 43.6 percent to reelect George W. Bush straight 

from the safe-red camp to the uncertain, purple column. For a moment, it appeared as if North 

Carolina would become the next Virginia, a red-state that had turned towards blue. But four 

years later, in 2012, Mitt Romney edged out the incumbent Obama in the Tar Heel state with a 

50.4 percent to 48.4 percent margin, cementing the state’s status as a toss-up.1 It was essential, 

then, that Republican Presidential candidate Donald Trump carry the state to have a shot at the 

Oval Office.  

Still, North Carolina Presidential races were not the only nail biters—Senate and 

Governor results also reflected a voting behavior shift. In 2008, Democrat newcomer Kay Hagan 

walloped Republican incumbent Elizabeth Dole 52.7 percent to 44.2 percent on Obama’s 

coattails,2 only to see her short-lived political career vanquished in 2014, when State House 

Speaker Thom Tillis bested her with a narrower margin, 48.8 percent to 47.3 percent.3 The 

governorship too switched hands, with Democrat Beverly Purdue taking the reins in 2008 and 

                                                 
1 270 To Win. 
2 North Carolina State Board of Elections. “Official Results: 2008 General Election.” 
3 North Carolina State Board of Elections. “11/04/2014 Official General Election Results – Statewide.” 
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Republican Pat McCrory winning in 2012.4 And as the results in North Carolina got closer and 

closer, the nation noticed. In 2008, Obama unloaded just over $15 million alone on 

advertisements in the state, compared to a meager $3.8 million spent by his Republican 

opponent, John McCain.5 By 2012, these numbers had ballooned to $40 million for Obama and 

$57 million for Romney, only surpassed by the traditional battlegrounds of Florida, Virginia, and 

Ohio.6 

 Consequently, the stage was set for another North Carolina bloodbath in 2016, with the 

line-up including the Donald Trump, Hillary Clinton Presidential campaign, a reelection run for 

Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Richard Burr (R), and Governor McCrory seeking a 

second term. It is safe to say that this cycle lived up to these expectations. Holding true to the 

recent pattern, North Carolina again offered few indications as to where the state’s voting future 

is heading. Trump carried the state with a margin slightly larger than Romney’s in 2012. Burr 

withstood a strong challenge from former Assemblywoman Deborah Ross. And perhaps most 

interestingly, McCrory lost the closest statewide race 2016 following a recount, handing the 

Governorship to Attorney General Roy Cooper by around ten thousand votes.7  

 At first glance, McCrory’s loss to Cooper is surprising given the Republican success 

throughout the state. Conservatives in the legislature maintained GOP majorities in both the State 

House and Senate. Donald Trump beat Hillary Clinton by 173,315 votes in the Presidential 

election. Burr boasted an even larger margin—267,211 votes—over Deborah Ross in the Senate 

race. Republicans also kept their grip on the state’s Congressional delegation, the Lieutenant 

                                                 
4 Purdue decided not to seek reelection; McCrory defeated the Democratic replacement nominee—Walter     

Dalton. 
5 CNN. “Election Tracker: Ad Spending.” 
6 The Washington Post. “Mad Money: TV Ads in the 2012 Presidential Campaign.” 
7 The New York Times. “North Carolina Governor Results: Roy Cooper Leads.” 
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Governorship, and many of the other Council of State positions.8 In the Republican tide, then, 

Cooper’s victory was the marquee event for North Carolina’s Democrats in 2016, giving the 

party the power of the bully pulpit when it came advancing the party’s agenda in the state. 

 By the numbers, McCrory’s loss appears to be an anomaly. The reality, however, is that 

his defeat had been in the cards for a while. Most media accounts depict the beginning of 

McCrory’s end as his response to Charlotte’s anti-discrimination ordinance and the ensuing 

bathroom politics debacle that began in April of 2016. Many wrote the governor off as a symbol 

of what became known as House Bill 2, using the governor’s defense of the much-maligned 

legislation as evidence of his inability to win reelection in a very Republican year. Still, others 

identified more nuanced factors in the governor’s race—issues that hurt the governor long before 

the bathroom debate started. Few of these subjects received the time of day in the news media, 

and when they did, were often mentioned in passing. Yet given the razor thin voting margin—

10,277 votes—any of these other problems could have ultimately tipped the scale in Cooper’s 

favor.  

 This thesis examines North Carolina politics in three parts. First, I delve into the relevant 

historical context needed to fully understand modern day North Carolina campaigns and 

elections. Second, I provide a detailed account of the 2016 governor’s race to introduce the many 

complexities and pressure points in the race. Third, I synthesize the conclusions of ten interviews 

with political experts and operatives in the state of North Carolina to contrast their comments 

with the overarching media narrative on the race: House Bill 2 cost Pat McCrory his 

Governorship. Ultimately, I argue that House Bill 2 was one of many factors that led to 

                                                 
8 North Carolina State Board of Elections. “11/08/2016 OFFICIAL GENERAL ELECTION RESULTS – 

STATEWIDE.” 
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McCrory’s defeat, but it cannot be singlehandedly responsible for the race’s outcome. In support 

of this conclusion, I show how McCrory suffered from underlying character problems that 

resulted in numerous policy missteps throughout his administration. I also go further to argue 

that it was these missteps together, not just House Bill 2, that led voters to reject him at the 2016 

polls.  
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II. Methods and Theory 

 The conclusions in this thesis are drawn largely from interview research conducted 

between December 2016 and January 2018. All interviews were conducted either in-person or 

over-the-phone, and the transcripts for the interviews (available as Appendix 1) were compiled 

by filling in detailed notes from each interview. These transcripts reflect on-the-record comments 

made by each interviewee, and all off-the-record and background information from each 

interview has been left out of both the transcript and the conclusions of this thesis. To increase 

the integrity of this thesis, all interviewees were given the opportunity to read and approve how 

their words were used and represented.  

 Furthermore, the results of the interviews can be matched loosely to voting behavior 

theory. The University of Michigan’s ICPSR program notes that two overarching factors 

influence citizen voting behavior: party identification and broad ideological orientations. But 

more specifically, voters are also concerned with three more general elements of a politician: 

positions on certain public policy issues, evaluations of government performance, and the 

personal traits of the candidates.9 Dr. Donald Schroeder of Campbell University characterized 

these factors together as “a vague apprehension of what a candidate is like as a person,” meaning 

that the three factors are intertwined when it comes to voters making decisions on which 

candidate to support.10 

 The results of the interviews matched Dr. Schroeder’s sentiments. In North Carolina, 

given that the ranks of registered Democrats and Republicans are giving way to more and more 

independent voters each cycle, party identification and overarching ideology are becoming 

harder and harder to peg as the major influencing factors behind voting behavior. Certainly, 

                                                 
9 The University of Michigan. “Voting Behavior.” 
10 Donald Schroeder. “Interview with Donald Schroeder.” 
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registered Republicans still showed up in force to support Pat McCrory for reelection, and 

likewise, registered Democrats went to the polls to vote for Roy Cooper. But as shown by the 

interviews, personality, government experience, and numerous policy details ultimately pushed 

the state’s most important voting bloc—undecided, independent voters—away from McCrory 

and toward Cooper. The descriptive analysis of this phenomenon constitutes Chapter 3 (Section 

5) of this thesis, and a visual representation of these results can be found as Appendix 2B3. 
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III. Historical Context 

The story of the 2016 Gubernatorial race in North Carolina did not begin in 2016. Nor 

did it start during the 2016 election cycle. Yes, the events of Pat McCrory’s first term and the 

McCrory-Cooper campaign contributed heavily to the outcome; however, at the same time, this 

politics reflected trends going back years, even decades. An analysis of the McCrory-Cooper 

battle, then, should include discussion of relevant developments in North Carolina politics. Two 

broad umbrellas classify these patterns. First, one must look to the mid-twentieth century to 

examine monumental shifts in Southern politics and follow these movements into the twenty-

first century. These events often center around the rise of the Southern Republican party. Second, 

these more macro movements must be considered in the context of North Carolina and again be 

traced over time, with attention to the 1980s and the early twenty-first century. These happenings 

again focus on the growth of the Republican party, yet this time just in the context of a single 

state. Scholars have already conducted substantial research in these fields; as such, this section 

intends to summarize historical events that underlie the 2016 North Carolina Governor’s race. 

Overall, the modern Republican party in the South stems from the Dixiecrat revolt in 

1948. For the next thirty years, racial tension motivated the growth of the party, with particularly 

salient gains beginning during Barry Goldwater’s Presidential campaign in 1964. Originally, 

these advances were in response to civil rights legislation and resulted in a newfound relevance 

for Southern governors. Then, in 1980, Ronald Reagan took the party a step further, melding a 

coalition together by focusing instead on the role of government in individuals’ lives while 

maintaining support among the Goldwater base. Capitalizing on Reagan’s work, Newt Gingrich 

translated the Reagan success into Congressional gains in 1994, giving Republicans control over 

the House for the first time since 1952. After the more turbulent 1990s, a period of stasis ensued 
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in the 2000s. However, the conservative response to Democrat and African-American Barack 

Obama’s election as President in 2008 again resulted in upheaval through the Tea Party 

movement within the Republican Party. Though this crusade lost national steam in 2012, it 

remained disillusioned as the party’s base, ultimately culminating in the Southern Republican 

wave during the 2016 elections. In post-2016 election America, Republicans controlled all 

Southern state legislatures and every Governorship save Louisiana, Virginia, and North Carolina.  

In North Carolina, the growth of the Republican party generally followed the same trend 

with key divergences. First, Republicans started from a position of power in North Carolina 

given their concentration in the mountainous Western portion of the state. Second, the transition 

to success began first in Presidential politics and ended with victories in down-ballot races. At 

the same time, however, Democrats in the state maintained a stranglehold on the governor’s 

mansion, in part due to the immense success of Jim Hunt, who would eventually serve as 

governor for sixteen years. Hunt would come to embody the “ideal” gubernatorial candidate in 

North Carolina—strong personality, great command of state government, and popular policies, 

particularly in the education area. And as Southern states became increasingly conservative in 

the twenty-first century, North Carolina elections only got closer. By 2016, it would no longer be 

a foregone conclusion for Democrats to take the governorship and Republicans to win the 

Presidential election in the state. One of the state’s Senate seats too switched parties twice in 

three election cycles. Ultimately, these trends had made North Carolina a full-blown 

battleground state by the beginning of the 2016 election season. 
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Changing Politics: The Rise of Southern Republicans 

 Quite frankly, Southern politics in the mid-twentieth century centered on one overarching 

theme: the position of African-Americans in Southern society. During this time, many political 

decisions traced back to the notion of maintaining white supremacy, even in numerous counties 

where blacks comprised the population’s majority.11 These mechanisms often revolved around 

disenfranchisement of black voters.12 Moreover, such decisions required unity at both regional 

and national levels, for regional control remained as important as ensuring resistance to federal 

attempts bent on infringing upon the South’s authority on the issue of race. As a result, a one-

party political system ruled by Democrats characterized much of the South. Only in 1948 had 

cracks begun to show in Democrat dominance, with whites first losing power in predominantly 

black locales. Regardless, in this time, Southern politics was a function of battles between 

factions in the Democratic party.13 

 Likewise, Republicans approximated an actual party in only a few Southern states. 

During the mid-century, these Republicans fit into three groups: Presidential, mountain, and 

African-American. Presidential Republicans voted in Democratic statewide primaries and for 

Democrats in local elections, but they voted for Republicans when it came to Presidential 

politics. The mountain Republicans differed in that they voted on straight-Republican tickets and 

maintained control over some local governments and few state offices. The third mass, black 

                                                 
11 V. O. Key Jr. Southern Politics, p. 5-7. Here, Key depicts the Southern counties with blacks composing 

more than 50% of the population in 1940. While many of these counties remain concentrated in the deep 

south, North Carolina does contain African-American population clusters in the Northeast corner and 

Southern piedmont regions of the state. Overall, 38.9% of North Carolinian counties contained a 

population made up of more than 30% black.  
12 Ibid, p. 531-675. Key goes into great detail about the numerous measures enacted to disenfranchise 

black voters. For purposes of relevance and brevity, these measures are not summarized in this thesis.  
13 Ibid, p. 8-12. 
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Republicans, inherently voted Republican given the Democrats’ propensity to seek political, 

economic, and social control over them.14 

 Changes in this Southern party structure began with the Dixiecrat revolt of 1948 after the 

President’s Committee on Civil Rights recommended protecting the civil rights of minorities, 

including African-Americans.15 This marked the end of the Democratic “solid South.”16 It would 

not be until the 1960s’s “Southern strategy” articulated by Barry Goldwater took shape, 

however, that Republicans would begin to see substantial Southern gains. Specifically, 

conservatives rallied around Goldwater in the 1964 Presidential election because he opposed the 

1964 Civil Rights Act.17 Nationally, Republicans would continue to see increased success in 

subsequent Presidential elections until Ronald Reagan’s landslide in 1980 due to white 

dissatisfaction with the national Democratic party agenda, especially over racial and economic 

liberalism.18 Reagan also maintained an immensely popular public celebrity. 

Two pertinent theories account for this rise. First, Kevin Phillips’s theory of “split-level 

realignment” explains the “top-down” approach to understanding the growth of Southern 

Republicans. At the time, Republicans only maintained a majority at the Presidential level, not in 

state and local offices, a trend that held throughout the South.19 Still, a second theory also bears 

merit in describing the rise of the Southern GOP: Hood, Kidd, and Morris’s theory of relative 

advantage. In their book The Rational Southerner, the trio finds statistical support verifying that 

more than half of the growth in the Republican party can be written off as both a response to 

                                                 
14 Ibid, p. 277-297. 
15 Key Jr. Southern Politics, p. 329-330. 
16 Jack Bass and Walter DeVries. The Transformation of Southern Politics: Social Change and Political 

Consequence Since 1945, p. 23. 
17 Bass and DeVries. The Transformation of Southern Politics, p. 27-28. 
18 Earl Black and Merle Black. Politics and Society in the South, p. 260. 
19 Black and Black, Politics and Society in the South, p. 259. 
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black voter mobilization toward Democrats and the relationship between party competition and 

GOP growth. They also reported mixed results when it came to the role of evangelicalism in the 

party’s proliferation—an important conclusion given the strong association between 

evangelicalism and the Republican Party. Moreover, in direct contrast to Phillips, the group 

asserts that no statistical support indicates Presidential campaigns as catalysts for the 

Republicans’ rise.20 In other words, race continued to underpin politics in the South, especially 

the success of the Republican party. 

The 1960s also saw increased attention on governorships and state legislatures in 

response to the civil rights movement.21 Overall, gubernatorial races remained a function of the 

changing demographics and party shifts around them.22 With racial politics minimized following 

black electoral participation, Southern governors expanded their agendas.23 Removing the racial 

roadblocks in the South’s politics effectively created a more competitive electoral environment.24 

And in some cases, Republican governors even attempted to include blacks in the growing make-

up of Republicans.25 Thus, Reagan’s move toward ideology and “away” from race also took 

shape at the gubernatorial level. Moving forward, policy outcomes would become an important 

tool in determining successful Southern governors. As such, the structure of state governments in 

the South shifted, with states moving away from both two-year governors’ terms and one term 

                                                 
20 M.V. Hood III, Quentin Kidd, and Irwin L. Morris. The Rational Southerner: Black Mobilization, 

Republican Growth, and the Partisan Transformation of the American South, p. 99-117. 
21 Branwell DuBose Kapeluck, Robert P. Steed, and Laurence W. Moreland, “Southern Governors and 

Legislatures.” 270. 
22 Kapeluck, Steed, and Moreland, “Southern Governors and Legislatures,” in Writing Southern Politics: 

Contemporary Interpretations and Future Directions, ed. Steed and Moreland, p. 278-280. 
23 Kapeluck, Steed, and Moreland, “Southern Governors and Legislatures,” p. 284-288. 
24 Earl Black. Southern Governors and Civil Rights: Racial Segregation as a Campaign Issue in the 

Second Reconstruction, p. 309. 
25 Black. Southern Governors and Civil Rights, p. 322. 
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limits for governors. And given the newfound competitiveness in general elections, the 

importance of the party primary in governors’ races diminished significantly26 

 Ultimately, Ronald Reagan’s election in 1980 cemented the rise of Southern Republicans, 

as his message led white voters to identify with the Republican party along ideological—not just 

racial—lines for the first time. At the same time, his election marked only a partial 

realignment—white moderates and conservative Democrats could still win when properly 

mobilizing their coalitions.27 In fact, only 34% of white Southerners identified themselves as 

Republicans in 1988.28 Yet with the election of Reagan, conservative politics in the South moved 

beyond the race-centered politics of the mid-century. Interestingly, Reagan conservatives 

identified more with the notion of individual responsibility for their economic well-being; that is, 

people’s lives are better when the federal government stays out of them.29 His campaign also 

moved the religious right into the Republican coalition. Still, though, the racial undertones that 

characterized Southern politics remained: Reagan opposed both the Civil Rights Act and the 

1965 Voting Rights Act, and by carefully towing the line on these issues, he too brought the 

Dixiecrats into the new Southern Republican coalition.30 

 The Reagan years forever altered the political make-up of the Southern electorate. By the 

turn of the century, this new Republican Party became composed mainly of whites, with greater 

support among men than women. Additionally, while only 30% of white Southern Republicans 

identified with the religious right, nearly all identified themselves as Christians.31 Here, the main 

                                                 
26 Larry Sabato. “New South Governors and the Governorship,” in Contemporary Southern Politics, ed. 

James F. Lea, p. 204-206. 
27 Earl Black and Merle Black. The Rise of Southern Republicans, p. 205-206. 
28 Black and Black, The Rise of Southern Republicans, p. 230. 
29 Ibid, p. 225. 
30 Ibid, p. 215-218. 
31 Ibid, p. 242-253. 
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Republican advantage came in the form of white Protestants, which accounted for nearly 70% of 

Republican voters in 2004.32 When it came to income, Republicans enjoyed an advantage among 

the affluent and middle class. The working class, however, remained more volatile and swung 

between the parties, but it too began to tip more into the Republican camp. African-Americans 

and Hispanics were hostile toward the party, but Republicans did enjoy slightly higher 

favorability among Hispanic males. Nevertheless, the ever-cohesive minority support for 

Democrats led the Republican party to increasingly rely on forming white majorities.33 

 The 1994 Congressional elections marked the Southern Republican party’s breakthrough 

beyond Presidential politics. After the election, the Democrats’ reliable control over this 

delegation had evaporated, as Republicans controlled the majority of the South’s Senate seats.34 

But perhaps even bigger than the retaking of the Senate in 1994 were the Republicans’ victories 

in the House of Representatives. Here, Republicans won a majority of the Southern House seats 

for the first time since Reconstruction. By 2000, 72 Members of the Southern Congressional 

delegation caucused with Republicans while only 53 caucused with Democrats.35 Former House 

Minority Leader New Gingrich made these gains possible by doubling-down on Republican 

ideologies opposing an increased governmental role in their lives.36 His campaign ploy, the 

Contract With America, a written promise to accomplish the conservative agenda in Congress, 

was successful throughout the country. 

                                                 
32 Earl Black and Merle Black. Divided America: The Ferocious Power Struggles in American Politics, p. 

62-63. 
33 Black and Black. The Rise of Southern Republicans, p. 253-267. 
34 Ibid, p. 268-270. 
35 Ibid, p. 328-329. 
36 Ibid, p. 338. Interestingly, the groundwork for these victories was too laid in part by compromise 

between black Democrats and Republicans, as Democrats consistently boxed each group out when 

redistricting over the latter half of the twentieth century. Because of the unlikely coalition, blacks gained 

more Congressional seats and many Republicans found themselves in safer seats (332-336). 
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 Moving forward, the Republican party continued to adapt to the South in the twenty-first 

century. By 2004, college-educated white protestants became the core of the increasingly 

conservative party. Again, these voters were driven primarily by their beliefs on individual 

responsibility.37 The Republicans also continued to consolidate support in the mountain regions, 

which remained the only white Protestant-dominated region in Southern politics by 2004.38 

However, the 2008 election cycle marked a substantial reversal of Republicans’ fortunes in the 

South. With the success of Barack Obama, a Northern liberal and the country’s first African-

American Presidential nominee, across the region, it appeared as if Republicans would need to 

rally more than just white voters to win.39  

Yet the 2010 cycle rapidly reversed this sentiment with the enormous electoral success of 

the extreme right—the Tea Party. While the 1980s and 1990s embodied a time of revitalization 

in the Southern Republican party, the 2000s represented a period of stasis. Upheaval ensued, 

however, at the start of the 2010 election cycle as a hostile response to President Obama and his 

liberal policies. The level of hostility remained almost unprecedented, and like Reagan’s 

campaigns before it, relied heavily on racial undertones to convey its message.40 Importantly, 

then, the South proved the perfect ground on which to sow the Tea Party soil, with racial 

resentment and evangelicalism standing as the two central pillars to both the Tea Party 

movement and the broader Southern Republican party. In fact, Hood, Kidd, and Morris find that 

evangelicalism is the strongest identifier among Southern Tea Party Republicans. But in the 

aftermath of Obama’s reelection in 2012, it appeared as if the Tea Party’s reliance on white 

                                                 
37 Black and Black. Divided America, p. 62-66. 
38 Ibid, p. 66-72. 
39 Branwell DuBose Kapeluck, Laurence W. Moreland, and Robert P. Steed. A Paler Shade of Red: The 

2008 Presidential Election in the South, p. xiii. 
40 David Lotto. “The South Has Risen Again: Thoughts on the Tea Party and the Recent Rise of Right 

Wing Racism.” 
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voters alone would not result in a broad enough coalition to support the Republican party’s 

future.41 

 Moving into the 2016 election cycle, however, Republicans in the South found 

themselves in a strong position. In 2016, Republicans completely controlled every state 

legislature in the South save Kentucky, where they only held the State Senate.42 They also held 

the supermajority of governorships, with Democrats controlling only Louisiana, Virginia, and 

West Virginia.43 Overall, 2016 proved fruitful for the Republican party in the South. The party 

maintained its stranglehold on state legislatures, even picking up the Kentucky House of 

Representatives to give the party total control over all Southern state legislatures.44 The 

Governorships also remained largely unchanged, with North Carolina flipping to Democrats and 

West Virginia switching to a Republican.45 Given the non-electoral nature of the West Virginia 

flip, the North Carolina Governor’s race resulted in the only Southern Democrat pick-up. The 

causes for and implications of this switch constitute the remainder of this thesis. 

  

Laying the Groundwork: The Growth of the Republican Party in North Carolina 

Early Rumblings 

Democratic control of North Carolina began in 1898, when Furnifold M. Simmons 

organized a Democrat machine to seize the legislature away from fusion coalitions. He would go 

                                                 
41 M.V. Hood III, Quentin Kidd, and Irwin L. Morris. “Tea Leaves and Southern Politics: Explaining Tea 

Party Support in the Region.” 
42 National Council of State Legislatures. “2016 Legislative Partisan Composition;” Ballotopedia. 

“Kentucky House of Representatives elections, 2016.” 
43 Nick Conway. “Governor’s Political Party by State, 1790-2016.”  
44 National Conference of State Legislatures. “State Partisan Composition.” 
45 Stephen Wolf. “Republicans now dominate state government, with 32 legislatures and 33 governors.” 

During the 2016 election cycle, West Virginia elected Jim Justice as a Democrat for Governor. However, 

less than seven months later, Justice switched party affiliation to Republican at a rally with President 

Donald Trump. 
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on to dominate state politics until siding with Herbert Hoover in 1928, with the ensuing Great 

Depression costing him his political power in 1930. After Simmons, a succession of Cleveland 

County politicians known as the “Shelby Dynasty” ran the state, but it was not until 1948 and the 

surprise election of progressive Kerr Scott that modern North Carolina politics began to take 

shape.46 All the while, Democratic politics in North Carolina remained sectionally-charged, with 

strong divisions apparent between the East and the West.47 Republicans, on the other hand, 

clustered heavily in the Western, mountainous region of the state. But even here, Democrats 

gerrymandered districts to keep the Republican stronghold as weak as possible. From 1920 to 

1948, Republicans composed only 33% of voters in gubernatorial and Presidential elections.48  

Importantly, the size of the Republican party during this time heavily influenced the 

nature of the Democrats, most apparent in the high degree of Democratic organization. As noted, 

most of these Republicans existed as mountain Republicans, meaning they voted along party 

lines.49 Few were Presidential Republicans.50 Given the necessity to control Republicans, North 

Carolinian Democrats became known as sophisticated leaders and presided over quality 

government.51 At the same time, North Carolina boasted the strongest organization of 

Republicans in the South, enabling them to pressure Democrats in 75% of the state’s counties. In 

turn, these pressures formed something of a positive feedback loop, leading to active 

campaigning by Democrats throughout the state.52 

                                                 
46 Key Jr. Southern Politics. P. 211-213. 
47 Key Jr. Southern Politics, p. 219. As noted by Key, North Carolina’s East-West division falls along the 

line demarking the Piedmont and the Coastal plain, running from Anson County in the middle-South 

portion of the state to Northampton County in the Northeast region of the state. Appendix 2B1 details a 

map showing this divide. 
48 Ibid, p. 220-223.  
49 Ibid, p. 280-281. 
50 Ibid, p. 279. 
51 Ibid, p. 223-228. 
52 Ibid, p. 283-285. 
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In mid-twentieth century North Carolina, Democrats still controlled state politics. 

However, during Kerr Scott’s Governorship, the tides began to turn, changing first in the 

Democratic party. In 1949, Scott appointed preeminent North Carolina progressive Frank 

Graham to the state’s United States Senate vacancy. During the 1950 special election for the 

same seat, Graham lost the Democratic primary to the racially and economically conservative 

Willis Smith. Smith’s election was representative of the white Democrats’ unwavering 

opposition to racial change.53 Importantly, this chasm over the racial question in North Carolina 

falls in order with the rest of the South. It would later lead many Democrats to switch party 

affiliation to the Republican party. 

After the Supreme Court’s landmark Brown v. the Board of Education decision in 1954 

outlawing segregation in public schools, the issue of race came to dominate North Carolina 

politics. Ultimately, the decision would lead North Carolina to retreat from its mid-century 

height of liberalism. In the short-run, conservative Democrats saw ballot success in the 1950s. 

Among them stood Senator Sam J. Ervin, who would later garner attention as the Senate’s chief 

proponent of continued segregation.54 At the state level, soon-to-be-perennial-governor-

candidate I. Beverly Lake, another conservative Democrat, rose as the state’s most fervent 

advocate against desegregation.55 But this period too saw increased electoral success for 

Republicans. In the 1952 Presidential race between Dwight Eisenhower and Adlai Stevenson, 

Eisenhower received the most Republican support in the state since Herbert Hoover in 1928.56 
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Importantly, Eisenhower expanded the Republican party beyond its mountain stronghold, 

achieving a one-to-one vote status with Stevenson in the Piedmont and taking the counties 

containing North Carolina’s three largest cities: Mecklenburg (Charlotte), Forsyth (Winston-

Salem), and Guilford (Greensboro).57  

But if the 1950s showed a North Carolina moving toward conservative Democrats and 

Republicans, then the early 1960s serve as a reminder of the state’s political volatility. The 1960 

governor’s race saw a progressive Democrat, Terry Sanford, unite the party’s liberal and 

conservative wings to seize control of state politics.58 Sanford would go on to become one of the 

behemoths of twentieth century state politics. Still, his victory as a progressive came with costs 

of party unification—Sanford’s 54.5% winning percentage made 1960 the tightest Southern 

Governor’s race since 1920.59 On the Presidential level, Democrat John F. Kennedy carried the 

state due to a strong showing in the Coastal region (the same region that voted overwhelmingly 

for I. Beverly Lake in the governor’s primary).60 At the same time, however, I. Beverly Lake 

used North Carolina’s television station, WRAL, to his political advantage—the first widespread 

use of television in North Carolina politics. Thus began the conservative domination of the 

state’s airwaves, an important trend that would continue throughout the remainder of the 

century.61 

The rest of the 1960s, however, paint the opposite picture. With civil rights legislation 

moving through the United States Congress in the form of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
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(unanimously opposed by the North Carolina Congressional delegation)62 and the Voting Rights 

Act of 1965, North Carolina voters began to move to the right. In 1964, conservative Dan K. 

Moore won the Democratic primary for Governor after receiving Lake’s public endorsement.63 

The Presidential election proved a different story, though, with North Carolina falling for 

Democrat Lyndon B. Johnson and refusing to join its Southern neighbors in supporting extremist 

Republican Barry Goldwater.64 It would not be until 1968 that the state saw its first major crack 

toward the Republican party. Here, in the face of zealous antiwar and anti-black protests, 

Republican Richard Nixon took North Carolina in the Presidential election. George Wallace, the 

election cycle’s premier segregationist candidate, carried the Coastal region, the state’s 

predominantly Democrat-yet-staunchly-socially-conservative refuge.65 And in the Governor’s 

race, Democrat Bob Scott, Kerr Scott’s son, won with the smallest margin for a Democrat to 

date, garnering only 53% of the vote. It was increasingly difficult for progressives to carry their 

once-friendly state.66 

Next, the 1970s saw the partisan floodgates open in North Carolina, characterized by the 

beginnings of a strong contrast in national and statewide voting patterns. Retrospectively, the 

largest domino crumbled on September 17th, 1970, when up-and-coming Democrat and state 

media aficionado, WRAL’s Jesse Helms, switched party affiliation to the Republican Party.67 In 

1972, Helms won election to the United States Senate, becoming the first statewide Republican 

to carry the state’s heavily Democratic Coastal region in the twentieth century by winning over 
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both I. Beverly Lake and George Wallace voters, as well as social conservatives. In the 

Governor’s race, a Republican too won the office. But the winner, James Holhouser, performed 

exceedingly well only in the Republican West, while the Democrat’s candidate, Hargrove 

“Skipper” Bowles, took the Coast.68 Thus began North Carolina’s peculiar history of electing 

Republicans to national office and Democrats to statewide offices over the course of the late 

twentieth century (Appendix 2B2). At the same time, however, the 1972 election cycle in North 

Carolina marked the rise of Democrat Jim Hunt, who would go on to become the state’s most 

prominent Democratic politician in the second half of the twentieth century, and like Sanford and 

Helms, another of the state’s political icons.69  

 

“Mudslinging at Mayberry”—The Ballad of Jim Hunt and Jesse Helms 

In a sense, the elections of 1972 mark the beginning of today’s North Carolina politics. 

Although Jesse Helms and Jim Hunt have long since passed through the state’s elected offices, 

their collective impact remains significant. Just as discussions about the rise of Southern 

Republicans and the party’s corresponding growth in North Carolina bear merit in providing 

context for this thesis, so does the more focused story of Jesse Helms and Jim Hunt. Together, 

these bastions of the right and left transformed the game when it came to winning national 

(Helms) and statewide (Hunt) elections. And ultimately, it would be from these maps that the 

events of the 2016 North Carolina elections arose and transpired. First, however, their 

contributions to state politics must be considered in context. 
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Hunt served four terms as Governor, broken up into two periods: 1977 through 1985 and 

1993 through 2001.70 Helms served five terms as a United States Senator from 1973 to 2003.71 

Yet the two will be remembered for their epic 1984 Senate election battle, a strong contender for 

the most brutal Senate campaign in American history.72 However, before delving into the 1984 

race and its implications for North Carolina politics today, it is first pertinent to discuss the two 

separately; that is, to analyze their individual impacts on statewide politics.  

 Helms was a key cog in the conservative takeover of the American South during the 

1950s and 1960s. In particular, he became a master of the media—he was one of the first to 

criticize the “leftist” nature of the news media, a phenomenon that pervades national politics 

today (possibly more than ever), and he was instrumental in the building of a conservative media 

to bring his Republican message to voters. As Vice President of WRAL-TV, a Raleigh based 

television company; city editor for the Raleigh Times; and editor of the North Carolina Bankers 

Association’s Tar Heel Banker, Helms advanced commentaries to undermine Democrats.73 

Ultimately, his efforts transcended the fragmented class lines of disillusioned New Deal 

supporters, unifying these white voters in Eastern North Carolina through grassroots anger.74 

This key demographic, white Democrats who voted for Republicans in national elections, would 

become Helms’s trusty base, known colloquially as the “Jessecrats.”75 Through the support of 
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Jessecrats, Republicans were victorious throughout North Carolina, culminating with Helms’s 

own election to the United States Senate in 1972.76  

 As a Senator, Helms became the de facto leader of North Carolina Republicans. Along 

with aide Thomas F. Ellis, Helms started the North Carolina Congressional Club, a powerful 

organization created to elect Republican lawmakers throughout the state. With the help of direct 

mail fundraiser Richard Viguiere, the two were able to turn the group into a conservative 

powerhouse, and by 1974, the Club had more money on hand than either state party.77 This 

operation found particular success among lower income voters, who relied on direct mail letters 

for the majority of their political news.78 However, despite his national stature as a conservative 

leader and his effective campaigning and fundraising strategies, Helms always found himself in 

close general election races—a testament to his reputation as an extremist. Even in 1984, during 

the Republican landslide on the coattails of Ronald Reagan, Helms only took 51.7 percent of the 

popular vote.79 

 Across the aisle, the moderate Hunt filled an equally important role for Democrats in 

North Carolina. In 1972, during the conservative wave that brought Helms into power, Hunt 

became the highest-ranking Democrat in the state government—Lieutenant Governor. Given his 

newfound stature, Hunt became the opposition leader to the Republicans, acting as the leading 

spokesman for the North Carolina Democrat Party and enabling him to position himself for the 

Governorship in 1976, an office he won handily, 65 to 34 percent. Importantly, Hunt would use 

his moderate ideological appeal to strengthen his party. By the time his fourth term as Governor 
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ended in 2001, North Carolina Democrats were the strongest in the South—they would hold the 

governorship for twenty years straight (twelve more after Hunt) and produce a serious candidate 

for the 2004 Democratic Presidential nomination: John Edwards.80 

 But how was Hunt able to position his party in this manner? It all goes back to his 

success in pushing through one of the most consequential state constitution amendments in North 

Carolinian history; a trend that followed similar developments in Southern politics. During his 

first term as Governor, Hunt convinced both the legislature and voters to support an amendment 

allowing Governors to serve consecutive terms.81 Without such an amendment, Hunt would have 

been barred from office due to term limits. Instead, he held power for two separate eight-year 

stints, enabling him to bring substantial, positive change to both the North Carolina economy and 

the state’s education system.82 And over in the State House, the break with term limit tradition 

permitted Democrat Speaker of the House, Liston Ramsey, to serve as Speaker for eight years, 

beginning in 1981. This feat would be replicated by Jim Black, a Democrat who would go on to 

serve as Speaker from 1999 to 2007, and by Marc Basnight, who would lead the Democrat 

majority in the state Senate from 1993 to 2007.83 In reality, Democratic control over the North 

Carolina State Legislature would continue until the nationwide Republican landslide in 2010.  

 Yet to fully contextualize the era of Helms and Hunt with the North Carolina political 

landscape at the start of the twenty first century, their epic 1984 United States Senate battle must 

be analyzed. Does the outcome of this race show North Carolina leaning in one direction 
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ideologically towards the end of the twentieth century? Interestingly, the answer is no; in fact, 

the race provides a great jumping off point into showing just how close and unpredictable North 

Carolina elections would become. On the surface, 1984 appeared to be a great year for Helms. 

He enjoyed not only the incumbent advantage but also the coattails of popular President Ronald 

Reagan, who would go on to defeat his Democrat challenger Walter Mondale in the biggest 

electoral blowout in history. Nationally, Republican candidates were even polling above 

Democrat candidates by a seemingly insurmountable margin, 62 to 35 percent.84 But Helms 

would only go on to reclaim his Senate seat by 86,280 votes, with a margin of 52 to 48 percent—

a much narrower spread than the Reagan ticket enjoyed.85 

 The question remains, then: what accounts for the significant divergence between 

Helms’s result and Reagan’s national landslide? Additionally, what lessons does this outcome 

hold for North Carolina politics today? At the end of the day, it can be assumed that Reagan’s 

nationwide popularity and Helms’s own image were crucial in giving him a cushion in the race, 

one that was all but eliminated by election day due to Hunt’s own immense popularity in North 

Carolina. Without them, the Hunt campaign believed that their candidate would have won the 

race.86 Moreover, voting demographics were also an important factor. Helms was able to turn out 

his base, something he credited to fundamentalist churches, which were able to register 

thousands of new voters that would later support Helms at the polls. And in the Interstate 85 

corridor, a stretch of populous North Carolina counties from Charlotte to Raleigh, Helms was 
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able to secure small, but ultimately significant, victories.87 It would be the struggling North 

Carolina economy, particularly in the tobacco industry, that almost kept Helms from reelection.88 

 Still, there are three important takeaways from the Helms-Hunt battle. First, at the 

national level, the 1984 election resulted in a new “alignment” behind Ronald Reagan and the 

conservatives, with Republicans generally winning their races by significant margins. Yet the 

opposite was happening in North Carolina: “de-alignment,” the breakdown of party orientation 

that gave way to a more independently minded electorate.89 The presence of this de-alignment 

has become critical in understanding the outcomes of modern North Carolina elections—as the 

independent vote swings, so does the race.90 Secondly, the voting breakdowns in key 

demographics showed that the election result in North Carolina was an exception to the national 

norm. Among women, Hunt carried the vote 57 to 43 percent,91 a far cry from the 57 percent that 

voted for Reagan.92 Meanwhile, while Reagan carried around 60 percent of voters aged eighteen 

to forty-nine,93 Hunt was able to win a narrow majority in this demographic.94 These 

demographic results would quickly become the standard for not only North Carolinian elections 

but also races nationwide, with gaps still widening today. 

 But lastly, and perhaps most importantly, political advertising in the Helms-Hunt 

campaign may have been the ultimate deciding factor in a Helms victory. It is no secret that 

Helms was a master of campaign advertising, and his “assault-your-opponent” strategy of 
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negative campaigning still pervades the North Carolina election scene.95 Indeed, both campaigns 

used negative advertising to slander the opposition. But through a closer look at the differing 

strategies of Helms and Hunt, it becomes clear as to why Helms’s was ultimately more effective: 

thematic continuity.96 Throughout Helms’s campaign, his attacks on Hunt struck the same 

chord—“where do you stand, Jim?”, enabling Helms to portray the moderate Hunt consistently 

as a wobbling politician.97 These spots were made possible by another tactic Helms helped 

pioneer: the tracker, an aide that followed the opposition and recorded everything they did.98 In 

the end, Helms’s strategist Carter Wrenn estimates that in the first three weeks of the “where do 

you stand, Jim” campaign, the Helms team saw a substantial ten point bump in the polls, where 

$4 to $5 million in advertisements over most of 1983 had only resonated in a five point bump.99 

Conversely, Hunt’s approach was more disjointed. Some of his advertisements portrayed 

Helms as a “villain,” depicting Helms as supporting oppressive foreign regimes that murdered 

women and children. Yet other Hunt ads were positive, attempting to show Hunt as the good 

guy, despite his extremely graphic and nasty attacks on Helms. These advertisements were 

rendered ineffective because Helms was able to associate himself more effectively with the 

actual “good guy:” Ronald Reagan.100 In the Helms victory, the importance of reinforced 
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narrative advertising won out over single-scene negative storytelling, setting the stage for 

modern political advertising.101  

At the end of the day, Helms and Hunt often overshadow another figure in late-twentieth 

century North Carolina politics that deserves mention: Jim Martin. Elected twice as a Republican 

Governor in 1984 and 1988, Martin became the second and final Republican governor of the 

state in the twentieth century. He also stands with Sanford, Helms, and Hunt as one of the state’s 

iconic twentieth century politicians. For contextual purposes, Martin is important as a 

comparison to Pat McCrory. Both were from the Charlotte area, both were elected numerous 

times (though for different offices) by Mecklenburg County constituents, and obviously, both 

went on to win the Governor’s mansion.102 Martin’s Administration remains especially 

significant because he serves as the only foil to McCrory given the lack of Republican governors 

during the second half of the twentieth century. Thus, analyzing where each’s strategy ran 

parallel and diverged, be it in practice or level of success, is worthy of consideration before 

diving into McCrory’s tenure as Governor.  

Jim Martin rose to power as an education policy analyst among Mecklenburg County 

Commissioners, creating tax revenue to add more money to the county’s education budget.103 

Martin was quickly labeled as a conservative rising star, leading him to announce his candidacy 

for United States Congress. During his announcement speech, he championed education 

improvement as a primary motivator.104 And as his first act as a Congressman, Martin introduced 

a bill to improve public education. He also quickly became the most reliably-conservative 
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Member of the North Carolina Congressional delegation.105 Due to his interests as a Professor of 

Chemistry at Davidson College before entering politics, Martin’s Congressional portfolio went 

on to include science and nuclear war. He also remained passionate about balancing the federal 

budget.106 

By the early 1980s, Martin had become homesick in Washington, as he sought more time 

with his family back home. But instead of returning to North Carolina and going back to his old 

life as a Professor, Martin elected to run for the Republican nomination for Governor in 1984. As 

more of a moderate and given the bloodbath brewing between Jim Hunt and Jesse Helms in the 

Senate campaign, Martin failed to win endorsements from conservatives. Perhaps to an extent 

due to a lack of Democratic focus on the governor’s race, Martin became only the second 

Republican elected governor in North Carolina during the twentieth century.107  

Importantly, Martin’s success stemmed in part from his positions on transportation 

politics. During the 1984 election, the status of Interstate 40’s construction between Raleigh and 

Charlotte was a contested election issue. Though he lost the Democratic primary to Rufus 

Edmisten, Eddie Knox had become widely popular for his pledge to complete the construction 

during his first term as governor. Edmisten took a more conservative approach.108 In the general 

election, Martin followed Knox’s move, delivering scathing rebukes of Edmisten’s unpopular 

position at every possible avenue.109 Additionally, Martin continued to trumpet his experience as 

a successful education reformer and focused on improving turnout where conservatives 
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traditionally did poorly.110 Nearly thirty years later, the transportation issue would play a 

significant role in costing Pat McCrory his own reelection.  

During his first year in office, Martin made education central to his Administration. He 

doubled-down on increasing teacher pay in his inaugural address. Moreover, Martin attempted to 

divert funding from Hunt’s big government education programs to make these pay increases 

happen. By the end of 1985, Martin boasted a 64% favorable rate among North Carolina voters, 

along with a majority of voters believing he was doing a good job. Meanwhile, the liberal state 

legislature looked badly in comparison. Moving forward, Martin prioritized transportation, 

education, prison crisis, fiscal, and environmental policies throughout the remainder of his two 

terms as Governor. He also found himself embroiled-by-proxy in a bitter race for the state’s GOP 

chairman.111 Ultimately, Pat McCrory was unable to recreate Martin’s first term success during 

his own administration.  

 

North Carolina Politics in the Twenty-First Century 

 Undoubtedly, both the North Carolina electorate and the state itself are drastically 

different from the North Carolina of Jesse Helms and Jim Hunt (and even Jim Martin). So 

although it is important to contextualize modern elections through the impact of these titans, an 

analysis of these two politicians alone does not provide a complete picture of North Carolina 

politics today; a discussion of twenty first century Senate, Governor, and Presidential elections is 

also needed. Conveniently, this conversation can be split into two time periods: 2000 through 

2008 and 2009 through 2014, with the divider being the national Democratic wave brought on by 

Barack Obama in 2008. In looking at these separate Senate and Presidential elections, it is 
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apparent that both parties have seen considerable progress in North Carolina, only to see their 

momentum stymied prematurely by the other party. Only in Governor’s races has one party, the 

Democrats, seen consistent electoral success. 

 The Senate tale kicks off in 2002, when Elizabeth “Liddy” Dole, wife of former Senate 

Majority Leader and Republican Presidential nominee Bob Dole, beat former Bill Clinton Chief 

of Staff Erskine Bowles handily to replace the retiring Jesse Helms. Still, Dole’s 54 percent to 45 

percent margin was somewhat unexpected: with $21 million spent, the Dole-Bowles race was the 

most expensive Senate campaign in the country, leaving many experts stifled by the actual 

margin of victory.112 However, Dole possessed three advantages that ultimately brought her the 

race. First, she had national name recognition, as well as a political persona separate from her 

husband and developed during her time in the Reagan and H.W. Bush Administrations. Second, 

she had a great relationship with Helms, giving her his full support in the race. And third, she 

was just a better candidate than Bowles, a skilled businessman and administrator who lacked the 

political know-how needed to win.113 

 Despite her success in 2002, however, Dole would go onto lose to Kay Hagan, a state 

senator running on Barack Obama’s coattails, in 2008. This time around, the Jessecrats that 

carried Helms to victory for thirty years comprised only 7 percent of the vote, increasing the 

impact of the undecided vote on swinging the election.114 In keeping with the national trend, 

these voters would inevitably break for Obama, bringing Hagan to the Senate. Money too played 

a role—Hagan and Dole each spent $5 million, and the Democratic Senatorial Campaign 

Committee infused over $11 million to take out Dole.115 However, Dole also made one massive 
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mistake: in the final days of the election she sunk into the gutter and ran a television ad accusing 

Hagan of being an atheist. In response, Hagan aired “Belief,” a spot criticizing Dole’s attacks on 

her faith and doubling down on her own career as a Sunday school teacher.116 Hagan’s defense 

received praise nationwide, and it was the final nail in the coffin for the Dole campaign.117 

But in 2014, this seat would flip again, with Hagan losing narrowly to Thom Tillis, the 

North Carolina House Speaker. This time, Obama could not help carry Hagan—his job approval 

was hovering around what would become his eight-year low,118 helping Tillis to a small 

victory.119 Together, these shifts beg the question: what are the takeaways from the Dole-Hagan-

Tillis saga that has followed thirty years of Helms? At the end of the day, the back and forth 

nature of this Senate seat can be contributed to the magnitude of personality generally needed to 

win North Carolina Senate races—Helms was only able to hold onto his seat for so long because 

he built such a big name for himself throughout the state and across the nation. Neither Dole nor 

Hagan were able to build the same persona, and it has yet to be seen if Tillis will be afflicted 

with this same plight in 2020.120 Thus, Democrats were able to pounce on Dole’s lack of record 

in 2008 by offering the alternative of Obama’s grand vision of change, and the Republicans were 

able to counter in 2014 by portraying Hagan’s record as only following that of Obama—she did 

not have her own agenda to help the people of North Carolina.  

 Yet North Carolina’s other sitting Senator, Richard Burr, has been able to circumvent the 

necessity for such a personality; he has held onto his seat for three terms without being widely 

identified as associated with any particular legislative issue or generating much press.121 In 2004, 
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Burr defeated Erskine Bowles in the race to replace retiring Senator and Democratic Vice 

Presidential nominee John Edwards. It was a come from behind victory in a race that would see 

over $20 million in spending, again one of the most expensive in America. After polling ten 

points below Bowles throughout the summer of 2004, Burr was able to gain ground with 

television ads sticking Bowles to Bill Clinton using a Helms-esque continued narrative. 

Moreover, a federal tobacco buyout passed in October of 2004 energized North Carolina farmers 

to turn out for Burr.122 This would help Burr win big in crucial Eastern North Carolina,123 but it 

was increasingly clear that the candidate who could win suburban voters would take the election. 

He was able to sway these voters and make it to the Senate.124  

 Burr’s reelection in 2010, however, was more of a foregone conclusion. Indeed, the anti-

Obama sentiments that resulted a national Republican landslide were of key importance to Burr’s 

successful campaign.125 But he also made strides in strengthening his relationship with swing 

voters. Following Obama’s success with African-American voters in 2008, Burr reached out to 

these voters with increased diligence. Particularly, he battled for legislation to increase 

graduation rates for low income and minority students; he became more involved combatting 

sickle cell anemia (which disproportionally affects African-Americans); and he fought to 

reauthorize Healthy Start, a program bent on lowering the infant mortality rate (which also 

disproportionally affects African-Americans).126 As a result, polling in the lead up to the race 

showed Burr had increased his proportion of the African-American vote from 12 percent in 
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2004127 to 22 percent in 2010.128 For comparison, Tillis won only 4 percent of this vote in 

2014.129 

 The Presidential election side of things also shows North Carolinian preferences shifting 

from party to party. Republican George W. Bush was immensely successful in both the 2000 and 

2004 elections in the state, carrying it 56 to 43 percent in 2000130 and 56 to 44 percent in 2004.131 

Despite the competitiveness of down ballot races in 2000, North Carolina was marked as a “safe” 

state for Bush, and neither Bush nor his Democrat opponent Al Gore spent any money on 

television advertisements in the state.132 In 2004, the Democrats attempted to make the state 

more competitive, nominating John Edwards for Vice President. In the post-convention bounce, 

a poll showed the Kerry-Edwards ticket tied with the Bush-Cheney duo. This poll would become 

wishful thinking, however: by August, the party had again conceded the state to Bush.133 

 Then, almost astonishingly, everything changed in 2008. Early on, it appeared as if North 

Carolina would again be a safe bet for Republican Presidential nominee John McCain. 

Ultimately, however, Obama would carry the state by 14,000 votes—a razor thin margin. There 

are four reasons for this shocking victory. First, McCain suffered due to his connections with 

some of Bush’s unpopular economic and foreign policy decisions. Second, Obama had a superior 

campaign organization in the state, whereas McCain put forth substantially fewer of his ground 

resources. Accordingly, the Democrats saw increased success in registering new voters, 

particularly African-Americans, and convincing these new voters to turn out and actually vote. 
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Third, North Carolina was experiencing a major demographic shift. It was one of the fastest 

growing states between 2000 and 2007, with much of the influx headed towards metropolitan 

areas. In Mecklenburg County (Charlotte) and Wake County (Raleigh), two counties with large 

amounts of Democrat voters, population sizes increased 25 percent and 33 percent, 

respectively.134 Finally, there was Obama’s emphasis on getting out the early vote, which 

allowed him to maximize support by encouraging those that could not vote on election day to 

vote beforehand, when it was convenient.135 

After 2008, the results were clear: like Virginia before it, North Carolina was becoming 

an increasingly favorable state for Democrats.136 But the 2010 midterms and the 2012 election 

provide a stark counterexample to this claim. In a harsh rebuke of Democratic governing in 

2010, a Republican wave rippled across the nation, including North Carolina. Then, in 2012, 

Republican Presidential nominee Mitt Romney was able to retake the state’s fifteen electoral 

votes for the Republicans. When looking at the campaign, though, this result is interesting. 

Democrats spent only $40 million in the state, compared with a whopping $57 million spent by 

Republicans. On the flip side, the Democrat field organization effort was again superior to the 

Republicans, even with the Republican operation at least somewhat improved from 2008. Thus, 

there was a money advantage for Romney and an organization advantage for Obama. So at the 

end of the day then, how was Romney able to swing North Carolina back into the red column? In 

reality, the answer is not that North Carolina was becoming more conservative; rather, the 

sluggish economy made electoral conditions better for Republicans, enabling a slim Romney 
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victory.137 Still, looking ahead, it was the Democrats that were optimistic about their future 

Presidential prospects in North Carolina.138 

 Yet although both parties have seen success in North Carolina Senate and Presidential 

races, Democrats have dominated modern gubernatorial elections, with one recent exception. 

The first Governor of North Carolina in the new millennium was Democrat Mike Easley, elected 

to two terms in 2000 and 2004 by comfortable margins, 52 to 46 percent139 and 56 to 43 

percent,140 respectively. In 2000, the real battle for Easley was the Democratic nomination. He 

was an outsider candidate, and like Helms before him, it took his television advertising prowess 

to overcome opposition of local political organizations and connect directly with voters. Then, in 

the general election, he defeated former Charlotte Mayor Richard Vinroot by appealing as a 

moderate and focusing on issues with broad support. In this manner, he maintained Hunt’s 

support among rural whites and African-Americans, as well as the crucial suburban swing voters. 

As Governor, Easley moved even closer to the middle. In 2005, he stopped going to Democratic 

party events after a falling out with North Carolinian liberals over the new state party chairman. 

Legislatively, he continuously bucked heads with the liberal State Senate Majority Leader Marc 

Basnight.141 But then, when it came time for reelection, Easley was able to use his incumbency 

to his advantage—no North Carolina governor had ever lost reelection.142 

 In 2008, it was Lieutenant Governor Beverly Perdue’s turn at the governorship. Unlike 

Hunt and Easley before her, Perdue embraced national Democratic candidates, a bold move in a 
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state where the pattern was nationally red and locally blue.143 But the gamble paid off due to the 

size of Obama’s national victory—his coattails definitely helped her into the office, especially 

his boost of straight party voting.144 Perdue also had powerful surrogates on the campaign trail, 

including Hunt,145 and she cemented her victory by following the historical trend of going after 

undecided voters. For Perdue, these were rural white Democrats, and to win over these voters, 

she pushed a strong anti-illegal immigration message.146 In the end, television advertising may 

have again been the decisive factor. Perdue outspent her opponent, former Charlotte Mayor Pat 

McCrory, continually going negative to trounce his record on issue after issue.147 Still, there is 

one more important takeaway from the 2008 North Carolina governor race: how Perdue polled in 

accordance with the Obama-Biden ticket. In the state, Democratic candidates for statewide races 

generally poll ten or twelve points ahead of their national counterparts. With this trend in mind, it 

would seem that Perdue would have trounced McCrory in the general election; in actuality, 

however, she ran almost even with the victorious Obama ticket.148 

 After McCrory’s 2008 loss, it was generally assumed that he would run again in 2012. 

Immediately, McCrory carved out a niche for himself with the Moore & Van Allen law firm in 

Charlotte. His position was structured so he had the flexibility to start another campaign. In 

2010, along with the rise of the Tea Party in opposition to President Obama’s policies, McCrory 

travelled the state with Americans For Prosperity preaching for conservative platforms and 

railing against Obamacare. In this manner, he ran for governor for almost three years before even 

declaring for a second try. And given a litany of problems in the Perdue Administration, it was 
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again assumed from day one that McCrory would be the next governor of North Carolina in 

2012. And ultimately, this sentiment prevailed. McCrory’s finance consultant in 2012, Jonathan 

Brooks, called the race “more of a coronation than an election.”149  

Interestingly, Perdue decided not to seek reelection in 2012, opening the door for 

McCrory to become the new governor. Her decision was especially interesting given the 100% 

success rate for incumbent governors seeking reelection in the state, as well as the fact that 

incumbent governors received substantial advantages in campaign fundraising.150 With Perdue’s 

decision, the Democrats were at an instant disadvantage—whichever candidate they could find to 

run would start out polling below McCrory. This polling hole would persist throughout the 

general election, with McCrory eventually taking the Governor’s mansion with a 55 to 44 

percent margin.151 Central to McCrory’s campaign had been the promise of building a “Carolina 

Comeback,” an economic message that resonated strongly with voters.152 A strong factor in 

McCrory’s election was also his ability to carry the populous Mecklenburg County, where he 

outpolled Obama by 103,000 votes, undoubtedly due to his success as Charlotte’s mayor. 

McCrory also carried Wake and Forsyth (Winston-Salem), two more very important urban 

centers normally won by Democrats. And with his victory, Republicans walked away from 2012 

with newfound confidence in statewide politics.153 
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IV. The 2016 Gubernatorial Election in North Carolina 

Indeed, the Republican outlook in the state of North Carolina remained rosy after the 

successful 2012 election cycle. State legislators were, for the time being, locked into politically-

gerrymandered districts that guaranteed future electoral success. For the first time since 1993, a 

Republican sat in the governor’s mansion. Republicans controlled nine of thirteen United States 

House of Representative seats. And with Speaker of the State House Thom Tillis’s elevation to 

the United States Senate in 2014, the party also owned both the state’s Senate seats. For the most 

part, Republicans translated this success to the 2016 election cycle as well. Yet when the smoke 

cleared, one major blemish lay smeared on the party’s record: Governor Pat McCrory’s loss to 

then-Attorney General Roy Cooper. But to fully understand why the incumbent lost in 2016, one 

must first dive into the details of the race itself—to see when and where cracks started to show in 

the once “[coronated]” governor’s reelection apparatus. This chapter provides the necessary 

information to fully contextualize the 2016 governor’s campaign. 

Like most major two-party elections in America, the 2016 Governor’s race in North 

Carolina can be broken into two parts: the primary and general elections. In this instance, the 

primary elections for both parties bore little significance. However, the general election quickly 

became the most-watched and closest gubernatorial battle in the nation, attracting the most 

spending and coverage of the twelve governor races in 2016. At the end of the day, the most 

intriguing North Carolina election result of 2016 was the outcome for the Governor’s mansion. It 

was certainly the most controversial, with incumbent Pat McCrory (R) refusing to concede to 

state Attorney General Roy Cooper (D) on election night. Initial returns showed that Cooper led 

McCrory by around 5,000 votes. As a result, McCrory disputed the returns of 90,000 ballots in 

Durham County, filed voter fraud complaints in 50 counties, demanded a recount in Durham on 
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November 11th, 2016, and asked for a statewide recount on November 22nd. At first Durham 

denied McCrory’s request, but upon reviewing the Governor’s appeal, the North Carolina State 

Board of Elections ordered a recount for disputed votes in Durham County. The recount effort 

continued until December 5th, 2016, when McCrory finally conceded after results showed that 

Cooper’s lead had widened to a final 10,263 votes.154 

In the grand scheme of things, Pat McCrory could have been assumed to have the 

election in the bag, but he faced a litany of problems.155 Chiefly among them was his support of 

House Bill 2, the controversial “bathroom bill” that infuriated Americans nationwide. The law 

was passed to nullify a Charlotte city ordinance that gave transgendered individuals certain 

protections, including the right to use whichever bathroom they wished.156 In the end, though the 

conservative base in North Carolina supported the bill, many independent voters perceived this 

bill as ridiculous.157 For example, in the critical urban county of New Hanover, home to lots of 

undecided voters and the large city of Wilmington, fallout over House Bill 2 drained the local 

film economy, angering many voters.158 And in Wake County, another important urban area with 

many independents, the law probably tipped the scales in Cooper’s favor.159 All in all, the bill 

was the biggest factor in McCrory’s defeat.160 

Still, there were other factors in the Governor’s demise. In Mecklenburg County, 

McCrory’s support for a very unpopular toll road on Interstate 77 generated ire amongst the 
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voters in what was in the past a crucial area for McCrory161—he won the county by 3,000 votes 

in 2012, but he lost by over 130,000 in 2016.162 Additionally, North Carolina’s controversial 

voter identification law can provide insight into his defeat. After being overturned by a federal 

appeals court, the reinstatement of same-day registration and extension of early voting could 

have very well accounted for the 10,000-vote difference between McCrory and Cooper.163 But 

McCrory was plagued from the start—he never had high approval ratings, showing that voters 

were always open to an alternative. It also did not help him that the conservative legislation 

coming through the State Legislature degraded his initial image as a moderate.164 Ultimately, 

North Carolinians just did not think McCrory was doing a good enough job as Governor, leading 

him to pay the price at the polls.165 

 

The Primary Campaign 

 The 2016 Republican primary for Governor in North Carolina unofficially began on 

November 6th, 2012—the day McCrory first won the office and became the governor-elect. In 

fact, between the fourth quarter of 2012 (which included late October and early November of the 

2012 election cycle and the fourth quarter of 2015 (which included the rest of December after 

McCrory announced his reelection bid), the Pat McCrory Committee disclosed over $5.4 million 

in funds raised, not including any outside money the sitting Governor received from the 

Republican Party and outside groups during this time.166 Moreover, as Governor, McCrory 

enjoyed the bully pulpit and continual media exposure throughout these three years. Such is the 
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nature of the permanent campaign. As a matter of formalities, then, McCrory finally announced 

his reelection campaign in an online video published December 1st, 2015 and in a speech at the 

Salem One commercial packaging plant in Kernersville, North Carolina, the very next day, using 

the venue to highlight his economic policies.167 McCrory would continue to emphasize the 

state’s economic success during his administration throughout the campaign. 

 Despite his incumbency, McCrory went on to receive two primary challengers. A week 

after McCrory’s formal announcement, former State Representative Robert Brawley declared for 

the Republican nomination. Brawley, from Mooresville—a Charlotte suburb located in the 

Interstate 77 corridor—ran to oppose the addition of toll lanes on the interstate North of 

Charlotte.168 The toll issue had already angered many Republicans in the area, and McCrory had 

previously hedged on the issue, sending the final decision to the Charlotte Regional 

Transportation Planning Organization and effectively refusing to take a stand on the toll road.169 

Brawley had developed somewhat of an anti-establishment reputation in the State House, a 

possible benefit in an election cycle that had veered toward anti-establishment candidates like 

Sens. Ted Cruz (R-TX) and Bernie Sanders (D-VT), as well as real estate mogul (and future 

President) Donald Trump (R).170 McCrory’s second challenger became Charles Kenneth Moss, a 

former preacher and vocational school instructor from Randolph County (southeast of High 

Point). Moss had previously run for the nomination against McCrory in 2012, but he only 

obtained 1.5% of the overall vote.171 In 2016, Moss again hoped to challenge McCrory from the 

evangelical right.172 In addition, both incumbent lieutenant governor Dan Forest and 2014 United 
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States Senate candidate Greg Bannon declined to run, with Forest seeking reelection and Bannon 

electing to challenge Sen. Richard Burr (R) instead.173 

 In the end, as expected with an incumbent Governor facing two competitors without 

statewide appeal, McCrory cruised to the nomination. In the fundraising arena, Brawley and 

Moss gained little traction. In the fourth quarter of 2015 and the first two quarters of 2016, which 

marked the primary campaign, Brawley raised a meager $50,000, $40,000 of which he infused 

from his own personal wealth.174 Moss, on the other hand, raised only $1,587 for his campaign, 

all from his own pocket. Over these three quarters, the Moss campaign disclosed $1,424, which 

amounted to his filing fee (paid from his monthly social security check), as well as $163 in 

monies given to cover gasoline expenses.175 McCrory, with over $5 million already raised in the 

cycle, added over $750,000 more in the first quarter of 2016. On the issues, Brawley stuck to his 

toll road and anti-establishment guns, winning him tea party endorsements across Western North 

Carolina, as well as support from the Beaufort Observer in Eastern North Carolina.176 

Meanwhile, McCrory largely stuck to his day-to-day work as Governor, and Charles Moss 

remained a non-factor other than a few exposes in the press. 

 Accordingly, election night followed suit. McCrory won with 876,885 votes, or 81.75% 

of the total; Brawley finished second with 113,638 votes, or 10.59% of the total; and Moss 

brought up the rear with only 82,132 votes, or 7.66% of the total177 (a net increase of nearly 

70,000 votes since 2012).178 However, looking closer at the final results reveals two trends worth 
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discussing. First, Moss, running on the evangelical right, saw a substantial uptick in support from 

his showing in 2012. Though possibly indicative of the anti-establishment wave sweeping the 

rest of the nation, Moss’s vote increase is more likely due to a less-crowded primary, as he faced 

other lesser-known evangelical candidates in the 2012 primary, including James Mahan, who ran 

on returning a daily prayer to public schools.179  

Second, and more importantly, Brawley succeeded in making the toll road a substantive 

campaign issue. Though McCrory carried all one hundred of North Carolina’s counties, Brawley 

managed to notch heavy support in his home county, Iredell. There, he took 38.63% of the vote 

and won six precincts—all concentrated in the Southern region of the county along the Interstate 

77 corridor.180 In addition to those six precincts, he carried four more in Northern Mecklenburg 

County—McCrory’s home county—also in the highway’s path.181 And in the surrounding 

counties, namely Cabarrus, Catawba, Gaston, Lincoln, and Rowan, Brawley beat his 10.59% 

total by between three to five percent.182 Given McCrory’s status as a sitting Republican 

Governor, his failure to appease Charlotte-area voters on the toll road issue became the most 

important takeaway from the Republican primary election. In what was projected to be a very 

close general election, McCrory was still struggling to unify his own party in reliably Republican 

territory. In fact, after the primary, former Lake Norman Chamber of Commerce Chairman, John 

Hettwer—a staunch Republican, publicly floated the idea of voting for the Democratic candidate, 
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Roy Cooper, due to McCrory’s stance on the road.183 The toll road issue would no doubt again 

come into play during the general election. 

On the Democratic side, the primary too became more of a formality than an actual race. 

The speculation as to who would challenge McCrory for the governorship began soon after he 

took office in 2013. Off the bat, Roy Cooper, who had served as the state’s attorney general since 

2000, was mentioned as a frontrunner. Cooper had already declined the invitation to run for the 

office in previous cycles, but had consistently been included in polling match-ups against the 

incumbent since September of 2013.184 Instead, McCrory’s first challengers came in the form of 

two outsiders: Ken Spaulding, a former State Representative from Durham, and James Protzman, 

a former city councilman from Chapel Hill.185 Protzman would drop out only seven months after 

he declared, officially ending his campaign on October 17th, 2016 and choosing to instead exert 

his influence through his blog, BlueNC.186 

But as the primary season neared, it became more apparent that Cooper would hop into 

the race. First, former Raleigh Mayor Charles Meeker, a respected Democrat in the populous 

Raleigh area, filed for Commissioner of Labor on July 8th, 2015, ending speculation he would 

run for governor.187 Then, on July 23rd, former Washington Redskins quarterback and moderate 

blue-dog Congressman Heath Shuler declared that he would forgo a run and stick with his job at 

Duke Energy.188 Lastly, on September 21st, State Senator Josh Stein announced his candidacy for 

Attorney General.189 Stein, a former colleague of Cooper’s, had previously considered running 
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for either Governor or Attorney General, but had refused to run against him.190 With Stein’s 

announcement and $2.4 million raised between July 2015 and July 2015, then, Cooper’s eventual 

candidacy was almost certain.191 Finally, on October 12th, 2015, Cooper made his intentions clear 

with an official announcement in Rocky Mount. The Cooper-Spaulding primary was set. 

Like McCrory, Cooper enjoyed a significant fundraising advantage over his opponent. 

Over the second half of 2015 and the first quarter of 2016, the duration of the primary campaign, 

the Cooper for North Carolina Committee raked in nearly $4.1 million.192 On the other hand, 

Spaulding hauled in only $26,000 in the same period, with over $7,000 of the contributions 

coming from individuals that shared his last name.193 But Spaulding had long acknowledged his 

inability to keep pace with Cooper on the fundraising front. As a result, he started his campaign 

nearly two years before Cooper declared, taking the time to traverse the state introducing himself 

to voters as a political outsider. He also hoped to increase his profile by securing a series of 

debates against Cooper, to which the frontrunner never committed.194 

To win, Spaulding needed to attract atypical Democrat voters—those that would not 

ordinarily participate in a primary. He also attempted to capitalize on his African American 

heritage, as African Americans comprised 45% of registered Democrats in North Carolina. To do 

so, he noted himself as the first serious African American candidate for governor in over forty 

years and continually criticized Cooper’s decision not to retry a Charlotte police officer acquitted 

by a deadlocked jury for the killing of a young black man.195 As the primary neared, Spaulding 

continued to hit Cooper on racial issues. He tied Cooper to controversial court cases involving 
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laws passed by the conservative-dominated state legislature. As Attorney General, Cooper was 

often tasked with defending such laws despite his own political opposition to them. Specifically, 

Spaulding hammered Cooper on North Carolina’s voter identification law, which the 4th Circuit 

Court of Appeals later ruled discriminated against African-Americans with “surgical 

precision.”196 After Cooper sent an email to supporters on Martin Luther King Jr. Day 2016 

comparing his support of voting rights to King’s work in the Civil Rights Movement, Spaulding 

hit back, “you do not dishonor the African American community and other communities by 

being in court fighting against our right to vote.”197 

Despite Spaulding’s two year-long campaign, his efforts to associate Cooper with the 

Republican policies he defended in court, and attempting to capitalize on his African American 

heritage, Spaulding ultimately came up very short against Cooper in the primary. The result was 

710,658 votes, or 68.7%, for Cooper and 323,774, or 31.3%, for Spaulding. However, he did 

beat Cooper in five counties: Bladen and Columbus in the Southeast portion of the state, as well 

as Camden, Hertford, and Perquimans in the Northeast region. Except for Camden (a three-point 

spread), Spaulding’s margins of victory in these counties ranged between 9 and 25%.198 On the 

whole, Spaulding performed better in these two regions than he did in the rest of the state. Here, 

his efforts to connect with African American voters paid off, with these two regions boasting 

large African American populations. This strategy was not effective on a statewide scale, though, 

as Spaulding ran evenly with Cooper in the metropolitan counties of Durham and Mecklenburg, 
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both in which African Americans comprise at least 33% of the total population. 199 Ultimately, 

Cooper would keep Spaulding’s success in mind as he turned toward the general election. 

With the Republican and Democratic governor nominations secured, both McCrory and 

Cooper turned full force toward the general election, though each had basically already done so 

even before their respective primaries were decided. Rounding out the governor’s ballot was 

libertarian nominee Lon Cecil, a retired engineer from High Point.200 Cecil won the nomination 

by default after investigative journalist Ken Fortenberry of Lake Norman withdrew his bid in late 

summer.201 Fortenberry had run on a platform of ending the war on drugs, reducing the drinking 

age to eighteen, and eliminating the state’s income tax.202 The presence of a libertarian on the 

ballot had two impacts. First, in what was projected to be a tight race, even a peripheral third 

party candidate such as Cecil could turn the race’s tide in favor of either major party’s nominee. 

Second, the 2016 election cycle marked an important test for North Carolina’s libertarian party. 

If the party failed to register a 2% mark in neither the Presidential election nor the governor’s 

race, then future libertarian candidates would not automatically appear on statewide ballots.203  

 

The General Election 

Beginnings 

 With the primary campaign officially in the rearview, McCrory and Cooper turned 

toward November. However, the candidates had really been campaigning against each other 

since even before Cooper’s declaration the previous October. But despite his incumbency, it 
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would be the McCrory campaign that found itself in an early hole. A Public Policy Polling (PPP) 

poll in the immediate aftermath found a two-point McCrory advantage, 42% to 40%, with 6% 

going to Lon Cecil and 12% undecided.204 The passage of the McCrory-backed Connect NC 

bond on primary election night may have contributed to this small bump, as the bond for nearly 

$2 billion in new school campus construction and infrastructure passed with a supermajority of 

public support.205 Still, McCrory’s approval rating remained poor for an incumbent, with 40% 

approving and 49% disapproving his job as governor.206 By April 1st, though, Cooper enjoyed a 

slight advantage in the race’s polling average, 42.3% to 41.7%. This number would soon widen 

substantially in mid-April in favor of Cooper before returning to a nail biter by the end of 

May.207  

Moreover, Cooper boasted a beginning financial advantage. Yet this lead was old news. 

Since the mid-year financial filings in June of 2015, Cooper had maintained a better-positioned 

war chest. In July of 2015, the Cooper campaign reported $3 million in cash on hand, having 

raised $2.2 million in the first half of the year, while the McCrory campaign announced a more 

pedestrian $1.3 million raised toward a total of $2.4 million on hand.208 And as the primary 

neared, the fundraising status quo remained unchanged. On February 29th, 2016, the filing date 

for 1st quarter fundraising, Cooper announced a $1.1 million quarterly haul, giving him $5.7 

million on hand. McCrory again underperformed his competitor, disclosing $752,000 in funds 

raised with only $4.3 million on hand—a $1.4 million advantage for Cooper.209 In addition to 

each campaign’s monies, powerful outside groups quickly came to their respective candidate’s 
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aid. Right off the bat, the Republican Governor’s Association announced a six-figure ad buy on 

behalf of McCrory, who had only launched one television ad throughout the entire primary 

campaign.210 Five days later, it doubled-down on its initial buy by reserving nearly $4 million in 

fall advertising markets throughout the state.211 

When it came to the issues, both candidate’s initial strategy reflected much of their 

previous campaign rhetoric. McCrory continued to tout his “Carolina Comeback,” noting that as 

governor the state had added twenty thousand manufacturing jobs, lowered taxes, and paid off 

$2.5 billion in unemployment insurance debt to the federal government.212 He also attempted to 

attack Cooper by criticizing the lack of specifics in Cooper’s public education plan and by 

labelling the fifteen-year attorney general as a career politician.213 Cooper countered by arguing 

that McCrory’s tax breaks had only benefitted the wealthiest North Carolinian citizens and 

corporations at the expense of popular state programs like public education. Additionally, he 

took a stand opposing the unpopular toll road in Northern Mecklenburg County, criticized 

McCrory’s opposition to an anti-discrimination ordinance passed by the city of Charlotte, and 

attempted to tie McCrory directly to the extraordinarily controversial Republican Presidential 

nomination frontrunner, Donald Trump.214 In fact, the Cooper campaign’s first official 

advertising buys of the general election hammered home this latter point, claiming “Donald 

Trump’s divisive rhetoric has no place in North Carolina — but Gov. McCrory says he’ll support 

him anyway.”215 
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Party organization also played an early role. In the primary campaign, Brawley and 

Spaulding had drawn enough attention to the toll road and voting identification issues to hurt 

McCrory in the Republican-leaning North Mecklenburg region and Cooper in a few counties 

where the African American demographic remained heavily concentrated. But while McCrory 

had immediate problems along the I-77 corridor, the North Carolina Republican Party too faced 

major infighting over the performance of its first African American chairman, grassroots 

organizer Hasan Harnett. For months, Harnett and the party’s establishment wing had fought 

over numerous aspects of Harnett’s job performance, including his anemic fundraising efforts 

and public criticism of other party leaders. By mid-March, the party banned Harnett from its 

headquarters and removed his access to email. And finally, on April 30th, the party ousted 

Harnett and replaced him with former Congressman and previous party chairman Robin 

Hayes.216 Though the party expressed optimism over Hayes’ ability to get the party back on 

track, Republicans had still wasted months fighting in a critical election cycle, no doubt to 

McCrory’s detriment. Cooper, on the other hand, was soon gifted a chance to make up for 

Spaulding’s criticism over his handling of the Republican-backed voter identification legislation. 

 

The Public Facilities Privacy & Security Act, or the “Bathroom Bill” 

“I might be in trouble” – Pat McCrory, May 3rd, 2016 

It would be McCrory’s opposition to Charlotte’s recently passed anti-discrimination 

ordinance that quickly became the single most contentious issue in the campaign. The 

controversy began at the February 22nd, 2016 Charlotte city council business meeting when the 

council adopted an amendment to the city’s non-discrimination ordinance in public 
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accommodations, in place since 1968. Specifically, the modification added “marital status, 

familial status, sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression” to the list of protected 

characteristics in the ordinance.217 The amended version of the ordinance, which most-

controversially enabled transgendered individuals to use public restrooms associated with the 

gender to which they identified, had failed as recently as 2015.218 In response to Charlotte’s 

passage of the modified ordinance, McCrory promised an “immediate” state legislative response, 

but the problem remained that the state legislature was scheduled out of session until April 25th, 

2016.219 Accordingly, the debate quickly shifted to whether the Republican-dominated state 

legislature would call a special legislative session to address the ordinance before it went into 

effect on April 1st. McCrory opposed such a move, citing the financial costs of doing so—

$42,000 per day to operate a special session.220 

By March 22nd, 2016, however, both President of the Senate Phil Berger (R) and Speaker 

of the House Tim Moore (R) ignored McCrory’s desire to wait to take up the issue and declared 

a special legislative session for the following day, March 23rd. Each leader had received written 

requests for such a session from the minimum two-thirds of their respective bodies. The 

expressed purpose of the session was to “consider bills to provide for single sex multiple 

occupancy bathroom and changing facilities and to create statewide consistency in regulation of 

employment and public accommodations.”221 On March 23rd, the special session adopted what 

became known colloquially as “House Bill 2” or the “bathroom bill,” the Public Facilities 
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Privacy and Security Act. The final vote in the House was eighty-two for and twenty-six against, 

with eleven excused absences, with thirty-two for and six excused absences in the Senate. All 

eleven Democratic Senators walked out before the bill’s passage, and McCrory signed the bill 

into law later that evening.222 The entire process took only eleven hours.223  

The new law prevented Charlotte from enforcing its amended discrimination ordinance 

by outlawing any city’s ability to establish its own anti-discrimination ordinance. Nationally, the 

bill received an out-pouring of immediate criticism due to the perception that it clamped down 

significantly on the rights of LGTBQ individuals, especially transgendered persons. But the bill 

also contained lesser-publicized, equally important measures, including a provision preventing 

cities from setting local minimum wages.224 At a high level, then, the passage of the bill could be 

interpreted as the conservative Republican legislature’s attempt to curtail the power and 

influence of the liberal Democratically-controlled Charlotte city council. And importantly, given 

the involvement of both McCrory and Cooper in the bill’s passage and subsequent legal 

challenges, it had both major short-term and long-term impacts on the governor’s race. 

Cooper immediately came out against the law, warning that the Republican decision 

could have far-reaching economic consequences for the state.225 By the end of March, nearly one 

hundred businesses, located both in the state and nationally, along with the two major news 

outlets in North Carolina, the Charlotte Observer and the News & Observer, opposed the law as 

well. Cooper also made McCrory’s signature on the law his campaign’s chief attack on the 

governor, releasing campaign material on the subject and creating a petition to repeal the law.226 
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At the same time, McCrory also used the law to attack Cooper, as the attorney general refused to 

defend the law in court despite his charge to do so as the top lawyer for the state.227 Moreover, it 

was safe to say that the fallout from the bill had completely altered McCrory’s central campaign 

message. Instead of being able to focus on the positive economic results realized by the state 

during his governorship, McCrory became absolutely inundated in the House Bill 2 aftermath.228 

It also overshadowed new advertisements highlighting McCrory’s signature on a teacher pay 

increase.229  

The controversy also became the central factor in both candidates’ fundraising and 

advertising efforts.230 In late April, the Democratic Governors Association jumped into the fray 

with an ad comparing McCrory to Indiana Governor Mike Pence, who had signed a similarly 

unpopular, socially-conservative religious ordinance nearly a year earlier.231 And on April 22nd, 

the group released a six-figure ad buy against the law.232 National political action committees 

also got involved. In early May, Freedom for All Americans, a pro-LGBT organization released 

a television spot slamming the law and highlighting the “millions” in lost economic revenue 

North Carolina had already experienced as a result.233 But when the first advertisement of the 

Republican Governor Association’s expenditure came out for McCrory, it instead attempted to 

turn the narrative by focusing on Roy Cooper’s record on taxation. The $1 million expenditure 

noted that over Cooper’s career in politics, he had successfully raised North Carolinian’s taxes 

by $9 billion.234 
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Still, the law hurt McCrory’s own fundraising haul, as forty-five major corporate donors to the 

Republican State Leadership Committee also announced their opposition to House Bill 2.235 

Polling over the next month indicated that voters clearly believed McCrory’s support of 

the bill was a mistake. A SurveyUSA and WRAL-TV Raleigh poll released on April 12th found 

that only 38% of North Carolinian voters supported the measure, while 50% disapproved of the 

law. Cooper had also jumped from a two-point deficit to a four-point advantage, garnering 47% 

support to McCrory’s 43%, with Cecil receiving 2% and 8% of voters remaining undecided.236 

Then, on April 20th, an Elon University poll showed Cooper leading 48% to 42%.237 Next, a PPP 

poll released on April 25th found similar disapproval on the bathroom bill, further noting that 

46% of independents—a critical voting bloc in the state—disapproved of the law. The same poll 

found a one-point advantage for Cooper, 43% to 42%, with 4% for Cecil and 11% undecided, 

and it also still showed that McCrory’s approval rating to be underwater, with 40% approving of 

his job as governor.238 Lastly, a Civitas poll released the same day concluded that 58% of North 

Carolinians perceived the state as on the wrong track, showing 46% for Cooper, 36% for 

McCrory, 5% for Cecil, and 12% undecided.239 Accordingly, Cooper’s maintained a 3% 

advantage in the polling index at the end of April, 44.5% to 41.5%.240 

With the passage of House Bill 2 nearly a month in the rearview, the debate over the law 

shifted toward the inevitable legal battle between North Carolina, the federal government, and 

outside groups. On Wednesday May 4th, the Department of Justice gave McCrory a May 9th 
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deadline to conform to its mandate of non-compliance and non-implementation with the law.241 

Instead, McCrory elected to pander toward his base and sue the Federal government. He also 

accused Democratic Presidential nomination frontrunner Hillary Clinton of unnecessarily 

making a statewide issue a national controversy. Ultimately, the ploy worked in part, as 

conservatives at the state GOP convention rallied in united support for McCrory.242 His decision, 

however, did prompt a counter suit from United States Attorney General Loretta Lynch.243 

Fortunately for McCrory, fellow Republican governors came to his aid in opposing the federal 

government’s attempts to control the House Bill 2 situation, probably to some benefit for the 

embattled incumbent.244 

McCrory’s narrative attacking the federal government helped eliminate Cooper’s three-

point polling advantage. On May 24th, a PPP poll found continued opposition to House Bill 2 

throughout the state, but noted Cooper and McCrory as tied at 41%, with Cecil taking 5% and 

13% remaining undecided.245 Two days later, a Civitas poll found McCrory to lead Cooper, 45% 

to 40%, with 3% for Cecil and 11% undecided. When it came to explaining the governor’s 

advantage, Civitas attributed the uptick in McCrory support to voter approval in his defending 

the state against the federal government’s attempts to eliminate House Bill 2, along with 

continued economic gains despite the business response to the law.246 By May 26th, 2016, 

McCrory again held the edge in the polling aggregate, 43% to 42.8%. Cooper’s post-House Bill 

2 bump had lasted only one and a half months.247 
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At the end of May, then, it appeared as if the news cycle had begun to move on from the 

House Bill 2 controversy. The polling status quo soon followed, returning to a near statistical tie 

until autumn. But in reality, the law had substantially changed the 2016 gubernatorial campaign 

landscape in North Carolina. First, it enabled each candidate to rally their respective base. 

Cooper seized the opportunity to put aside criticism over his representation of the state’s 

controversial voting identification law in court. McCrory took care to tie the national outcry 

directly to the Obama Administration and the presumed Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton, 

both of which conservative voters in the state despised. Second, if anything, it continued to drive 

a wedge between McCrory and his once faithful Charlotte electorate. “Mayor Pat” had 

previously served as Charlotte’s mayor for fourteen years (1995 to 2009). Now he had signed a 

law bent on curtailing the very power of the city council he used to represent. When coupled 

with the toll road issue, it was evident that McCrory had yet to take serious steps to maintain a 

steady stream of Charlotte support besides highlighting continued economic growth. In 2012, 

McCrory had outperformed the Romney-Ryan Presidential ticket by 47,959 votes in 

Mecklenburg County, or nearly 10% of his margin of victory over Walter Dalton. Given the 

close nature of his reelection campaign, these 47,959 votes would be critical in ensuring his 

reelection.248  

Third, in rallying his base McCrory also alienated independent voters, a critical voting 

demographic in purple North Carolina. Despite having turned Cooper’s post-House Bill 2 bump 

into a slight advantage for his own campaign, McCrory’s actions on the bill remained unpopular 

with independents as the controversy settled. May’s PPP polling found that independents favored 

repeal, 46% to 39%, with only 29% believing the law to be helping North Carolina while 53% 
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believed the law was hurting the state.249 It was clear that the bathroom bill had given Cooper an 

advantage over the independent demographic. Fourth, in the same vein, McCrory’s support of 

the legislation highlighted his relationship with the Republican-dominated North Carolina 

General Assembly. At the end of the day, it appeared as if McCrory was beholden to the 

conservative interests of his legislature, as he remained unable to secure any rollback of the bill 

with General Assembly leaders. McCrory, the leader of state government, was no longer driving 

North Carolina’s agenda. This notion also hurt him in independent-leaning counties along the 

Interstate 85 corridor, an important region of the state.250 

Finally, House Bill Two had directly impacted McCrory’s key campaign message of 

economic growth. During the nearly two-month outrage over the legislation, numerous 

companies pulled future business from the state, rolled back current business in the state, and 

decried McCrory’s decision. By April 17th, North Carolina had already directly lost between $40 

and $186 million in revenue because of the law.251 On April 22nd, Time Warner Cable News 

North Carolina estimated that the bill had already cost the state $77 million in investments and 

visitor spending, as well as 750 new jobs, including $14.3 million in revenue to Buncombe 

County (Asheville), $46.2 million and 500 jobs in Charlotte, $5 million in Greensboro, and $3.2 

million in the Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill area.252 And in September, the official price tag 

of the law rose to $3.76 billion in lost prospects over the course of twelve years.253 In total, the 

state ultimately lost concerts, sporting events, manufacturing, banking, and information 

technology opportunities, among countless others. All the while, Cooper maintained popular 
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press for his efforts to save business expansions into North Carolina, including Braeburn 

Pharmaceuticals.254 

 

Summer: Cooper Snags an Advantage  

 Though the House Bill 2 news cycle had appeared to relax slightly entering the summer, 

the law would continue to play a large role in the gubernatorial campaign until election day, and 

there remains no doubt that it had a sizeable impact on voting behavior. At the same time, 

however, both campaigns’ rhetoric and maneuvering shifted to other issues as well. Overall, the 

summer months included important markers for the campaign, with the first televised debate on 

June 24th, results from second quarter fundraising expected shortly after the June 30th filing 

deadline, and both candidates finally turning toward their respective Presidential tickets for 

support. For the first time, voters could witness Pat McCrory and Roy Cooper squaring off 

directly, an event sure to produce important takeaways on demeanor, leadership, and policy 

stances. It would also become clearer how House Bill 2 had played into the fundraising game, 

with the bulk of the controversy taking place during the second quarter. Moreover, the roles, if 

any, of both Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, each expected to be their party’s nominee, 

would become more apparent. 

 Cooper became the first gubernatorial candidate to fall in line with his party’s 

presumptive Presidential nominee. After declining to endorse Hillary Clinton in late May, he 

offered an endorsement on June 6th, less than two weeks later, but only following her clinching 

the Democratic nomination outright. Immediately, the state Republican party pounced on the 

endorsement, using the mere notion of another Clinton in office to rile up its base. On the same 
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day, McCrory also endorsed Donald Trump for President, albeit in less enthusiastic fashion. In 

offering an explanation as to why he decided to support Trump, McCrory only remarked “I’ve 

stated that I would support the Republican nominee. Anything else?” Clearly, the focus of the 

incumbent’s strategy would be to tie Cooper to Clinton while maintaining distance from the 

unpredictable Trump. The Democrats likewise took care to compare Trump and McCrory, but 

the Cooper campaign did go further in its support of Clinton, asserting “We need thoughtful 

leaders who will work to move our state and country forward, not pull us apart with dangerous 

rhetoric and an extreme political agenda.”255 

 Both McCrory’s unease toward Trump and Cooper’s reservations about Clinton soon 

showed. One week after his lukewarm endorsement, McCrory did not attend a Greensboro rally 

for the presumptive nominee, citing a “scheduling” conflict.256 He did, however, attend a joint 

fundraiser for Trump and the Republican National Committee in Greensboro on the same day, 

revealing that to at least some extent McCrory would be backing the party’s ticket.257 

Meanwhile, on June 20th, Cooper too dodged on whether he would attend an upcoming Raleigh 

rally with Clinton, commenting that he did support the presumptive nominee but was unsure 

about stumping for her at the rally two days later.258 The next day, Cooper followed McCrory 

and elected not to participate in the rally. He too revealed that he would support her to some 

degree down the road, as he pledged that he “looked forward to campaigning with her in the 

future.”259 Despite each’s endorsement of their party’s Presidential candidate, then, McCrory and 
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Cooper remained wary of how going in whole-hog for Trump or Clinton might impact voting 

behavior in the state. 

 Instead, in the lead up to the candidates’ first debate on June 24th, both campaigns 

focused on hitting the other over numerous policy details. The Republican narrative continued to 

ding Cooper on raising taxes, with the Republican Governor’s Association continuing its 

previous ad buy on the subject. This time, the television spot detailed a story explaining how 

Cooper had slashed education funding while raising taxes and tuition fees for North Carolina 

colleges and universities.260 The conservative outside group Faith and Freedom Coalition also 

attempted to continue shifting the rhetoric surrounding House Bill 2 in McCrory’s favor, 

releasing an ad slamming Cooper for refusing to do his job as Attorney General by rejecting the 

opportunity to defend the law in court.261 And in addition to going negative on Cooper, the 

McCrory campaign continued to highlight the state’s economic growth. On June 7th, the 

Associated Builders and Contractors of the Carolinas endorsed McCrory, noting the incumbent’s 

work on the ConnectNC bond among other positive economic impacts.262 

 The Cooper campaign likewise went negative. First, it emphasized a recurring headache 

for North Carolina governors—use of state airplanes—which first arose a few years earlier 

during investigative work into possible corruption within former Governor Mike Easley’s 

administration. To do so, Cooper launched a website called AirMcCrory.com, on which the 

Democrat’s campaign logged occurrences of McCrory using his state plane, and by extension, 

taxpayer dollars, to attend campaign fundraisers.263 The Democratic Governors’ Association also 
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released a website on taxes, PatTaxedThat.com, to push back on the Republican narrative of 

Cooper’s tax increases by highlighting sixty-seven new taxes McCrory had implemented since 

taking office.264 At the same time, the North Carolina Association of Educators continued to 

dock McCrory on House Bill 2’s negative impacts on the economy. The group also went further, 

taking the time to also stress that the governor was “setting our schools back, too.”265 But like his 

opponent, Cooper did not focus all his rhetoric on slamming McCrory. In the aftermath of the 

Pulse nightclub shooting in Orlando, the Attorney General spent a day or so calling for a ban on 

gun sales to people on the no-fly list.266 Still, in the lead up to the first debate, Cooper went right 

back to hammering McCrory, releasing a video filled with promises from McCrory’s 2012 

campaign and calling the Governor a “hypocrite” when it came to implementing them.267 

 Polling released right before the debate indicated that despite increased bashing by both 

campaigns, the race narrative had failed to alter the candidates’ statistical tie. A PPP poll 

released on June 24th found McCrory and Cooper tied at 41% each, with Cecil at 6% and 13% of 

voters undecided. The poll also noted that McCrory’s approval rating had now been underwater 

for three years in a row.268 Civitas’s monthly poll, conducted between June 21st and 23rd, found 

McCrory at a five-point advantage, 45% to 40%, with 3% for Cecil and 12% undecided.269 

However, the Republican-leaning think-tank’s results did not change the overall aggregate in the 

race, with the average still 43% for McCrory and 42.8% for Cooper on debate day.270 
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 The debate itself showcased this neck and neck status quo. Billed as a “candidate’s 

forum,” the first clash between McCrory and Cooper took place at 11AM on a Friday morning in 

Charlotte, hosted by the North Carolina Bar Association. Lon Cecil was not invited to the stage. 

Candidates received time for three-minute opening statements, were asked six questions (three 

for McCrory, three for Cooper, alternating, with each granted rebuttals to questions they were 

not asked), and gave closing statements. Unsurprisingly, the questions referenced the hot button 

issues of the campaign: House Bill 2 (1), gun control (2), Interstate 77 and transportation (3), 

education and teacher pay (4), the opioid epidemic (5), and the budget (6). And for the most part, 

each candidate stuck to his respective gun, with no clear winner—though the “very biased and 

heavily Democratic” audience (according to McCrory) did appear to cheer louder for Cooper.271 

 In their opening statements, responses, and rebuttals, the candidates largely followed their 

campaign rhetoric. During the openings, McCrory focused on his “Carolina Comeback” while 

Cooper claimed such a resurgence had not fully materialized due to poor leadership, “an extreme 

social, partisan agenda,” and tax increases.272 On House Bill 2, McCrory pandered to his base 

over the bill’s protection of conservative values, and he then attempted to turn the narrative 

surrounding its negative economic impacts around by focusing instead on the 285,000 jobs added 

to the state during his tenure as governor. To the contrary, Cooper noted that McCrory has failed 

to take accountability for the law’s impact and called again for its repeal. The candidates also 

differed on gun control, with Cooper calling for increased scrutiny and McCrory claiming the 

crime problem in North Carolina arose from Cooper’s mismanagement of the state’s crime lab as 

Attorney General. McCrory also attempted to tie Cooper to the I-77 toll road, but Cooper in turn 
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definitively called for the construction contract’s cancellation. When it came to teacher pay and 

education, McCrory asserted that under his leadership, North Carolina had given the largest 

teacher pay increase in the nation. Across the stage, Cooper compared himself to popular 

Democratic education governor Jim Hunt and claimed state money would be better spent outside 

of private school vouchers. For the most part, the candidates too disagreed on the budget, with 

McCrory noting strides forward and Cooper arguing the state had only gone backward due to 

what he perceived as tax breaks. Really, the candidates only agreed on one issue—the 

importance of combatting the growing opioid epidemic.273 

 Overall, reactions to the debate were minimal. Given the week day, morning timing, as 

well as the lack of a television broadcast, there remained little analysis of the debate. However, 

the Charlotte Observer believed it had seen enough to label Cooper the clear winner. According 

to the newspaper’s editorial board, “If Pat McCrory hadn’t fully realized what a heavyweight 

bout he is in, he does now after Roy Cooper delivered a series of hooks and uppercuts in the first 

round of their championship fight in Charlotte on Friday.”274 Indeed, McCrory came out of the 

gates his typical, personable self, but by the end he was visibly flustered. Post-debate 

maneuvering also reflected this sentiment. First, McCrory signaled openness to reworking the 

Interstate 77 toll road, which Cooper had bashed him on in the debate.275 Second, the Republican 

legislature had revealed plans for serious amendments to House Bill 2 by the end of June.276 

Third, Cooper announced plans to attend a rally with Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama in 

Charlotte, signaling new-found confidence that associating with the duo would boost his 
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campaign, possibly in light of his debate performance.277And fourth, in the single post-debate 

poll released by NBC News, the Wall Street Journal, and Marist, Cooper led McCrory by four 

points, 49% to 45%,278 though McCrory would maintain a 44% to 43.7% advantage in the 

polling aggregate until mid-August.279 

 At the mid-summer mark, the Cooper campaign also had reason to celebrate on the 

fundraising front. Results from the second quarter fundraising cycle, the hot-bed for bathroom 

politics, showed Cooper had gained a clear upper hand in the money race. He had raised $5.1 

million to McCrory’s $3.2 million, including a maximum $5,100 from Democratic mega-donor 

George Soros.280 He also boasted a $3.1 million advantage in cash on hand, having $9.4 million 

to McCrory’s $6.3 million. On the airwaves, this advantage was apparent—Cooper had been 

airing ads during the summer months, but McCrory’s campaign had yet to release its own 

television advertisements.281 In this sense, the real money battle to this point had been among the 

outside groups, which had to date outspent the campaigns forty-seven to one. Leading the way in 

spending was the North Carolina Environmental Partnership with $1.6 million criticizing 

McCrory’s record on environmental policy. The Republican Governor’s Association had spent 

$664,000 and the Democratic Governor’s Association $558,000, while Americans For Prosperity 

also boasted heavy spending. To compare, McCrory’s team had only spent $78,000.282 

 Trudging full force into July, then, it appeared as if Cooper had gained a slight advantage 

due to his debate victory. But over the rest of the summer, day-to-day campaign life would 

follow the same pattern as June, with both sides attacking each other over a variety of issues and 
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little movement in the polls. Ultimately, however, McCrory had a relatively quiet July. He began 

the month skipping out yet again on Donald Trump, this time citing a long-scheduled trip out of 

the state with his wife as the reason he could not attend the presumptive nominee’s rally in 

Raleigh.283 He also announced plans to skip the Republican National Convention later in the 

month.284 Yet by the end of the month, McCrory had seemingly come around to Trump, agreeing 

to stump for his nominee at July 25th rally in Winston-Salem. McCrory’s change-of-heart may 

have been due to Trump’s flip-flop on the bathroom bill—choosing to support McCrory’s 

position after previously taking up the Democratic stance.285 Cooper noticed, and took care to 

release an advertisement tying McCrory to the controversial Trump the same day.286 

 McCrory too received open support on the campaign trail. On July 12th, his campaign 

announced that the State Troopers Association had endorsed his reelection, a blow to Cooper, 

who as Attorney General stood as the state’s chief crime boss.287 And on July 20th, McCrory 

released even bigger news—former Presidential candidate and popular Republican Governor 

Scott Walker of Wisconsin would be joining him the next week. Walker had long received praise 

from the Republican base due to his strong conservative policies in Wisconsin and for winning a 

contentious recall election because of those policies. Given the Democratic backlash surrounding 

McCrory’s conservative House Bill 2, then, Walker would be a welcome figure on the 

campaign.288 In the end, the two hosted a Charlotte fundraiser for high-dollar donors and 

doubled-down on comparing each’s facing of Democratic adversity during their time together on 
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the trail.289 Still, McCrory was not the only candidate receiving support from a popular governor. 

At the end of the month, Democratic Governor’s Association chairman and Connecticut 

Governor Dan Malloy (D) reiterated the Association’s heavy support for Cooper, possibly due to 

Walker’s stumping for McCrory.290 

 Cooper, on the other hand, spent much of the month on the attack. In early July, he 

released his campaign’s first official ad, highlighting his record on combatting sexual predators 

and fighting for consumer protection and public education.291 He too jumped on the campaign 

trail with his party’s Presidential nominee, joining Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama at a 

Charlotte rally to slam his opponent,292 even though he too would later announce intentions to 

skip the Democratic National Convention.293 At the same time, Cooper’s campaign kept up its 

narrative on McCrory’s possible misuse of his state plane, citing documents that McCrory chose 

to fly to interviews he could have done remotely.294 It also finally released a jobs plan to 

pushback on McCrory’s “Carolina Comeback,” emphasizing the Attorney General’s desire to 

expand Medicaid, repeal House Bill 2, and pass a transportation bond, among other positions.295 

He followed the plan’s rollout with his second television ad, knocking McCrory’s economic 

record.296  

However, Cooper’s attacks on the incumbent’s economic record could not come at a 

better time for McCrory. On July 19th, the Governor announced the finalization of a 

transportation infrastructure contract to bring a large CSX railroad hub to North Carolina—a 
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construction contract that received widespread praise, unlike the one for Interstate 77’s toll road. 

Despite years of political wrangling, including a grassroots, eminent domain protest in the hub’s 

original site—Johnston County—which temporarily derailed the project, McCrory’s 

announcement delivered a huge economic boon for the state. The new intermodal hub in 

Edgecombe County was projected to bring 1,500 new jobs to the state in the short term, along 

with other major economic benefits through increased shipping, as the presence of the hub would 

undoubtedly lead to amplified shipment capacity coming through the state’s major port, 

Wilmington. In fact, the project was large enough to be labeled by state Commerce Secretary 

John Skvarla as the most important commerce day in Eastern North Carolina history.297 And 

McCrory was quick to capitalize on the contract, releasing an online video that used clips of 

Cooper’s own jobs advertisement to turn the narrative in his own favor, replete with byte of 

former Democratic Governor Easley supporting the project.298 

 Yet given the close campaign’s twisting and turning nature, the CSX hub soon became an 

afterthought as North Carolina’s voter identification law returned to the news in early August. 

Evidenced by the Democratic gubernatorial primary, the voter ID issue was already an important 

one in the minds of the state’s electorate. Like House Bill 2, it began as a controversial piece of 

conservative legislation passed through the state legislature and signed by McCrory that then 

turned into a protracted legal battle. On August 12th, 2013, after the Supreme Court struck down 

part of the Voting Rights Act in Shelby County v. Holder, North Carolina became the first state 

to take advantage of the ruling and pass a voter identification law based on the decision. The new 

law, with McCrory’s stamp of approval, required voters to present a government-issued ID to 
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vote, shortened early voting from seventeen to ten days, ended pre-registration for teen voters 

that would be eighteen on election day, and eliminated same-day voter registration. But although 

requiring voter identification had polled popularly throughout the nation, the other provisions of 

the law quickly drew legal ire from liberal and minority groups across America.299 

 Specifically, such groups contested that the new law would take great strides to suppress 

the minority—and often Democratic—vote in the state. In April of 2016, Republicans scored the 

first victory when Federal District Court Judge Thomas Schroeder issued a four hundred and 

eighty-five page ruling in favor of the law, finding that the law served a “legitimate state 

interest” to “detect and deter fraud.”300 On July 29th, 2016, however, the Democrats efforts 

against the law paid off when a three-judge panel from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 4th 

Circuit ruled unanimously that the law “[targeted] African Americans with almost surgical 

precision.”301 This ruling had an important and immediate effect on the governor’s race. First, it 

prevented voters from having to show a photo ID at polls in November. Second, it also restored 

the seven lost days of early voting. Third, it restarted pre-registration for young voters that would 

turn eighteen by election day. Fourth, it revived same-day registration. And fifth, it enabled out-

of-precinct voting. Overall, given the court’s finding that the law discriminated unlawfully 

against African Americans, the restoration of these voting practices would increase the minority 

demographic’s representation in the November election. The extent to which this increase 
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occurred would undoubtedly have a large impact on a race projected to be as close as the 

McCrory-Cooper matchup.302 

 In the aftermath of the ruling, both candidates took the issue to the campaign trail. 

McCrory vowed to challenge the ruling in the Supreme Court.303 Cooper used the opportunity to 

appease his primary opponent and refused to defend the law in future arguments as Attorney 

General.304 But the Supreme Court ultimately voted four to four for the state’s request of a stay, 

cementing the Democratic victory for the time being and ensuring the law would not take effect 

during the 2016 election cycle. There were two interesting aspects of the court’s decision. First, 

McCrory waited seventeen days to file a petition for the stay, showing the court the state to be in 

no hurry to defend the law and thus undermining the “emergency” element required to receive a 

stay.305 Second, the death of conservative Justice Antonin Scalia had prevented North Carolina 

Republicans from receiving the five-vote threshold required for a stay—on a nine justice court, 

the state may have indeed succeeded.306 In the end, the Supreme Court did not issue a final ruling 

on the law’s legality until it refused to take up the state’s appeal in May of 2017, officially 

putting the issue to rest nearly half a year after the election had already been decided.307 

 With the voter ID issue in the rearview, the candidates again turned toward the issue 

squabbles that had dominated the rest of the summer. On August 3rd, Cooper rolled out an ad 

pushing back against McCrory’s “Carolina Comeback” in a campaign appearance with Senator 

from Virginia and Democratic Vice Presidential nominee Tim Kaine.308 The ad coincided with a 
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McCrory spot going negative on Cooper for the latter’s past economic shortcomings during his 

thirty years in office.309 Less than a week later, McCrory was out with his own spot highlighting 

his teacher pay raises, budget surpluses, and tax-cutting policies.310 And by the end of August, 

Cooper had again attacked McCrory’s record on education using an advertisement featuring a 

teacher testimonial, a week after McCrory had released his own spot defending his policies on 

the issue.311 

Meanwhile, Cooper attempted to increase his stock with voters through a television ad 

featuring home videos of his daughters and a voiceover emphasizing his accomplishments as 

Attorney General.312 In response, the Republican Governor’s Association hit back with a spot 

highlighting the extensive mismanagement of North Carolina’s crime lab under Cooper’s 

watch.313 The onslaught continued on August 16th after many police officers walked out on 

Cooper during a question and answer session at the state convention of the Fraternal Order of 

Police in which Cooper discussed the mistrial of Wes Kerrick, a Charlotte Mecklenburg police 

officer, who Cooper decided to prosecute. The group, which had endorsed Democrat Walter 

Dalton for Governor in 2012, voted soon thereafter to endorse McCrory.314 Overall, through 

August 18th, the North Carolina governor’s race had been the most expensive in the country, with 

nearly 15,000 aired commercials costing a total of $7.7 million. Cooper had the advantage, with 
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$5.6 million in spending for 8,800 commercials to McCrory’s $2.1 million for 6,100 

commercials.315 

 Between the ad barrage and the voter ID result, Cooper seemed to come out the statistical 

victor. A PPP poll released on August 10th found the Attorney General ahead 43% to 42%, with 

Cecil garnering 4% and 11% undecided.316 On August 12th, the latest NBC News, Wall Street 

Journal, and Marist poll found Cooper outpacing McCrory even further, 51% to 44% with 5% 

undecided.317 Then, on August 24th, a pair of polls from Monmouth University and CNN found 

an extended Cooper bump—52% to 43%, with 3% for Cecil and 3% undecided—and 52% to 

46%, respectively.318 By the end of August, Cooper boasted a 5.7% advantage in the polling 

aggregate, leading McCrory 49.5% to 43.8%.319 All the while, McCrory doubled down on his 

support for the Republican Presidential ticket, hosting fundraisers for Trump in Charlotte320 and 

Mooresville;321 introducing Trump at a Wilmington rally322 and then defending the candidate’s 

controversial second amendment comment about Hillary Clinton;323 and lastly, receiving Indiana 

Governor and Republican Vice Presidential nominee Mike Pence’s endorsement at a Raleigh 

rally toward the end of the month.324 
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Bringing it Home: McCrory Attempts to Close the Gap 

“You’re about as straight as another trial lawyer who became a politician in North Carolina – 

John Edwards” 

– Pat McCrory, October 11th, 2016 

 

 At the beginning of the final two-month push toward election day, it was clear Roy 

Cooper maintained a slight advantage in the North Carolina Governor’s race. Given the expected 

close outcome of the race, the fact that Cooper had maintained this advantage for nearly a month 

was certainly cause for concern in Pat McCrory’s campaign. Looking for a boost, McCrory 

pulled a short-lived, pro-House Bill 2 ad from the airwaves to tweak the messaging on 

September 1st, only three days after first releasing the spot.325 Originally, the ad had used a 

molestation victim to denounce President Obama and Cooper for supporting forcing children to 

use the same bathroom as an individual who claims to be the opposite sex. But it quickly became 

apparent that the ad’s message was toxic to independent voters—a critical demographic McCrory 

needed to win.326 As a result, McCrory tweaked the spot to bring the ad more in line with his 

message of robust education policies.327 

 McCrory also doubled down on his criticisms of Cooper’s handling of crime. On 

September 7th, the RGA came out with a new television ad again slamming Cooper’s 

management of the state’s crime lab.328 A week later, McCrory followed with his own blistering 

spot criticizing Cooper for what was described as a pile-up of unanalyzed rape kits at the crime 

lab.329 Unsurprisingly, his campaign rolled out a fourth law endorsement—this time the North 

Carolina Sheriff Police Alliance—two days later to further emphasize his campaign’s work to 
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keep North Carolinians safe. Along with the endorsement announcement, he also joined 

Test400k, a nonpartisan group calling for reform to rape kit testing throughout the nation.330 

Cooper immediately released an ad defending his management of the crime lab, but WRAL-TV 

(whose owner had donated to the Cooper campaign) rated the ad with a “red light” on its fact 

checking scale, a sign that Cooper’s defense remained somewhat dubious.331 It appeared as if 

McCrory had finally found a place to consistently hit Cooper to his advantage. By the end of the 

month, McCrory had only continued the barrage, releasing a video purporting a Cooper flip-flop 

on the state’s new body camera legislation requiring police officers to wear body cameras in the 

aftermath of a controversial police shooting in Charlotte.332 

 On the campaign’s other hot issues, the candidates continued their war of attrition. 

McCrory continued to hit Cooper on his similarities to Hillary Clinton, this time drawing 

comparisons to Clinton’s infamous private email server.333 The accusations followed another 

WRAL-TV report that indicated Cooper had sent just sixteen emails from his state email during 

his fifteen-year tenure as Attorney General.334 Specifically, McCrory had hoped to use the report 

to raise the transparency issues inherent in Clinton’s case to Cooper’s emails, but the allegations 

ultimately went nowhere. At the same time, McCrory received more bad economic news from 

the bathroom bill fallout, as the NCAA announced on September 12th that it had decided to pull 

seven championship events from the state because of McCrory’s failure to repeal the law. 
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Cooper, on the other hand, avoided going negative for the time being, expending his own 

resources to highlight his campaign promise of increased teacher pay and improved education.335 

 But while the candidates dug in on old issues, a new issue finally simmered to a boil, as 

McCrory’s environmental record became a full-fledged campaign vehicle for the first time. The 

controversy stemmed from the Dan River coal ash spill over two years prior. In early February 

2014, employees at the Duke Energy Dan River Steam Station in Eden, North Carolina 

discovered coal ash to be leaking from an underground storm sewer into the Dan River. 

Eventually, the EPA determined that over 39,000 pounds of coal ash and nearly 27 million 

gallons of ash pond water had leaked into the river. The environmental fallout from the spill was 

tremendous, with concerns ranging from adverse effects on wildlife safety and ecosystem 

services to contaminated drinking water for humans.336 McCrory, who had been employed by 

Duke Energy for twenty-eight years before entering politics, quickly became the spokesperson 

and regulator for the disaster and its ensuing cleanup.  

 Given McCrory’s ties to Duke Energy, controversy quickly followed. In the disaster’s 

immediate aftermath, the state legislature created the Coal Ash Management Commission, which 

was tasked with overseeing the Administration’s removal of the company’s coal ash ponds 

throughout the state. In response, McCrory vetoed the measure, believing the legislature’s 

attempts to appoint such a commission—even though he too could appoint seats—were 

unconstitutional. The legislature ended up overriding his veto and the issue finally played out in 

the North Carolina Supreme Court, which sided with McCrory and led to the Commission’s 

disbanding in March of 2016. In this manner, control over the coal ash clean up returned 

squarely to McCrory’s administration, which continued to draw ire due to perceptions that the 
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governor dragged his feet in punishing his former employer.337 So by May, the legislature had 

sent a nearly identical bill to McCrory’s desk, again creating the Commission and showing that 

McCrory lacked the ability to control his own state legislature.338 McCrory vetoed the bill in 

early June, but in doing so, he cited concerns about the new law’s ability to provide residents 

living near coal ash ponds access to safe drinking water.339 And by the end of June, the 

legislature had reached a compromise with the governor, eliminating the commission and 

ensuring permanent water supplies for households near coal ash ponds by October of 2018, while 

preventing Duke Energy from having to close all of its coal ash ponds.340 

 To this point, the coal ash issue had largely remained an intra-party battle between 

McCrory and his legislature, with Democrats bashing both for their efforts. But the safe drinking 

water issue brought coal ash into the governor’s race. In July, state toxicologist Ken Rudo 

testified as part of a lawsuit deposition that his boss, state public health director Randall 

Williams, had lied to residents near coal ash ponds that their well water was safe to drink, despite 

knowing the water to be contaminated with a recognized carcinogen.341 When the testimony 

became unsealed in early August, accusations immediately flew that the order to mislead 

residents came directly from McCrory himself.342 These charges led the Southern Environmental 

Law Center to subpoena McCrory’s chief of staff and communications director to determine 

what role McCrory had played in reversing the warnings.343 
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 Cooper’s campaign too jumped on the coal ash issue. In early September, the Attorney 

General released a scathing ad insinuating that the governor’s team had pressured health officials 

to lie about the safety of drinking water.344 The League of Conservation Voters’ Conservation 

Votes political action committee also hopped on, spending $700,000 on a television ad detailing 

news reports that McCrory’s administration had softened fines levied on Duke Energy and acted 

to delay the ash cleanup to the utility’s benefit, while also doubling down on Rudo’s claims that 

the administration had been complicit in issuing false assurances to coal ash pond residents.345 In 

response, McCrory’s campaign released a somewhat vague television spot, during which a man 

describing himself as a coal ash pond resident places the blame for the delayed clean up squarely 

on Cooper and the Democrat’s shoulders.346 

 And it was not just the coal ash issue on which outside groups piled. Overall, September 

saw a massive uptick in outside spending on the race. On the 21st, the NRA officially backed 

McCrory, handing the governor the support of the nation’s largest organization for defending 2nd 

amendment rights, long a hallmark conservative issue.347 Then, on the 26th, the state chapter of 

the powerful Koch brothers backed Americans for Prosperity pledged at least $100,000 in mail 

and digital advertising aimed at convincing the state’s voters of voting against Cooper. 

Meanwhile, Planned Parenthood’s political arms rolled out a $1 million campaign opposing Sen. 

Richard Burr, Trump, and McCrory in their respective races, including a video slamming 

McCrory’s record on women’s health issues.348 
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 But if anything, the maneuverings in September did little to shift the race’s polling. A 

Quinnipiac University poll released on September 8th showed a continue trend toward Cooper, 

with the Attorney General receiving 51% of the poll’s support to 44% for McCrory and showing 

a 52% to 43% margin for Cooper among independents.349 On the 22nd, the New York Times and 

Siena poll found Cooper to even be outperforming Hillary Clinton in the state, with 50% support 

to McCrory’s 42% and 8% voting for other candidates or undecided.350 PPP’s September poll 

also declared similar results in Cooper’s outpacing of Clinton, with 46% for Cooper, 41% for 

McCrory, 2% for Cecil, and 11% undecided.351 Even both of North Carolina’s university polls, 

High Point and Elon, asserted Cooper ahead of the incumbent—49% to 41% with 3% for Cecil, 

7% undecided, and 1% refusing to respond in High Point’s poll and 48% to 44& with 3% for 

Cecil and 6% undecided in Elon’s final poll of the month.352 

 All hope was not lost, however, for McCrory. Mid-month’s Civitas poll found the 

governor leading Cooper 45% to 43%, with 1% for Cecil and 9% undecided.353 Later in the 

month, a Fox News poll similarly showed McCrory leading, 46% to 43% with 3% for Cecil, 7% 

undecided, and 1% voting for another candidate.354 And perhaps most importantly for McCrory, 

the mid-September Elon poll detailed him winning 48.7% to 46%, with the governor opening up 

a massive, twenty point lead over his challenger in the ever-important independent voting 

demographic, 60% to 40%.355 Still, by Elon’s late-September poll, this margin had shifted 
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slightly in favor of Cooper, 51% to 49%,356 and with just over one month to go until election 

day, Cooper’s advantage in the polling aggregate stood at 3.6%, 47.8% to 44.2%. McCrory had 

only managed to close the gap 2.1% since the end of August.357 

 As Cooper’s advantage continued into the pivotal month of October, McCrory was 

running out of time to convince voters to bequeath him four more years. However, October 

contained many opportunities for the incumbent to do so with two televised debates scheduled 

and the ever-present threat of an October surprise. Indeed, an October surprise soon formed, but 

it would not be in the form of a traditional candidate bombshell. Instead, it came as a natural 

disaster—Hurricane Matthew. The storm would ultimately pause the campaign briefly, as well as 

provide a platform for McCrory to showcase his leadership abilities to the electorate. Besides the 

debates and the hurricane, October also marked the end of the financial third quarter, which 

would give a glimpse of the final fundraising standings before election day. And as the race 

continued to near, the news media (though at this point its bias was crystal clear) finally began 

offerings its own endorsements in the race. 

 Before the first debate, scheduled for October 11th, the status quo from September largely 

carried over into October. Cooper sought to extinguish criticisms on his management of the state 

crime lab in a new television advertisement featuring North Carolina sheriffs praising his 

handling of the lab’s problems.358 Meanwhile, McCrory continued to double down on his 

message of economic growth, releasing a spot highlighting the state’s job growth, tax cuts, and 

budget surpluses during his tenure in office.359 Outside groups also piled on for McCrory. In 

early October, the Freedom Partners Action Fund released an online video docking Cooper, but 
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did not put any money behind the effort.360 The Institute for Faith and Family also dumped 

$215,000 on ad buys supporting House Bill 2 in the Raleigh media market.361 Still, Cooper 

maintained a heavy advantage in total advertising spending. Through October 3rd, the candidates 

and supporting groups had spent a total of $19.5 million on a total of 42,000 television 

advertisements. But Cooper and his allies had outspent McCrory and his supporters nearly two to 

one, $12.6 million to $6.9 million, including a candidate spending advantage of $7.9 million to 

$4.6 million.362 It was more than apparent that Cooper held a large, cushioned lead in the money 

race. 

 Leading up to the debate, Cooper continued to hit McCrory, insinuating in an 

economically-themed ad that he, unlike McCrory, would choose to focus on the economy rather 

than become embroiled in social issue controversies.363 McCrory went negative in a more blatant 

way, running an ad featuring Raleigh attorney Gene Boyce, who had successfully taken Cooper 

to court in a fourteen year-long case where Cooper ended up having to apologize to Boyce for 

defaming him in an attack ad.364 Yet despite each candidate’s maneuverings, the polling 

continued to show a Cooper bump. In early October, Bloomberg, Quinnipiac University, WRAL-

TV and Survey USA, as well as High Point University found Cooper ahead to varying degrees: 

Bloomberg 50% to 44%;365 Quinnipiac 48% to 46%;366 WRAL-TV and Survey USA 48% to 

44% with 2% for Cecil and 6% undecided;367 and High Point 48% to 41% with 3% for Cecil and 
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8% undecided.368 By debate day, Cooper’s lead in the aggregate had widened to 48.6% to 

44.0%.369 

 Still, the candidates would be forced to tackle one more crisis before they reached the 

debate stage. On September 28th, Tropical Storm Matthew reached hurricane intensity in the 

Atlantic Ocean. It made landfall as a Category 1 hurricane on October 8th, just South of 

McClellanville, South Carolina.370 And for the next two days, the storm caused significant 

damage and flooding across the eastern half of North Carolina. Immediately, 680,000 residents 

went without power.371 Nearly sixty miles of Interstate 95 shut down due to flooding.372 In the 

end, the hurricane killed twenty-six North Carolinians and resulted in $1.6 billion in property 

damage.373 McCrory had preempted the storm by declaring a state of emergency across North 

Carolina, with special attention to the sixty-six counties in the Eastern part of the state.374 In both 

the upcoming debate and ensuing weeks the hurricane would undoubtedly become an election 

issue—an October surprise on which neither candidate had counted. 

 The debate on Tuesday, October 11th marked the first official, televised clash between 

Cooper and McCrory, as the June event had been a smaller event tailored toward the North 

Carolina Bar Association. NBC’s Meet the Press host Chuck Todd moderated the debate, which 

was also aired on radio due to the fact that hundreds of thousands of North Carolinians remained 

without power because of Hurricane Matthew. The two candidates stood on stage behind 
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podiums, and each was given the opportunity to make an opening statement. McCrory used his 

to make public service announcements regarding the emergency response to Hurricane Matthew, 

attempting to showcase his leadership abilities and appear “governor-like.” He then transitioned, 

using his response to the storm as a comparison to his propensity for “problem-solving” 

throughout his first term. Cooper, on the other hand, touched briefly on the hurricane before 

launching into attack lines asserting that McCrory had taken the state backwards both 

economically and in education.375 

 Next, Todd wasted no time getting into the meat of the issues, asking McCrory first about 

House Bill 2. The governor’s response centered on emphasizing the law as a liberal creation, 

categorizing his response as a defense of conservative values. Cooper called the law an economic 

disaster. Debate over the issue quickly turned to the law’s impacts on North Carolina business, 

with McCrory getting the last word in criticizing the Democratic response as government 

overreach. Second, Todd asked Cooper why voters should not reelect McCrory because of the 

state’s economic gains. The Attorney General claimed that McCrory had been overstating the 

state’s actual progress, while the governor countered with statistics regarding increased job 

growth, slashed unemployment, and budget surpluses. He also dinged Cooper for being in big 

business’s pocket by highlighting Cooper’s fundraising efforts with Goldman Sachs. Effectively, 

the state economy had dominated the first third of the debate.376 

 The moderator then turned toward the issue of education, where the candidates went back 

and forth over the facts behind North Carolina’s teacher pay rates. During the ensuing debate, 

McCrory attempted to nail Cooper on his recent statement to decrease the state’s disaster relief 

fund—a fund now very necessary due Hurricane Matthew’s devastation. Cooper parried by 
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discussing a legislature bill McCrory refused to veto that removed $500,000 from the disaster 

relief fund to defend House Bill 2. The back and forth had deteriorated to accusations regarding 

each candidates’ trustworthiness, after which McCrory and Cooper briefly discussed whether the 

governor had added further abortion restrictions during his term in office until the debate 

essentially reached a stalemate.377 

` Following the abortion discourse, Todd moved to an issue that McCrory had repeatedly 

tried to hit Cooper on in his campaign advertisements: crime. The first question on the topic 

referenced the mismanagement of the state crime lab. Cooper tried to defend his record of 

improving the lab’s conditions, but McCrory lambasted his opponent, citing the proliferation of 

municipality crime labs as evidence his reforms were not working. Furthermore, the governor 

claimed he had been unable to get Cooper’s help on reforming the issue, and even went so far as 

to insinuate that Cooper was merely using the lab to the benefit of his trial lawyer friends. The 

second question asked broadly about the recent Charlotte police shooting and more narrowly 

about the use of body cameras on police officers. Overall, the candidates did not disagree that 

much on the issue, though McCrory did note that most law enforcement groups had endorsed 

him. The debate ended with a cautious effort on both contenders’ parts to carefully navigate the 

controversies of each party’s Presidential candidate, along with short jousts on the voter 

identification law and Medicaid expansion. In closing, Cooper reiterated his central opening and 

economic message—McCrory has only taken the state backward. McCrory again highlighted his 

idea of a “Carolina Comeback” and reemphasized his leadership by discussing his ongoing 

disaster relief responsibilities.378 
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 The debate was at once brutal and exhausting. Yet both candidates had remained 

composed under pressure and delivered personal and political blows to the other. With only one 

week until the next, and last, debate, not much changed on the campaign trail. Cooper doubled 

down on House Bill 2 as an economic disaster and slammed McCrory for calling Trump a “role 

model” during the previous debate.379 But the Attorney General did pick up three powerful news 

media endorsements in the debate’s aftermath. The first was that of the Winston-Salem Journal, 

the fourth largest publication in the state.380 The second was that of the Asheville Citizen-Times, 

an unsurprising endorsement given the area’s liberal tendencies.381 The third was an even bigger 

blow to McCrory. His hometown, and the state’s most prominent, newspaper, The Charlotte 

Observer endorsed Cooper on October 14th. With the endorsement, it marked the first time the 

paper had refused to endorse McCrory in the governor’s twenty-five years in elected office.382 

 But McCrory was not quite at a loss for good news. In fact, post-debate polling showed 

that either McCrory’s handling of Hurricane Matthew, his debate performance, or both had 

enabled him to substantially cut into Cooper’s polling lead. On October 13th, a NBC News, Wall 

Street Journal, and Marist poll found the Attorney General’s lead down to one point, 49% to 

48%. 383 The next Monday, the latest CNN poll showed Cooper’s lead had shrunk to just two 

points, 49% to 47%, down from six points in its August poll.384 On the day of the final debate, a 

WRAL-TV and SurveyUSA poll found a similar margin for Cooper—47% to 45%, but noted the 
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Attorney General still maintained more support among moderates and independents.385 A Civitas 

poll conducted over the same period even showed a four point McCrory lead, 46% to 42%, with 

2% for Cecil and 10% undecided.386 By October 19th, Cooper’s lead in the aggregate stood at 

only 0.5%, 47.3% to 46.8%.387 Meanwhile, McCrory’s support groups remained active on the 

airwaves, with the RGA releasing a post-debate spot claiming that Cooper’s handling of the 

crime lab had made North Carolinian women “less safe.”388 

 With the polling gap closing, the stakes for the third and final gubernatorial debate were 

higher than ever. This time, the clash, hosted and televised by two moderators from WRAL-TV, 

Laura Leslie and David Crabtree, would also feature the libertarian candidate, Lon Cecil. The 

three candidates sat behind tables on the stage, with Cecil on the left, Cooper in the middle, and 

McCrory on the right. None of the three was given the opportunity to make an opening 

statement, but every candidate was allowed a chance to answer each question. The questioning 

began over Hurricane Matthew recovery efforts. McCrory again pointed to his own leadership on 

the matter and continued his attempts sticking Cooper to efforts to reduce the state’s rainy day 

fund. He also eventually flipped the rhetoric to emphasize the state’s economic advances under 

his tenure. Cooper countered by highlighting his previous disaster relief efforts as State Senate 

Majority Leader and once more hit McCrory over the legislature’s move to take $500,000 out of 

the disaster relief fund for the defense of House Bill 2. Last, and as it would soon seem to be, 

least, Cecil failed to offer any substantive remarks on the issue and appeared unorganized on 

stage.389 
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 The second question focused on the coal ash problem that had found its way into the 

campaign in the late summer and early fall. Cooper immediately centered his response on the 

allegations that McCrory and his administration had misled North Carolinians as to the safety of 

their drinking water. Cecil commented that he believed deconstructing the coal ash ponds was 

the right policy yet remained too costly for the state. McCrory spent his time tying Cooper to 

Duke Energy, which he claimed endorsed Democrats and donated to Cooper’s campaign, while 

also asserting that it was Cooper’s office that was charged with overseeing the coal ash ponds 

and had never expressed concern before the spill two years prior. In rebuttals, Cooper noted his 

environmental group endorsements while McCrory discussed his fight with the legislature to 

ensure residents received the best water safety deal possible.390 

 The debate then turned to the campaign’s chief issue: the state economy. When asked 

about the state’s economic progress under McCrory, Cecil remarked that the governor had done 

an excellent job save his burdensome new taxes. McCrory and Cooper proceeded to launch into 

their usual economic growth and decline talking points, touching every base from budget 

surpluses to education to House Bill 2. The two ended the discussion trying to tie each other to 

big business. Naturally, the debate turned to House Bill 2 from there. In addition to the 

candidates’ typical points, Cecil, the libertarian, called for the law’s repeal. Cooper noted that 

despite many businesses leaving the state because of the law, he had single-handedly convinced 

Braeburn Pharmaceuticals to remain in the state. McCrory and Cooper then descended into the 

gutter on the issue, a jostle that ended when McCrory called for Cooper to resign his position and 

apologize for what McCrory perceived as “disrespect.”391 
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 The remainder of the debate was less heated. The candidates spared yet again over the 

state crime lab’s management, with Cecil agreeing with McCrory that issues pervade the lab. 

McCrory and Cooper hit each other briefly on the issue of government transparency, before they 

again turned to the issue of abortion restrictions. And when asked about his leadership abilities 

despite never having held public office, Cecil emphasized his military experience in Vietnam, his 

refusal to accept big money donations during his campaign, and his lifetime of experience in the 

private sector. McCrory and Cooper then squabbled momentarily over teacher pay and education 

spending, each making their trademark points. In closing, Cecil brought out his true libertarian 

colors, calling for new state revenue sources like a medical marijuana tax. Cooper stuck to his 

narrative that McCrory’s policies had hurt the state and that he was uniquely positioned to 

rebuild North Carolina’s reputation. On the other hand, McCrory doubled down on his crisis 

leadership and the state’s economic gains during his tenure. Besides the addition of Cecil, the 

third debate really remained simply a repeat of the second.392 

 The results of the final debate showed two candidates desperately looking for an upper 

hand over the other. With three weeks until election day, both contenders had clearly descended 

into gutter politics, as the WRAL-TV showdown ended replete with personal attacks.393 The 

sprint to the finish line would feature one more fundraising checkpoint, with third quarter 

numbers expected at the end of the month. Outside groups also amped up spending slightly, and 

the candidates themselves began to stick more closely with their respective national tickets, both 

of which too zeroed in on North Carolina in their own final campaign pushes. The polling also 

stayed well within the margin of error.  
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 By late October, outsiders gunned at the North Carolina governor’s race from all angles. 

President Obama cut a radio advertisement for Cooper the week of October 17th.394 The same 

week, the DGA injected a fresh $1 million into Cooper support.395 On October 26th and 28th, the 

RGA released pro-McCrory television spots slamming Cooper on Medicaid expansion and rising 

health insurance premiums, attempting to reach the nerves of those opposed to Obamacare.396 

The N.C. Values Coalition also came to the governor’s aid with an ad connecting the bathroom 

bill with registered sex offenders.397 The Koch brothers-backed Freedom Partners Action Fund 

also re-upped its “We Can’t Afford Roy Cooper” spot with a $500,000 backing.398 And the 

candidates too released last-minute ads. On November 2nd, McCrory dropped a television 

advertisement trying to connect Cooper’s email habits to the controversial practices of Hillary 

Clinton.399 Two days later, both Cooper and McCrory were out with competing spots on the 

crime lab’s management.400  

Ultimately, when it came to campaign finance, Cooper won the battle. The Attorney 

General raised $8.9 million in the third quarter, outpacing McCrory by nearly $3.6 million. He 

also outspent the governor $17.6 million to $10 million.401 Both candidates’ last ditch efforts also 

included numerous campaign stops with Donald Trump and the Clintons, respectively. On the 

last Saturday before the election, McCrory appeared at a Trump rally in Wilmington.402 In late 
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October, Cooper campaigned with former President Bill Clinton in Rocky Mount.403 Then, on 

Friday November 4th, he appeared with President Obama at rallies in Charlotte and 

Fayetteville.404 And on the eve of the election, Cooper attended two North Carolina Democratic 

Presidential ticket rallies—one in Raleigh with Clinton and one in Charlotte with Kaine.405 

Finally, the election was in the hands of North Carolina’s voters. But if the polls had anything to 

say about the race’s outcome, then Roy Cooper would emerge the victor. Of the ten polls 

released after the final debate, Cooper led McCrory in all but one.406 Even in that one Monmouth 

poll, McCrory only boasted a meager 1% margin over his challenger.407 On the day of the last 

polling aggregate tally, November 7th, Cooper boasted a 2.2% margin, leading McCrory 48.4% 

to 46.2%.408 

 

The 2016 Gubernatorial Election in North Carolina  

 Holding true to expectations, the McCrory-Cooper bout was literally too close to call. At 

1:53AM on November 9th, Cooper led the incumbent 48.97% to 48.86%, or by around 5,000 

votes, with 100% of the precincts reporting.409 There were 4,711,014 total votes cast.410 

Immediately, Cooper declared victory. McCrory, however, refused to give up, asserting that a 

result could not be determined until the completion of county canvasses to be conducted on 

November 18th.411 The governor’s campaign team also disputed 90,000 ballots from Durham 
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County due to what it called “potential irregularities.”412 Clearly, the race was far from over—a 

recount was almost certainly on its way, and both campaigns anticipated looming legal battles.413 

After all, it was the closest statewide race in the country during the 2016 election cycle.  

 Things quickly got ugly. By November 16th, McCrory’s team had filed voting complaints 

alleging fraud in twelve counties, including Durham. Many of the concerns, lodged also in 

Halifax, Wake, Franklin, Vance, Edgecombe, Guilford, Northampton, Nash, Robeson, and 

Warren counties, claimed irregularities in handwritten absentee ballots. A preliminary 

investigation in Bladen County also indicated at least one-hundred and sixty-seven absentee 

ballots cast in the county had been written by only seven people.414 The governor ultimately filed 

over fifty voting complaints. And on November 22nd, two weeks after election day, he formally 

requested a recount.415 The North Carolina State Board of Elections granted the request on 

November 30th, but only for the 94,000 disputed ballots in Durham County,416 where concerns 

arose as the sudden, late-night release of those ballots switched McCrory’s 60,000-vote lead to a 

2,500-vote deficit.417 In a show of American democracy, the governor acknowledged he would 

concede should the partial recount maintain the current result.418 And on Monday, December 5th, 

when the recount showed no change, he did just that—nearly one month after election day.419 

Roy Cooper was certified the governor, with 2,309,157 votes or 49.02% of the vote, Pat 

McCrory finished second with 2,298,880 votes or 48.8% of the vote, and libertarian Lon Cecil 
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finished a distant third, with 102,977 votes or 2.19% of the vote.420 The final margin between 

McCrory and Cooper was only 10,277 votes. Donald Trump and Richard Burr, both of which 

had carried the state on each’s way to election and reelection, outpaced McCrory by 63,000 and 

96,000 votes, respectively.421 
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V. Why did Pat McCrory Lose his 2016 Reelection Campaign?  

 When politicians lose elections, media coverage speculates about why they lost. For 

many politicians, the answer is simply that they identified with the wrong party. This is the case 

when a candidate loses in a “safe” district or state—one in which a single party dominates 

campaigns and elections. For much of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the 

“safe” explanation dominated North Carolina politics, with few exceptions. As evidenced in 

Chapter 1, outcomes traditionally followed a pattern where Democrats controlled statewide 

offices and North Carolina’s Congressional delegation. But as the twentieth century progressed, 

this “safe” account changed as Republicans saw increased success in statewide elections: first at 

the Presidential level, next in the Senate with the election of Jesse Helms, and later with the 

Council of State, where the Democrat edge dropped off considerably. By the dawn of the 2000s, 

Democratic dominance in the state was no longer a foregone conclusion.  

 Modern day North Carolina resembles a center-right state. Republican political 

consultant and self-proclaimed “data guy” Paul Shumaker describes the Tar Heel State’s 

ideology on a two-hundred-point scale, with the most liberal voters in the state scoring a -100, 

the most conservative voters in the state scoring a +100, and a North Carolina moderate scoring a 

0. Using this scale, he has made a career of tracking voters. Today, he postulates that, in North 

Carolina, Democrats average a -25 score, Republicans average a +78 score, and unaffiliated 

voters average a +20 score.422 Yet despite its Republican leanings, Democrats maintained strong 

electoral success in the Gubernatorial races of 2000, 2004, 2008, and 2016. Though McCrory’s 

victory in the 2012 race gave Republicans new hope for the beginnings of total conservative 
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dominance, his loss in 2016 proves that winning statewide still requires positioning as close as 

possible to that +20-unaffiliated voter. 

 The conventional wisdom analysis of McCrory’s loss easily explains that House Bill 2 

cost the state’s first Republican governor of the twenty-first century his job. Shumaker places 

House Bill 2 as a +78 to +100 issue—far away from the +20-sweet spot.423 Other election polling 

data from the race notes that independent and unaffiliated voters despised the law. Clearly, it 

moved the governor further to the right than most other issues in the race. Bathroom politics also 

dominated the airwaves from April of 2016 through election day. In fact, to this day, the state 

continues to draw ire over the legislation, and journalists in both state level and national 

newspapers attributed McCrory’s loss to the bathroom bill. In a race decided by almost 10,000 

votes, House Bill 2 obviously could have flipped the election in Cooper’s favor. Longtime 

Democratic aide and strategist Gary Pearce called it the single-most important factor in 

McCrory’s defeat.424 All other interviewees, when asked about the law, and most of the time 

without being prompted, described it as a significant factor in the race.  

 However, the conventional wisdom argument that depicts House Bill 2 as the downfall of 

Pat McCrory fails to encapsulate the full picture. Some journalists and news outlets, including 

Rob Christensen of the News and Observer, as well as the Charlotte Magazine, correctly point 

out some of the other contributing factors in McCrory’s defeat. For starters, the Interstate 77 toll 

issue presumably cost McCrory more votes than Cooper’s margin of victory in North 

Mecklenburg alone. The interviews conducted for this thesis also point out numerous other flaws 

in McCrory’s strategy from day one. These shortcomings, both personal and political, deserve 

mention in any discussion surrounding the election’s outcome. Ultimately, a deeper dive into the 
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race reveals that Pat McCrory faced a litany of problems beyond House Bill 2. Given the 10,000-

vote margin, it would be the combination of all these that led the incumbent toward defeat. 

 

The Conventional Wisdom Argument: House Bill 2 Nailed McCrory’s Coffin Shut 

 The Charlotte Observer and The News and Observer editorial boards summed up 

McCrory’s loss before the official results were even certified. The Charlotte Observer 

characterized the “stench of HB2” as the straw that broke the camel’s back. Though the opinion 

piece points out several other McCrory missteps, including the Voter ID debacle and his 

handling of the coal ash spill, the interview research described in the next section raises 

important questions about the actual significance of the other problems the Observer cites. The 

editors correctly identify that the North Carolina electorate perceived “that McCrory was out of 

his league,” but they are wrong in identifying his “[steadfast defense of] the discriminatory and 

unpopular legislation” as the “[culmination]” of the governor’s problems.425  

While The Charlotte Observer noted other factors, The News and Observer’s board 

jumped straight to House Bill 2 as the key to Cooper’s victory. The paper cited the bathroom bill 

as the “quick answer” to McCrory’s loss, referring to the legislation as “infamous.” Moreover, 

the piece harped in detail on the results of the law: 

Reaction was swift, and devastating: the loss of millions of dollars in concerts, 

convention and conference business, withdrawal of companies who were planning 

expansions, loss of the NBA All-Star Game and other NCAA and ACC sports events. 

 

The editorial even went beyond the economic impacts to make it clear it believed that Roy 

Cooper had succeeded in painting House Bill 2 as a “disaster” for North Carolina.426 Ultimately, 

many other news organizations piled on the House Bill 2 bandwagon. In these assertions, North 
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Carolina’s two major news sources were joined by the Los Angeles Times, The Huffington Post, 

The Asheville Citizen-Times, Slate, and many other media outlets.  

What’s more, as noted earlier, other longtime North Carolina politicos too placed extra 

emphasis on the role of House Bill 2 in the governor’s defeat. Gary Pearce, an aide and strategist 

to the titan Jim Hunt, a contributor to North Carolina’s Talking About Politics blog, and one of 

the most respected political thinkers in the state, portrayed the bathroom bill as the biggest factor 

in the race and took the position that the law ultimately cost McCrory reelection.427 While it is 

impossible to identify exactly how many votes swung on the issue, or any of the other issues in 

the campaign, I wager that the real “biggest factor” in the race was the root underlying cause of 

not only House Bill 2 but also the other missteps quoted in the Observer editorial and throughout 

my interviews.  

 

A Complete Picture: How the Interviews Alter the Conventional Narrative 

 Interviews with veteran operatives and politicos in the state of North Carolina suggested 

that McCrory’s troubles have a deeper cause. News and Observer political journalist Rob 

Christensen perhaps best explained what had really happened to McCrory. Christensen has 

covered North Carolina politics for the N&O for over forty years. He noted that the governor had 

sailed into office on the heels of incumbent Democrat Beverly Perdue’s decision to retire during 

the 2012 election cycle. He also claimed that McCrory was the perfect candidate for governor in 

North Carolina due to his center right image in the state, popularity in the Charlotte area, 

political personality, and young age relative to other North Carolina politicians. At the same 

time, however, Christensen believes that McCrory lacked two key knowledge bases going into 
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his inauguration. First, Mayor Pat had no executive background. As mayor of Charlotte, he 

worked in a “weak” mayor scheme where the city manager executed the actions of city 

government while the mayor and the city council merely provided policy direction. And as a 

longtime employee at Duke Energy, McCrory worked mostly in a public relations capacity—he 

did not run a large department. Second, McCrory did not know how state government operated. 

Instead of learning, Christensen pegged the governor as an individual that “did not know what he 

did not know” and would not listen to advice on how to improve.428  

 When combined with his lack of executive experience, McCrory’s inability to understand 

state government quickly became the root cause for nearly every problem during his 

administration. When McCrory came into office, the legislature, under the control of 

Rockingham’s Phil Berger, was already running the state. Thus, these conservative Republicans 

felt as if they did not need McCrory to get their policy proposals into law. Moreover, the 

legislative leaders had “no respect for McCrory.”429 This lack of respect stemmed from the 

ideological divide between the conservative legislature and the moderate McCrory. For instance, 

while the mayor of Charlotte, McCrory had supported a mass transit program—a relatively non-

liberal position in the area supported by most businesses. Yet the legislature saw this stance as a 

very liberal issue and did not support McCrory’s position at all. Ultimately, McCrory never 

bridged this gap—one that all governors are expected to navigate with the same precision 

delineated by role models like Jim Hunt. According to Christensen, such navigation requires 

political smarts, but “McCrory was not up to that task.” It also did not help the governor’s cause 

that when it came to policy issues, McCrory stuck largely to talking points while the legislature 
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knew the technical details backwards and forwards. And on issues like abortion, McCrory had 

even campaigned one way and attempted to legislate another way.430  

 When asked why he thought this to be the case, Mr. Christensen commented further on 

his perception of the governor. Christensen claimed that McCrory was not very smart, did not 

work hard, was not disciplined, was too “ego-oriented,” “lacked basic skillsets” for leadership, 

could not work well with others, and never thanked anyone for their efforts on his behalf. The 

latter character trait was particularly salient among fundraisers, who were not even getting their 

phone calls returned. By not “keeping the team happy,” McCrory led fundraisers to “[sour] on 

him” when he failed to keep his network alive. Christensen also stated that he believes McCrory 

lacked “command presence” and “gravitas,” two important traits for any leader to possess. All in 

all, Christensen boiled these issues down to a “lack of political savvy” identified by even early 

McCrory supporters. By 2016, the governor’s popularity in Charlotte had worn off, leading The 

Charlotte Observer to endorse Cooper over its hometown politician because of McCrory’s 

“political bait and switch.” Yet despite McCrory’s numerous flaws, Donald Trump nearly carried 

him into office, and was the only reason the governor got as close as he did to reelection.431 

 Dr. Donald Schroeder, Emeritus Professor of Political Science at Campbell University, 

also identified similar problems to those discussed by Christensen. Dr. Schroeder, who taught 

and researched primarily in the field of political philosophy, has long been fascinated by 

campaigns and elections and advised Campbell’s College Republicans chapter for years. At its 

core, Schroeder believes that McCrory suffered from “an inability to sell himself” and “an 

inability to project himself positively.” This created many problems for McCrory with his own 

legislature. When it came to dealing with legislators, McCrory did not know how to properly 
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network. Schroeder also claimed that McCrory’s executive skills had become disconnected in his 

transition from mayor to governor, which did not help this problem. This networking issue 

manifested itself when McCrory tried to take the reins of government despite having failed to 

form meaningful relationships with the conservative legislature. As a result, the legislators were 

not motivated to reelect McCrory, a stance compounded by the fact that Republicans controlled 

enough seats to override the governor’s vetoes anyway. And when elections are as close as the 

McCrory-Cooper bout, a little enthusiasm can go a long way. Such enthusiasm had propelled 

Trump into office, but even in the Trump realm, “McCrory was not seen as a huge Trump 

enthusiast.”432 

 Bits and pieces from other interviews also picked up on similar themes. Gary Pearce 

noted that McCrory had come across as weak to voters because it was the legislature that was 

really running the government in North Carolina. He noted two important results of this image. 

First, McCrory had lost his moderate appeal because of the conservative policies going through 

the system. Second, because of the legislature’s dominance, McCrory never had a high approval 

rating—it was like voters were searching for an alternative the entire time.433 Republican 

political consultant and contributor to the Talking About Politics blog, Carter Wrenn, noted that 

McCrory had failed to control the media’s commentary on his administration. Accordingly, 

voters had gotten to know the governor based on these accounts, not McCrory’s own narrative.434 

Schroeder even went so far as to identify two examples of McCrory’s lack of savvy. First, 

McCrory had hired numerous staffers from outside the state despite the immense amount of 

loyal, homegrown talent available to the governor from North Carolina. Second, McCrory had 
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failed to effectively rely on technology during his reelection campaign, an important oversight 

considering the increased role of technology in every ensuing election cycle.435 

 Meanwhile, Roy Cooper had managed to dot his I’s and cross his T’s throughout the race. 

Wrenn, who came up in North Carolina politics as the mastermind behind some of Jesse Helms’ 

most famous (or infamous) television advertisements, commented that Cooper benefited from 

good television advertising.436 Despite Cooper’s lack of dynamo, Christensen claimed that 

Cooper served as the perfect foil to McCrory, as the Attorney General had worked his way up in 

state government and knew how it operated. This made him an acceptable alternative to 

McCrory, belied by Cooper’s popularity in the Eastern half of the state and the fact that voters 

generally like Attorney Generals because they are tough on crime. At the end of the day, Cooper 

fit the mold of governor that North Carolina voters had always elected—from Jim Hunt to Jim 

Martin.437 Schroeder also hypothesized that Cooper succeeded because he was better connected 

to his own party and succeeded at projecting himself more positively than McCrory.438 He was 

joined in this hypothesis by Republican consultant Paul Shumaker, who stated that Cooper was 

able to oppose Republicans without getting moved to the left by his party. As a result, he 

remained a center right politician in a left of center party. For instance, Cooper was helped here 

by the lack of a real, liberal primary challenger, which might have been due in part to the 

strength of his network within the Democratic Party.439 

 Ultimately, McCrory’s lack of executive experience, inability to understand state 

government, and character flaws brought him down to Earth in the policy arena. Because of 
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these factors, he faced tremendous messaging problems during the 2016 election cycle. The 

brunt of these issues concerned the North Carolina economy while others touched on more 

specific and less overarching policies and missteps. Taken together, three economic problems—

House Bill 2, the Interstate 77 toll road, and the loss of film industry tax credits in New Hanover 

County—hurt the governor enough to land Cooper in office. The interviews indicate that the 

outcome of the race hinged on McCrory’s handling of these three issues, as each’s presence in 

the campaign narrative downplayed and contradicted the governor’s central campaign message 

of a “Carolina Comeback.” Still, the other pressure points in the campaign deserve analysis, for 

each certainly could have contributed a significant number of flipped votes to the razor thin 

margin. Such points discussed by interviewees include the role of the voter identification law, the 

state crime lab, the debates, Hurricane Matthew, coal ash, Moral Mondays, and the traditional 

issue of education. 

 Both Rob Christensen and Dr. Donald Schroeder estimate that House Bill 2 hurt McCrory 

because of the image the law gave the governor, not because of any policies contained within it. 

Christensen called signing the bill a huge political mistake, characterizing it as “one of the 

largest political blunders [he had] ever seen.” In this sense, McCrory became the symbol for the 

law.440 Dee Stewart claimed the law’s effect was felt primarily in two areas: Mecklenburg and 

Wake Counties. Given the bathroom bill’s proximity to Charlotte, it damaged McCrory in his 

own hometown.441 Yet Paul Shumaker believes that the issue was even more damaging to 

McCrory in Wake County than in Mecklenburg. In all the polling Shumaker conducted on behalf 

of his clients in the lead up to election day, Wake County was the only place House Bill 2 ever 

registered as influencing the outcome of a race. Interestingly, Shumaker noted that every 
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candidate that took the issue off the table in the area won reelection and outpolled McCrory, 

including Sen. Tamara Barringer from Wake County.442 Christensen too asserted that a full 

repeal would have ultimately helped the governor.443 

 Interviewees gave mixed reviews when questioned about why the bill wounded the 

governor to the extent it did. Shumaker described the bathroom bill as McCrory’s ideological 

flaw, commenting on how it moved McCrory further and further to the right on his two-hundred-

point-scale and away from the unaffiliated voter sweet spot.444 Dr. Tom Eamon, Professor of 

Political Science at East Carolina University and author on North Carolina politics, added that 

voters tended to associate McCrory with the legislation because the governor came across as 

“wishy-washy” when it came to explaining and defending the law in the media. Eamon too noted 

that signing the law hurt McCrory because of the image it gave him—one that clearly denoted a 

lack of strong leadership as the state reeled from the bill’s economic fallout.445 Somewhat 

differently, Schroeder took an alternative approach in explaining House Bill 2’s effects. He 

blamed the result on both McCrory for letting the legislation override his positives and the media 

for over-emphasizing the issue in the press.446 At the end of the day, McCrory campaign finance 

consultant in 2012 and Super PAC director in 2016, Jonathan Brooks, perhaps best portrayed the 

true effect of the law on McCrory’s campaign, claiming, “House Bill 2 did not beat McCrory, 

but had it not been there, he would have won.”447 

 While House Bill 2 hit McCrory hard in Wake County, the Interstate 77 toll road issue 

hurt the governor equally in his hometown of Charlotte. Nearly all interviewees, except for Dr. 
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Eamon, took the stance that the toll road cost McCrory dearly in Mecklenburg County. Dee 

Stewart commented that the road tipped Mecklenburg, which had swung toward McCrory by 

3,000 votes in 2012, more toward Cooper.448 Christensen too noted that it had an effect in the 

County.449 But it was again Shumaker that provided the overwhelming weight of evidence in 

detailing why exactly the issue was McCrory’s central economic flaw during the 2016 election 

season. Shumaker began his assertion by noting how the heart of the I-77 issue cut through the 

strength of the Republican vote in North Mecklenburg County. He described how it affected his 

clients in the area tremendously, one of which elected not to seek reelection despite winning a 

contentious primary during which the toll road became the central focus of the campaign. Next, 

Shumaker wagered that McCrory did not recognize the political fallout from the issue. When the 

governor’s ConnectNC transportation bond passed in March of 2016, the package included 

significant funding for many infrastructure projects in North Carolina but did not touch the toll 

road issue. This greatly angered the Republican base in the area.  

 But what was the true effect of the toll road issue in the Charlotte region? In all of the 

conventional analysis depicted by the press, one news outlet flew under the radar in differing 

from the norm. At the end of 2016, Charlotte Magazine came out with a piece entitled “The Real 

Reason Why McCrory Lost.” In the article, its author, Greg Lacour, showed based on election 

results that roughly 12,069 voters in North Mecklenburg switched their allegiance from McCrory 

in 2012 to Cooper in 2016—barely enough vote flips to account for the entire McCrory-Cooper 

margin. According to Lacour, in 2012, the governor won all thirteen North Mecklenburg 

precincts on his way to routing Walter Dalton. In 2016, Cooper carried five of these precincts, 

flipping 7,950 votes in the process. Though McCrory carried the other eight polling locations, he 
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lost an additional 4,119 votes to Cooper in the process. Thus, the toll road issue could have 

carried enough votes in 2016 to turn the tide of the election toward Cooper—it remains 

impossible to tell if those votes swung on that one issue alone.450 And just like in Wake County 

with House Bill 2, McCrory remained on the wrong side of the issue. Shumaker ended his 

description of the issue’s effects by noting that one of his clients, Davidson Senator Jeff Tarte, 

had gotten on the right side of the issue, outpolling McCrory in his district by more than 

Cooper’s margin of victory in the process.451 

 But while House Bill 2 and the Interstate 77 toll road consumed the narrative in depicting 

the Wake County and Mecklenburg County results, a third economic issue quietly damaged 

McCrory in New Hanover County, home to North Carolina’s coastal metropolis: Wilmington. 

Gary Pearce was the first interviewee to mention the demise of the New Hanover film industry 

tax credits as a critical factor in the election.452 Rob Christensen too noted that the loss of the tax 

credits hurt McCrory in the area.453 Yet again, it was Paul Shumaker that brought to light the true 

effects of the issue on the race. He noted that in battleground North Carolina, New Hanover 

County has become a must-win county for Republicans seeking statewide offices. Though he 

stated outright that the role of the tax credits had not provided enough votes to flip the whole 

margin like the toll road had, he did assert that a significant number of votes in the McCrory-

Cooper margin had hinged on the issue. The proof? In 2016, New Hanover was the only county 

Cooper carried that his fellow Democratic candidates Hillary Clinton and Deborah Ross did not 

win.454 
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 Ultimately, the presence of these three economic issues in the race undermined 

McCrory’s central message of a “Carolina Comeback.” While the economic recovery was going 

well in the state’s booming city economies, rural voters were not feeling the same bump. 

According to Christensen, “[McCrory’s] message did not register across large swaths of North 

Carolina.” When Cooper targeted these voters with campaign advertising geared toward this 

notion, he prevented McCrory’s “Comeback” from taking hold. At the same time, House Bill 2’s 

economic fallout was working directly against McCrory’s evidence of economic growth. Even 

Donald Trump campaigned on how bad things were throughout the national economy. Trump 

commanded more attention than McCrory, so McCrory’s positive message also got lost in the 

sea of Trump’s negativity. In this situation, Trump was the “believable” candidate—not 

McCrory.455 Shumaker took a slightly different approach in explaining why McCrory’s 

“Comeback” did not register with voters. He again pointed to the key unaffiliated voting bloc in 

the state, which he claimed was less concerned about the economy during the 2016 election cycle 

because they are very mobilized—moving around makes such voters less beholden to one state’s 

economy. Instead, the “Comeback” only helped McCrory with his base, while the unaffiliated, 

college-educated voters focused primarily on Obamacare as an issue in 2016. Shumaker called 

the key divergence here the “education gap.”456 

 McCrory also suffered beyond his economic problems. However, the extent to which 

other issues played an important role in his defeat was met with mixed responses from the 

interviewees. Chief among these issues was the impact of the Voter Identification law. Dee 

Stewart and Gary Pearce asserted that the 4th Circuit’s decision to strike down the law gave 

Cooper a boost, with Stewart claiming it came in the form of voters registering on election day, 
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which he believed were more-likely-than-not Democrats. Additionally, Stewart blamed what he 

perceived as an activist court system for helping Cooper win election.457 Dr. Schroeder too 

joined this group, noting that the Democrats effectively communicated its side of the issue to its 

base, which angered voters and therefore motivated African-Americans to turn out in greater 

numbers. Conversely, Christensen and Shumaker were convinced the opposite was true: that the 

law had no effect on the election. Shumaker described the law as “not relevant” to the outcome 

because at the end of the day, African-American voting intensity was down in 2016, meaning 

that the issue had not single-handedly motivated increased turnout.458 Christensen went so far as 

to say that if anything, the 4th Circuit’s decision may have benefited Republicans, as shortened 

voting hours went into effect upon the court’s reversal.459 

 The role of the coal ash issue also received mix marks. Dr. Eamon and Christensen 

claimed that the controversy ultimately hurt the governor due to his past and present ties to Duke 

Energy, which they believed painted McCrory in a bad light on the issue.460 Frank Holleman, the 

Senior Attorney at the Southern Environmental Law Center responsible for the Center’s coal ash 

litigation efforts against the state, described McCrory’s problems with the issue as “a self-

inflicted wound.” Yet Mr. Holleman noted that the reality on the issue was that it began long 

before the McCrory Administration stepped foot into office. Still,  

The way that the governor and his appointees reacted to coal ash pollution ultimately 

became an issue in the election…one mistake after the other…one improper action after 

the other by the governor and his staff and the Department of Environmental Quality 

created problems for McCrory…if they had simply enforced the law, then this would not 

have been a negative issue for the McCrory Administration. 
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Holleman, given the Southern Environmental Law Center’s status as an apolitical organization, 

stopped short, however, of commenting on whether the problems McCrory incurred from the 

issue mattered in the race.461 Shumaker did comment, and his resolute response towed the line 

closest to coal ash’s real impact. According to the data-driven consultant, coal ash registered as a 

liberal issue in the first place. Thus, it did not matter to the unaffiliated voting group enough to 

mobilize these voters in Cooper’s direction.462 

 Beyond the Voter Identification law and the coal ash debacle, the interviewees deemed 

four issues as non-factors in the race: the state crime lab, the debates, the Moral Monday 

movement, and education policy. When it came to the state crime lab, Christensen noted that the 

rape kit commercials added an emotional element to the race, but that the crime lab’s presence as 

a hot-button topic was merely smart for McCrory and not helpful for Cooper—it had no 

significant impact.463 Christensen and other interviewees also downplayed the role of the debates 

in changing voters’ minds, noting that state-level debates attract small, and often partisan, 

audiences. And in one instance, a gubernatorial debate occurred when most of Eastern North 

Carolina remained without power due to Hurricane Matthew.464 On the results of the Moral 

Monday movement in motivating and generated Democratic turnout, Christensen agreed that the 

movement engaged voters, but he stopped short in claiming that it helped Cooper beyond just the 

margins, especially considering the cause had fizzled out before the election cycle really started 

to roll.465 Finally, the interviewees’ responses to the role of education were surprising given the 

issue’s traditional dominance of the North Carolina political landscape. Christensen wrote 
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education off as a non-factor, believing it did not motivate many voters toward Cooper and away 

from McCrory.466 On the flip side, Schroeder asserted the issue was a factor, but only for state 

legislators, not for McCrory’s campaign. Instead, he commented that he felt McCrory could have 

exploited the issue more to his advantage, which might have resulted in a positive boost to the 

governor’s reelection strategy.467 

 Taken together, these numerous issues spelled trouble for McCrory in the fundraising 

arena. According to Brooks, the governor faced difficulty keeping up with Cooper’s fundraising 

after House Bill 2 went through the legislature. Evidenced by the strength of the Bernie Sanders’ 

Presidential campaign’s ability to rake in millions in small dollar—$20 to $30—donations, this 

strategy worked in Cooper’s favor as well after national scrutiny rained down on McCrory and 

the legislature. Because of the unpopular legislation, Brooks believes that Cooper found himself 

overnight the recipient of hundreds and thousands of dollars from both in-state and out-of-state 

donors due to the prowess of the Democratic “painfully effective” digital fundraising apparatus, 

ActBlue. Meanwhile, McCrory, without such an organization in place, was left stonewalled by 

the cash influx, and despite posting solid fundraising numbers at every remaining quarter, was 

never able to recover from his financial deficit.468 

 In the commentary offered by the interviewees on the race, only one issue registered as a 

positive for McCrory: the governor’s handling of Hurricane Matthew. In a cynical sense, 

Christensen noted that bad hurricanes are good for governors because such natural disasters 

provide a mechanism for incumbents to showcase leadership abilities. When Hurricane Matthew 

wreaked havoc on Eastern North Carolina, McCrory did just that.469 Schroeder characterized the 
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governor’s handling of the storm as “outstanding,” but continued in saying that he believed 

McCrory could have done more to make the hurricane an even bigger positive for his 

campaign.470 In measuring the hurricane’s actual effect on the outcome, polling in the lead up to 

election day showed that McCrory had closed the gap significantly in the month after Matthew’s 

landfall.471 And without official data to back up his assertion, Eamon suggested McCrory’s 

handling of the storm response gave him a 3% bump statewide472—a large boost, just not enough 

to save his “doomed” campaign.473 
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VI. Conclusions 

 By digging deeper into the events surrounding the 2016 governor’s race in North 

Carolina, it becomes apparent that Pat McCrory’s loss goes well beyond the conventional 

narrative that House Bill 2 cost the governor his office. Importantly, this analysis shows that a 

plethora of factors, from personality to policy stances, led to McCrory’s demise. Yet personality 

and policy are mixed in ways that make it almost impossible to distinguish one from the other. In 

McCrory’s case, personality informed policy stances, and policy stances informed personality—

it was like the two fed into one another. During this race, the conventional narrative focused too 

much on the policy aspects of McCrory’s defeat. It skipped over the more nuanced story that 

explains McCrory’s shortcomings through anecdotes on the governor’s personality. However, a 

politician’s success derives equally from both—Jim Hunt’s achievements as governor drew as 

much from his likeability as a person as it did his policy initiatives. By skipping these personality 

points, the media missed half of the big picture. And without delving thoroughly into the toll 

road issue (among other issues), the media undoubtedly ended up missing even more than that. 

 Still, there is more work left to be done; more stones left unturned. Future work on this 

topic may include further commentary from Democratic operatives. It might also incorporate 

available data and model such data to draw numerical conclusions. If the 2016 outcome is to be 

considered in the context of the 2020 governor’s election, then the Supreme Court’s decision on 

North Carolina redistricting policy will also play a central role in informing strategy. A follow up 

paper should also discuss these issues as they stand today: what is the status of House Bill 2 in 

North Carolina? What became of the Interstate 77 toll road issue? What ended up happening to 

the voter identification law? Film tax credits in New Hanover County? Did the coal ash mess 
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finally get cleaned up? To fully complete work on this election topic, these questions, among 

others, must be answered.  

Finally, this thesis serves as a reminder that fellow college students should not be shy 

about contacting active political operatives as part of any research project. At the end of the day, 

these individuals were surprisingly open to an honest conversation about the real issues with a 

curious student. And as demonstrated by this thesis, such individuals can offer commentary on a 

subject other sources cannot, thus providing for a more complete account.  
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Appendix 1: Complete Interview Transcriptions 

This appendix contains the compilation of my notes from each interview. It is organized by 

interviewee, with other information given on the interviewee’s current title, the interview’s date, 

and whether the interview was conducted in-person or over-the-phone. Please note that none of 

these conversations have been recorded—these “transcriptions,” if you will, represent my notes 

from each interview, with actual quotations from interviewees denoted by quotation marks. All 

interviewees were given the opportunity to approve their transcript. 

 

Mr. Dee Stewart – Political Consultant, The Stewart Group 

 

Interview conducted December 1st, 2016 over the phone 

 

Opening Thoughts 

 

2016 was a solid year for Republicans in North Carolina, with Richard Burr winning reelection 

to the United States Senate and Donald Trump carrying the state on his way to the White House. 

The Republican majorities in the legislature stayed the same as well.  

 

McCrory would have won reelection if not for House Bill 2 and the toll road issue. These hurt 

him in the critical Charlotte area. The throw out of the voter identification law and the ensuing 

legalization of same-day registration also played a large role in his defeat. The voters registering 

on election day were most likely voting for Democrats. The takeaway here is that federal courts 

are out of control. We have activist courts helping elections. In the future, redistricting decisions 

will be very important. This time around, however, court decisions cost McCrory his 

governorship.  

 

Overall, the policy formula has been successful for Republicans in the state legislature – raising 

teach pay and tax reform for businesses. The toll road issue tipped the critical suburban area of 

Charlotte more toward Democrats than normal. House Bill 2 also tipped Wake County more 

toward Cooper. Wake is another critical suburban area.  

 

What are your thoughts on the Trump victory? 

 

I always thought Trump would win North Carolina. The Republican base turned out to be more 

motivated by him than Hillary’ Democratic base. This Trump electorate was not just 

Republicans; it also included some independents and Democrats, although it is impossible to 

quantify how many.  

 

What are your thoughts on Burr’s Senate reelection? 

 

As for the Senate, Burr will retire in six years, setting up another Republican to take the reins. 

Deborah Ross was a bad candidate with a poor record. Paul Shumaker’s strategy for Burr was to 

make Ross look like this bad candidate, and it worked. Television advertisements against Ross 

were the most effective. Direct mailings and digital ads were also great.  
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Do you have additional thoughts on McCrory’s loss? 

 

McCrory’s strategy got the governor as close as it could have, but he was doomed. No one 

helped Trump at all—he had a poor ground operation. All of his press came for free through the 

mass media.  

 

What was the key to Jesse Helms’ success? 

 

Jesse Helms won his elections using television advertisements. He also raised a lot of money 

through direct mail. But today, the state is not really the same as it was during the Helms and 

Hunt years. I would recommend reading the Helms vs. Hunt book on the 1984 Senate race, as 

well as Hard Right: The Rise of Jesse Helms.  

 

How has the state’s swing vote shifted over time? 

 

The swing vote used to be the Eastern portion of the state. Now it is suburban white women in 

the Interstate 85 corridor. This includes unaffiliated, soft D, soft R women in those fourteen 

counties. Eastern North Carolina no longer has the population numbers to make it the critical 

swing vote. Counties to look at include Johnston, Wake, Orange, Durham, Alamance, Rowan, 

and Gaston.  

 

Still, we could easily see results like those in 2008 again – enthusiasm for Obama and Kay 

Hagan winning on his coattails. The same thing happened for 2016 Republicans on Donald 

Trump’s coattails.  

 

Why have Democrats maintained a historical hold on the governorship? 

 

For around twenty years, the Democrats controlled the North Carolina governorship. They had 

better candidates and ran better campaigns. For Cooper to be successful, he will have to use the 

bully pulpit with the same level of skill that Jim Hunt did. Democrats will need to raise large 

sums of money through Cooper to be successful in 2020. They can use this money as a 

springboard for redistricting lawsuits and candidate recruitment.  

 

Who are the rising stars in North Carolina politics? 

 

As for Republicans, Dan Forest will be the next Republican running for Governor in 2020. 

Richard Hudson could run for Governor in 2020 or Senate in 2022. Democrats do not have very 

many rising stars—there is not a deep bench.  

 

What will be the key to future success in coming elections? 

 

Advertising will continue to be huge in North Carolina. There will be more money in each new 

election cycle than in the previous one. There will probably also be a recession in the next four 

years, which will be difficult for Republicans to overcome. Hopefully the recession will hold off 

until after Trump’s first term.  
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Do you foresee any changes to the Presidential nominating process? 

 

There will be no rule changes to the nominating process. Trump will control the party 

machinery.  

 

What is the future of North Carolina as a battleground state? 

 

North Carolina will continue to be a battleground where enthusiasm for candidates will be the 

key. It remains to be seen if a Presidential candidate can win the general election without taking 

North Carolina.  
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Mr. Darryl Nirenberg – Former Aide to Jesse Helms; Chief of Staff 1991 to 1995 

 

Interview conducted December 2nd, 2016 over the phone 

 

What was your relationship with Senator Helms? 

 

I joined the staff of the Senate Agriculture Committee in 1983. Helms was Chairman until 1987. 

I then joined the Senate Foreign Relations Committee as General Counsel and worked under 

Helms. I ended up as his Chief of Staff in the personal office from 1991 to 1995. This was when 

I really worked with North Carolina.  

 

What were the keys to Helms’ electoral success? 

 

The Congressional Club, with Tom Ellis as his political strategist. Helms and Ellis won the 

primary for Reagan in 1976, which was a huge event in Reagan’s political life. It gave him 

credibility and led to  his nomination four years later.  

 

For Helms, direct mail fundraising was key. It effectively communicated his message to his base, 

as well as voters who weren’t getting news from national sources. It educated prospective voters. 

 

The Reagan recession would hurt Helms in 1984. The tobacco economy was also not doing too 

well. Still, Helms had a big job on the Hill as Chairman of the Senate Agriculture Committee.  

 

Helms also pioneered the use of the tracker. His campaign employed operatives to follow Hunt 

around and discover the governor’s inconsistencies. Hunt was running as an education governor, 

and we could undermine this position. While Reagan was running against a weak candidate in 

Mondale, we were running against a very popular governor. Hunt had a fundraising advantage, 

and given his job, he was always in the state.  

 

There were a few campaign changes between 1990 and 1996. Mandy Grunewald was Harvey 

Gantt’s campaign manager in 1990. Helms’ campaign did a couple things that year. First, he 

pioneered the war room to draft an immediate response to whatever Gantt was saying about him. 

Second, his team launched the white hands ad. The media was obsessed with this advertisement. 

It was a diversionary tactic, as the  core ad being run hit Gantt on becoming a millionaire by 

leveraging his political position for an FCC license. This is what voters were really seeing.  

 

By 1996 Helms’ operation had changed somewhat. I think it set him up better. Money was now 

coming from elsewhere, but direct mail was still a huge portion of his money.  

 

How did Elizabeth Dole win in 2002? 

 

Dole had three advantages in 2002. First, she had a political persona with instant press 

recognition and a knack for fundraising. Second, she had Helms’ record. Their relationship went 

back years—he introduced Bob Dole to her family. Third, her opponent, Erskine Bowles, did not 

have political skills. He was not the best candidate.  
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What is Helms’ impact today? 

 

Well, the candidates in the state are still fighting over the independent vote. Political innovations 

from these campaigns also still hold today. North Carolina is a difficult state in which to run. 

There are at least four media markets. The other Senate seat also keeps flipping. These Senators 

were never really known for anything; they needed to have a big personality.  

 

Why did Burr win reelection in 2016? 

 

Richard Burr is a very skilled politician. He is very grounded—he stays low key and has a 

common man feel. Burr needed to turn out Helms’ base, the Jessecrats, which are conservative, 

white Democrats that vote Republican in national elections. He attracted swing voters through 

his policies in D.C. Honestly, he did better with swing voters than Trump did. Burr also had 

educated white females voting for him while Trump carried him with the conservatives. I think 

his comment toward the end of the campaign about putting a bullseye on Hillary Clinton’s back 

played right toward Trump’s base and helped him.  
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Mr. Gary Pearce – Former Aide to Jim Hunt; Contributor to Talking About Politics blog 

 

Interview conducted December 5th, 2016 over the phone 

 

What made Jim Hunt so successful as a Governor? 

 

Hunt had a strong vision for the state. He focused on creating jobs, improving education, and 

making new opportunities available to people. His political skill came naturally. He was a great 

talker that inspired people. He was also an exacting leader that made people want to do better.  

 

As governor, he fundamentally changed state government by getting the governor veto power 

and the ability to run for reelection. Governors have the power to set the state’s agenda.  

 

How did Hunt impact the Democratic governors of the 21st century? 

 

Hunt set the mold for Democratic governors of the 21st century. His four terms were instrumental 

in North Carolina’s history. Because of Hunt’s efforts, the state’s economy was better prepared 

for the new century. Easley stayed Hunt’s course on education. Perdue also stayed on the same 

track. Even McCrory, a Republican, did through his efforts on teacher pay.  

 

Since Hunt left office, conservative Democrats have shifted away from the party. After the rise 

of Howard Dean, Easley shifted away from his progressive side. McCrory also shifted away 

from his conservative side. You should check out my blog post from December 5th on Roy 

Cooper.  

 

Why did McCrory lose the 2016 governor’s race? 

 

House Bill 2 was the biggest factor in this race. It ultimately cost him the election. McCrory 

came across as weak because really the legislature was running things. He lost his moderate 

image because of the policies the Republicans shoved through the system. McCrory also never 

had a high approval rating. Voters were looking for an alternative all along. The demise of the 

film industry in Wilmington and New Hanover also played a role. McCrory lost Mecklenburg by 

over 130,000 votes this time. Urban county independent women in the Interstate 85 corridor 

were the swing voters. We will need to identify the Trump-Cooper voters and the Johnson-

Cooper voters. Who were these people? 

 

Why did Trump carry North Carolina? 

 

Battleground polling was wrong this time around. National polling was right. Trump voters were 

more motivated than Clinton voters, which is like what happened with Obama in 2008. Also, the 

voter identification law gave Cooper the victory. With 10,000 votes being the margin, though, 

there were probably many other factors.  

 

How did Richard Burr secure reelection? 
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Trump’s coattails handed Burr his victory. All politics is national. It takes something exceptional 

to break this string. Cooper and Josh Stein will have this challenge as they assume their new 

offices. This was also not the race people cared about. The story was Trump, and to a lesser 

extent, House Bill 2 in the governor’s race.  

 

What are the next steps for Democrats? 

 

Teacher pay increases will continue to be an important policy stance. Cooper must effectively 

use the power of the bully pulpit to set the agenda and dominate the policy debate. He now has 

this advantage over the legislature. Josh Stein will be in the same boat. Ross might run again. 

Grier Martin could also be a candidate in the future.  

 

What are the next steps for Republicans? 

 

Dan Forest is the next big Republican candidate that we will see. They are in for four years of 

tough battling with two different visions between the legislature and Cooper. North Carolina will 

continue to be a battleground state for at least the next eight to ten years.  
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Mr. Carter Wrenn – Strategist for Jesse Helms; Contributor to Talking About Politics blog 

 

Interview conducted December 5th, 2016 over the phone 

 

What were the keys to Senator Helms’ success? 

 

Helms was an outsider. He was also partly a demagogue. The Senate is a soapbox, and Jesse 

used it to talk about the issues he cared about. Helms was ahead of the curve when it came to 

television and direct mail. He came in during the 1970s with Reagan, and initially, the major 

issue was communism.  

 

Republicans did not have much influence in NC until 1972. Democrats remained dominant and 

were composed of conservative Democrats and progressive Democrats. Helms brought these 

conservative Democrats into the Republican party. They were called the Jessecrats.  

 

In 1978, his strategy shifted to reaching people by media. He raised $7 million in 1977-78. 

Helms was always ideological. His races were usually conservative versus liberal. Except in 

1983, when we spent between $4 and $5 million against Hunt and it did not help at all in the 

polls. Then we came up with the “Where do you stand, Jim?” advertising campaign and Helms 

went up ten points in three weeks. The character criticism of Hunt as a flip-flopper worked. 1990 

was also a conservative versus liberal ideological campaign, with Gantt as a liberal.  

 

How did Trump carry the state? 

 

Trump is a post-ideological candidate. A lot of working class voters who did not support 

Romney supported Trump. The News and Observer noted seven counties that went for Obama 

but not Trump. The white collar voters were different – some who supported Romney did not 

help Trump. Some of those voters went to Clinton, but a lot went to third party candidates. There 

was also a lack of African American turnout. Exit polls show it dropped from 23% in 2012 to 

19% in 2016. African American turnout was down nationally, but it was down more in North 

Carolina due to a lack of enthusiasm for Democratic candidates.  

 

Why did McCrory lose? 

 

McCrory conceded earlier today. Cooper had good television advertising. While Pat was 

Governor, people got to see a log of him through media he could not control – like press 

conferences and newspaper stories. And that wasn’t always favorable. Together, these aspects 

led voters to decide that Pat was not best for the job.  

 

Why did Burr win reelection? 

 

Deborah Ross was a liberal candidate. Trump’s boost also helped Burr. When undecideds broke 

for Trump that helped Burr.  

 

Who are the rising stars in the Republican party? 
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Dan Forest is the biggest rising star. Richard Hudson and Tim Moore also have strong 

fundraising. Phil Berger Sr. is also a rising star.  

 

Who are the rising stars in the Democratic party? 

 

Roy Cooper and Josh Stein have the bully pulpit. Grier Martin and Anthony Foxx could also be 

future candidates.  

 

What was the swing vote in 2016? 

 

Interstate 85 corridor female voters were the big swing vote in 2016. Democratic registration 

dropped while Republican registration plateaued. Independents are a rising swing vote.  

 

Final Thoughts  

 

Suburban and independent voter growth has made North Carolina a classic swing state. Almost 

any statewide race can be competitive. It can go either way. Electing a Democratic governor and 

a Republican President and Senate candidate in the same year, that’s not a surprise. It could 

happen again.   
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Mr. Rob Christensen – Journalist, News and Observer; Author on NC Politics 

 

Interview conducted December 18th, 2017 in person 

 

Opening Thoughts: 

 

Pat McCrory was the perfect candidate – a center right politician in a center right state. He had a 

great personality, he was from Charlotte, and he was younger relative to other North Carolina 

politicians. These characteristics were great assets. The only reason he lost in 2008 was because 

of the Obama Presidential tide. He won in 2012 because Governor Beverly Perdue (D) got out 

when she realized she could not win. The big questions that remains is, why did he lose in 2016? 

 

Overall, many Republicans, including most of the Republican legislature leadership, believed 

that he was not a good governor. He did not know how state government worked, and he did not 

have an executive background. When he was mayor of Charlotte, he worked in a “weak” mayor 

scheme – the city manager was responsible for executing the actions of city government while 

the mayor and the city council were responsible for directing policy. Moreover, when he was 

with Duke Energy, he did not run a large department. He was more of a public relations guy than 

anything. Meanwhile, Roy Cooper had worked his way up in state government; he knew how it 

operated. McCrory’s biggest weakness was that “he didn’t know what he didn’t know,” and he 

did not listen. This led him to make many mistakes that could have been avoided, and when 

compared to the other two Republican governors of the state, Jim Holhouser and Jim Martin, 

McCrory was the “worst.” All in all, this boils down to two things: 

1. He had no executive background 

2. He did not know how state government operated 

 

Generally, legislatures are invested in making governors from their own party look good. But the 

North Carolina legislature under the control of Phil Berger had “no respect for McCrory.” They 

were already running Raleigh; as such, McCrory did not really need to do much. He did not 

know the issues, and he stuck largely to talking points. Thus, he could not navigate a legislature 

that knew policies backwards and forwards. There were also ideological issues. All of the 

Republicans were conservative, “movement” Republicans safe in their individual gerrymandered 

districts. McCrory had run statewide and came in with a coalition of independents, conservative 

Democrats, and center right business Republicans. This somewhat mirrors the national rift 

between McConnell and Trump. Many of these conservative Republicans also believed that 

McCrory was not a true conservative. In Charlotte, he had supported mass transit, which was a 

relatively non-liberal position supported by most businesses. The legislature saw this as a very 

liberal issue and did not buy McCrory’s stance at all. Overall, governors are expected to navigate 

the different factions of the legislature. Jim Hunt was able to bridge this gap all the time as 

governor, but McCrory could not. This task requires political smarts, and “McCrory wasn’t up to 

that task.” 

 

McCrory also lacked what the marines call “command presence.” He never had a “gravitas,” 

meaning when someone walks into a room, they would not be able to tell he was the governor, 

though obviously, they knew who was governor.  
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At the end of the day, all his problems added up. He was all over the map on many issues. Take 

abortion – he campaigned one way, legislated another, and then went back and forth. This upset 

everyone, as abortion is a tough issue. One stance cannot win everyone. Most of the time, 

candidates just take their abortion position and stick with it, knowing it will alienate some voters. 

McCrory did not do this. He also campaigned as a moderate, but he was pushed very far to the 

right by the legislature. House Bill 2 was a huge political mistake for McCrory. The legislature 

had previously seen the gay marriage ban pass overwhelmingly statewide. They had no idea they 

could lose on House Bill 2. It was not about transgendered people, but it was about the loss of 

NCAA games and other economic opportunities. In a sense, McCrory became the symbol of it. It 

was “one of the largest political blunders I’ve ever seen,” and it cost him the governorship. He 

also got hurt by the loss of Wilmington’s entertainment subsidies and the Charlotte toll road. All 

the while, Trump nearly carried him into office, and Trump’s performance in the state was the 

only reason McCrory got as close as he did. It’s almost a justice of sorts – he only lost in 2008 

because of Obama’s coattails, and he only came close to winning in 2016 because of Trump’s. 

It’s amazing how he was not popular in a state where the Republicans also controlled the 

legislature. He was also the perfect candidate. 

 

Why did McCrory never figure out the legislature? 

 

Honestly, it’s hard to write this, but McCrory was not very smart. He also did not work really 

hard at it—he was not disciplined, just like he was never disciplined in Charlotte. He never 

drilled down on the issues. He was “ego-oriented,” “lacked basic skillsets” for leadership, could 

not work with other people, and never thanked his staff or the legislature for their efforts on his 

behalf.  

 

Why did Roy Cooper win? 

 

This was not a huge victory for Cooper, per say. At the end of the day, he was just an acceptable 

alternative. People like Attorney Generals because they are tough on crime. He also carried some 

of the Eastern North Carolina vote, which was helpful. He was not necessarily a dynamic 

candidate, but his positions helped him with moderates and independents.  

 

Why did McCrory’s campaign of a “Carolina Comeback” not work with voters? 

 

There are three points here. First, people were not feeling the comeback, which Cooper tried to 

hit on in his campaign messaging. The recovery was going well in cities, but not in rural areas. 

For broad swaths of voters, it just did not register. His “message did not resonate across large 

swaths of North Carolina.” Second, House Bill 2 worked against McCrory’s message because of 

the lost opportunities resulting from it. Third, Trump campaigned on how terrible things were. 

Voters paid more attention to him than they did McCrory—Trump’s message was “believable” 

to a lot of voters. 

 

Why did Cooper win the fundraising battle? 
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McCrory was not a good politician. Fundraisers were not getting their calls returned. They never 

got thank you notes. He was not “keeping the team happy.” He did not keep his network alive, so 

many fundraisers “soured on him.” Ultimately, he demonstrated a “lack of political savvy.” 

 

What role did the coal ash issue play? 

 

It hurt him due to his deep ties to Duke Energy. I am not entirely sure his administration is 

entirely culpable for this issue, so he may have been unfairly criticized. That being said, he was 

particularly vulnerable because environmental policy had shifted to a pro-business stance, which 

highlighted his Duke ties.  

 

What role did the voter identification law play? 

 

It might have actually helped Republicans because shortened voting hours went into effect for 

this election cycle.  

 

What role did Cooper’s handling of the state crime lab play? 

 

It is hard to know the effect. But McCrory did need to raise a question of Cooper’s competence, 

and this issue did just that. It was smart for McCrory and certainly not helpful for Cooper. The 

rape kit portion also added an emotional element to the race. Still, it is hard to measure the effect.  

 

What role did the debates play? 

 

The debates had almost no impact. Very few people watch the debates other than partisans to 

begin with.  

 

What role did Hurricane Matthew play? 

 

In a cynical sense, bad hurricanes are good for governors. They give governors the opportunity 

to help people and appear like executives. It helped McCrory. 

 

What effect would repealing House Bill 2 had on the race? 

 

It would have certainly helped McCrory. It’s an extraordinary for an incumbent Republican to 

lose when Republicans are winning everywhere else. This showed that people had really 

“soured” on McCrory. I have an anecdotal story that fits here. One of my friends goes to a very 

conservative church near Winston-Salem. He’s a big Republican. He went around asking people 

what they thought about Trump and got raving reviews prior to the election. When he asked the 

same people about McCrory, they responded that they basically had already written him off.  

 

Discuss McCrory’s different outcomes in Mecklenburg County across 2008, 2012, and 2016.  

 

It’s becoming more and more difficult for Republicans to win the area. It’s more about 

mobilizing the large number of Republican voters in the area though. For instance, Thom Tillis is 

from Matthews, which is in the area. In 2012, “Mayor Pat” was popular in the area. By 2016, 
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that popularity had worn off. They thought they were electing “Mayor Pat,” but he got pushed to 

the right. In the end, he was a whole different animal than Mayor Pat. House Bill 2 really hurt 

him here, as did the toll road. Center right Republicans can do well in the Mecklenburg and 

Wake counties. The legislature was more Jesse Helms-esque.  

 

What explains McCrory’s gradual loss of newspaper endorsements? 

 

These large statewide papers tend to be more liberal. They initially saw him as a moderate in the 

Holhouser, Martin form, but they ultimately thought he pulled a “political bait and switch” on 

them—they did not like his conservative streak. 

 

Which North Carolina politicians does Pat McCrory parallel? 

 

The only one I can think of is Beverly Perdue. Though she understood state government, she was 

not particularly effective. She also had bad polling numbers, and she would have been defeated 

had she run for reelection. Some of this had to do with the fact she governed during the 

recession. She also did not come across as gubernatorial, and she too had a “gravitas” problem. 

She was also dominated by the Republican legislature, though she was of the other party.  

 

What are the takeaways from a journalistic perspective? 

 

McCrory ranks among the worst governors I have covered. The fact that the election was close is 

not startling. Few states in the country have elections this close. North Carolina is winnable for 

both parties. Gallup measures states ideologically, and North Carolina always falls in the middle. 

In the South, only Virginia and Florida are more liberal – Virginia because of the D.C. suburbs 

and Florida due to the influx of immigrants from other places. 

 

Were you surprised by the outcome? 

 

At the beginning of 2016, I had McCrory pegged for reelection despite his problems. But in the 

closing weeks, I thought Cooper would win, and was somewhat surprised McCrory almost 

pulled it out.  

 

What should I keep in mind as I go about this project? 

 

Roy Cooper is the governor North Carolina has always elected. He’s a moderate Democrat from 

the East. This, however, is the past model. Pat McCrory is the model going forward. He is urban 

and appeals to urban voters. It’s important to note that Cooper-esque candidates have 

traditionally won these governor races.  

 

What was the role of Art Pope in all of this? 

 

He was a former legislator, and he once lost the race for Lieutenant Governor. He has deep ties 

to the libertarian Koch network. Ultimately, he is a wonk, and he brought much-needed expertise 

to the McCrory administration as budget director. He did also push him to the right though. I 

don’t know what Art would say about McCrory personally, but I do believe he was disappointed 
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in his performance as governor. Also, adding a comparison between McCrory and Jim Martin. 

Martin was sharp and had good people around him. McCrory was not sharp, and he did not 

surround himself with good people for the most part.  

 

What impact did Moral Mondays have in all of this? 

 

The Moral Monday movement was aimed just as much at the legislature as it was McCrory. The 

legislature got the heat because they were the policy driver here. It mobilized a lot of voters 

protesting the conservative policy changes. It engaged more individuals in the political process 

and helped Cooper on the margins. 

 

What role did education policy play? 

 

Education was not a driving force in this campaign. McCrory had made enemies in education 

(teachers), but he also had support (charter schools). It was not a huge motivating factor. 
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Dr. Don Schroeder – Emeritus Professor of Political Science, Campbell University 

 

Interview conducted December 18th, 2017 in person  

 

Why did Pat McCrory lose? 

 

First, he lost due to House Bill 2, although I do not know why this became an issue. It tainted the 

state, despite the fact it only excluded a very small yet vulnerable group of people. McCrory 

signed it even though he did not have much of anything to do with its passage. He thus became 

the symbol for it, and people did not like the law. He also did not have the luxury of running for 

reelection in a gerrymandered district.  

 

Second, he was not liked or respected by legislative leadership. He did not know how to 

network. His executive skills became disconnected in his shift from mayor to governor. The 

legislature leaders wanted to be the leaders, and they were not about to let McCrory take the 

reins when he did not develop relationships with them. North Carolina has a weak governorship. 

Governors only recently received the ability to run for reelection and veto legislation. I know 

several legislators wonder why McCrory never asked more of them. McCrory also knew that if 

he vetoed anything, then he would get overridden. This happened a couple of times. Moreover, 

the legislature was not highly motivated to reelect McCrory. They liked Lieutenant Governor 

Dan Forest, and they were thus motivated to reelect him. When elections are this close, 

enthusiasm matters a lot. Trump had lots of enthusiasm behind him, but “McCrory was not seen 

as a huge Trump enthusiast.” Just look at my Facebook. One Facebook partisan I am friends 

with—a legislator’s wife actually, one of the first to come out for Trump—posted all the time 

about Trump. She never posted about McCrory.  

 

Why did Roy Cooper win? 

 

Roy Cooper was not a particularly good candidate, but he was better connected with his party.  

 

What role did Hurricane Matthew play? 

 

McCrory did an “outstanding job” of handling the hurricane. However, he did not know how to 

fully exploit this management to his advantage, so it ultimately hurt him.  

 

What were the other issues of impact? 

 

I would say it’s less about issues. People vote on the basis of a vague apprehension of the 

candidate’s quality. McCrory let House Bill 2 override all positives from issues like his 

management of Hurricane Matthew. House Bill 2 was an overreaction by Tim Moore and the 

legislature, which led to sports and entertainment cancellations. Overall, its amazing how trivial 

the actual issue itself is.  

 

Education funding was an issue in this campaign. It affected other Republicans too due to an 

accusation that the legislature had slashed education funding when in fact they had increased it. 

McCrory was not able to manage this issue as effectively as other candidates. I remember a town 
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hall meeting where Rep. David Lewis got accosted by a teacher that complained the legislature 

had taken public funding and put it toward private schools. He could defend his stance well in 

this setting. As a statewide issue, McCrory did not get the chance to defend himself. He could 

have exploited this issue better.  

 

I do not think the toll road and Wilmington entertainment subsidies really affected the outcome. 

There were certainly those that felt strongly about the coal ash issue, but they were already 

voting Democratic anyway.  

 

What were McCrory’s biggest problems? 

 

McCrory suffered from “an inability to sell himself” and an “inability to project himself 

positively.” He also could not network with legislators. Despite the role of the issues, the biggest 

factor for voters is how they size up candidates as people.  

 

What should I look for here as a student of North Carolina politics? 

 

Voting behavior. I know the ANES has a voting behavior survey available online. Voters used to 

vote solely based on party identification, but this has shifted. Now, voting is much more based 

on short-term orientation, hence the constantly shifting. The only factor that has consistently 

popped up is candidate orientation – “a vague apprehension of what a candidate is like as a 

person.” Lewis and Bill Rabon are liked as people, which leads voters to see their actions, no 

matter how partisan, in a more positive light. McCrory was not impressive as a speaker, and his 

personality was not good enough to be a defining characteristic.  

 

On the other hand, Cooper had a strong party backing, and the issues tended to go his way. He 

projected himself more positively to voters, and he had McCrory on the defensive all the time. 

The mass media also covered this race more than any statewide race for a state government 

office. There is a bias in this media, especially with all the major newspapers now being owned 

by McClatchy. This media overemphasized House Bill 2, the negative result of which McCrory 

got the brunt of.  

 

North Carolina is a very red state if Republican candidates can avoid becoming tainted. 2012 was 

a very typical election for the state – Republicans were winning almost everywhere. 

Gerrymandering has also become an art form. Computer programs can predict election outcomes 

down to the precinct. Such technology was used to draw the North Carolina districts.  

 

What was the role of the voter identification law? 

 

The voter identification law motivated African-Americans to turn out in greater numbers. 

Democrats effectively communicated their messaging that requiring identification to vote 

suppressed the African-American vote, which angered them and turned out more to the polls.  

 

What in this race would you look at from an academic perspective? 

 

I would look at how media coverage of House Bill 2 affected perceptions of Pat McCrory.  
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What parallels do you see between McCrory and other recent governors? 

 

Four years of Perdue was enough to hand the 2012 election to McCrory. Perdue was a terrible 

governor, and she was intensely disliked. She would even get booed when making appearances 

at college football games. McCrory did not have to be a good candidate to defeat her. Voters also 

had a bad taste of Democrats, especially the Jim Black and Mike Easley corruption scandals.  

 

When it came to governing, McCrory had a lot of managerial ability, he just could not project his 

positives. I wonder why he did not work harder to affect media coverage and his relationships 

with legislators. He also hired staffers from outside the state, even though North Carolina has 

some of the best political people out there. This is especially true when it came to the voter 

identification law issue. I consulted with North Carolina law firm Ogletree Deakins on the issue. 

This firm is predominantly composed of North Carolina people. They got the state a victory in a 

federal district court in North Carolina, and they had a strong track record influencing the 4th 

Circuit. McCrory hired an outside firm, and the state ended up losing the case in the 4th Circuit.  

 

What are the lessons to be learned from the race? 

 

For one, rely more on homegrown talent. These talents developed out of the Helms years. 

Second, politics used to be an art, but now it is technology. Statewide candidates need to rely on 

this technology. McCrory did not. He tried to transcend it and was not good at it.  

 

What politicians would you compare McCrory to? 

 

George H.W. Bush. He was a nice guy, but had an inability to project his positives, and it 

resulted in a Bill Clinton presidency. Trump was a real positive for McCrory. He brought lots of 

people to the polls that voted Republican. Clinton was also a positive for McCrory. Democrat 

turn out was not that great in 2016. Had Hillary Clinton been able to mobilize the Democratic 

base, there might have been a different outcome. At the end of the day, McCrory could not win 

independents as effectively as a statewide Republican needed to win.  
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Mr. Frank Holleman – Senior Attorney, Southern Environmental Law Center 

 

Interview conducted on December 19th, 2017 over the phone 

 

How did coal ash become an issue in North Carolina? 

 

First, we are a non-profit, so we are not involved with elections. “The way that the governor and 

his appointees reacted to coal ash pollution ultimately became an issue in the election.” Our goal 

was not to make it an issue, but looking back, you can see that it was.  

 

In 2011 we looked into enforcing existing environmental laws throughout the Southeast to get 

utilities to clean up coal ash because state and federal governments were not taking appropriate 

actions. Our work began in South Carolina, and we had succeeded on this front by 2012 and 

2013. At the time that we began our endeavor, there was a different governor in North Carolina. 

We had a big presence in North Carolina and wanted to address the issue because Duke Energy 

has stored a tremendous amount of coal ash throughout the state. North Carolina is one of the 

biggest states for coal as pollution. During the Perdue administration, the DEQ resisted our 

efforts to force the state to implement existing groundwater pollution laws.  

 

In the first half of 2013 we sent three notices of intent to bring suit in North Carolina under the 

Clean Water Act. The DEQ, now run by a McCrory appointee, chose not to cooperate with us in 

going after Duke Energy. The state then worked hand in glove with Duke to prevent Duke from 

having to clean up its coal ash. This continued throughout 2013. At the same time, we were 

fighting both Duke Energy and the state of North Carolina. Meanwhile, we were securing 

settlements in South Carolina. This issue looked conspicuously different in North Carolina, 

where the press was covering it pretty heavily, in part because of McCrory’s past relationship 

with Duke Energy.  

 

Things changed immensely in February of 2014 with the Dan River coal ash spill occurred. The 

press noted that the DEQ and the McCrory administration had worked together to prevent 

implementation of the laws. The spill thus was an illustration of this overarching problem. It was 

very easy to understand this whole thing because McCrory was a longtime employee of Duke 

Energy. It became a “huge public liability” for the McCrory administration and for Duke Energy.  

 

A week later the Associated Press published a long expose on how Duke Energy and the 

McCrory administration worked together to prevent enforcement of the law. Political cartoons in 

the state also covered this issue heavily in their drawings. These obviously only have meaning if 

readers have knowledge of the underlying issue, which they did in this case given the press 

coverage.  

 

Meanwhile, the issue of groundwater contamination became problematic for those with wells 

near coal ash sites. The administration first told the families not to drink the water due to 

contamination, but without any change in law, flipped this stance in 2016 and told the residents 

they could drink the water. This created a huge controversy. We thus took depositions of state 

officials that had been involved in this decision-making process. The state officials laid out a 

pattern of wrongdoing by political operatives. In response, the administration attacked a state 
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toxicologist in the press, which led his boss, the state epidemiologist, to resign because she 

couldn’t continue to work for a dishonest administration.  

 

Overall, this is evidence of “one mistake after the other” and “one improper action after the other 

by the governor and his staff and the DEQ.” This created problems for McCrory. “If they had 

simply enforced the law, then this would not have been a negative issue for the McCrory 

administration.” Instead, he fought enforcement throughout his time as governor. The public lost 

faith in the administration over this and its opponents made use of this issue. There was no 

reason this had to be a negative for the McCrory administration – “it was a self-inflicted wound.”  

 

The water contamination issue came to a head when the legislature and the governor felt like 

they had to take some steps to force Duke Energy to act. They passed the Coal Ash Management 

Act which included a provision for testing the wells around coal ash sites between 1,000 and 

1,500 feet from a coal ash lagoon. The testing was done by the DEQ, with the HHS responsible 

for notifying people about water safety. At some point, the warnings switched, and Thomas Stith 

called toxicologist Ken Rudo a liar during a nighttime press conference. We wanted to see what 

Stith based his statement on, so we deposed him. What I gathered from the deposition was that 

Stith had not read Rudo’s deposition when he made his charge. He said he had simply misstated 

what the deposition had stated. You would have to read Stith’s deposition to get it just right. He 

had talked with the governor about some of these things.  

 

Where does the issue stand today? 

 

Coal ash has continued to be a major issue. By the end of 2016, we obtained court orders and 

settlement agreements requiring Duke Energy to excavate eight of its fourteen coal ash sites in 

North Carolina, leaving six sites “hanging.” In 2017, we have had orders from federal judges 

finding that Dominion in Virginia and the TVA in Tennessee had violated the Clean Water Act 

as well. The SELC has continued to file new proceedings against Duke Energy in federal court to 

enforce the Clean Water Act and the coal combustion rule, and we are in the midst of that 

litigation today. Duke has spent millions in positive television advertisements to increase PR, 

and it has been making lots of charitable contributions in an attempt to rebuild its brand. This 

will not work until it does thing on coal ash. 

 

The SELC has totally changed the utility’s point of view on coal ash. It was going to continue 

using un-lined pits. Now, utilities are excavating over 90 million tons of coal ash in riverfront 

sites and Duke Energy is an admitted environmental criminal.  
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Mr. Paul Shumaker – Political Consultant, Capitol Communications, Inc. 

 

Interview conducted on December 20th, 2017 in person 

 

Why did McCrory lose? 

 

McCrory lost because of three factors. Well, really, two factors, but the third might have also 

played a role. I’ll start in reverse order. The first problem was the loss of film industry tax credits 

in New Hanover County. This really happened in 2013 and 2014, and Tillis paid a price here as a 

result. He only carried the county by one hundred votes. This county must be carried to win 

statewide. This was the only county that Cooper carried that Clinton and Ross did not win. The 

film industry had departed to Georgia as a result, and ultimately, this issue was not enough to flip 

the margin, but when the outcome is 10,000 votes, it certainly hinged on it.  

 

The second problem was the Interstate 77 toll road issue. The heart of this issue cuts right 

through the strength of Republican votes in Northern Mecklenburg County. One of my clients, 

Charles Jeter, almost lost his primary because of this issue, and he later withdrew before the 

general election. This issue also affected my other clients in the area significantly. The governor 

did not recognize the political fallout of this issue. He had sold it as the only option to fix the 

traffic problems in the area. But when the massive transportation bond came out of the 

legislature and went to the ballots, it included money for many other transportation projects, but 

not this one. Voters got angry about that—they were thinking, there is money for other projects, 

but we are getting stuck with toll roads? Look at the Jeff Tarte’s North Carolina Senate district. 

Tarte got on the right side of this issue and outpolled McCrory by more than the margin of 

victory. This issue cut McCrory directly with his base in North Mecklenburg.  

 

The third issue was House Bill 2. And believe it or not, this issue was a Wake County issue. In 

all our polls conducted on the issue, Wake County was the only place it ever registered as having 

an effect. Senator Tamara Barringer from Wake County was one of those that initially supported 

the law, but she later got behind repeal. She was reelected and outpolled McCrory, Trump, and 

Burr in Wake County as a result. In Wake County, this issue was driven primarily by the 

Northern Republicans that had relocated there. Fiscal conservatives, social moderates. McCrory 

injected this issue into the race and never took it off the table. Those that took it off the table won 

reelection and outpolled McCrory.  

 

He did not admit his mistakes, so voters did not forgive him. None of our polls ever showed 

McCrory above water. About three weeks out, we started to see a bump for Trump and Burr after 

the October Comey reports. McCrory always lagged both these candidates. It was endemic of the 

personality of the candidate. He never acknowledged the fundamental roots of the two key issue 

problems he had.  

 

Was Cooper a better candidate? 

 

Cooper was and is a candidate all about opposition to Republicans. I call him an “Andy Griffith 

aw-shucks” candidate. He’s a right of center politician in a left of center party. He was certainly 
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helped by the fact that he did not have a big primary challenger that would have certainly moved 

him to the left. As a result, he was able to stay in the middle.  

 

What should be looked at in polling surrounding the race? 

 

When looking at polls, go straight to the cross tabulations. Look at how Burr and Trump were 

performing relative to McCrory , as well as how the unaffiliated vote and the geographic breaks 

in RDU and Mecklenburg were turning out. Also go to the state legislature website and look at 

voting breakouts by legislative district. Look at Tillis in 2014 versus McCrory in 2016, 

especially in the Interstate 85 corridor and the Eastern part of the state. You can see rural people 

breaking more toward McCrory but these Interstate 85 voters going more toward Tillis. This can 

be attributed to red voter growth in these areas and population shifts over the last eight years.  

 

When I look at voter orientation, I consider it on a scale, from -100 (liberal), to +100 

(conservative). Zero is in the middle and marks moderates. Over the last twenty years, I have 

consistently found the NC GOP to be at +78. This is achieved through filtering—are voters 

somewhat conservative or very conservative? I have found NC Democrats to be around -25. 

Unaffiliated voters lean +20 to the right. Deborah Ross, Burr’s Senate challenger, was -35 on the 

left, so she was more liberal than the average voter in the NC Democratic party. House Bill 2 

polled between +78 and +100. It was a very conservative issue, and thus it was an ideological 

issue in this race. By defending it over and over, McCrory moved himself further to the right and 

farther away from the unaffiliated voter sweet spot. This was especially true in Wake County. 

The Interstate 77 toll issue, on the other hand, polled much more closely to the unaffiliated +20 

to the right, making it an economic issue in the state. House Bill 2 was the ideological flaw for 

McCrory, and the toll road issue was the economic flaw.  

 

What were the roles of other issues, like coal ash? 

 

As an issue, coal ash skews heavily to the left off the bat. If anything, it would have moved 

Cooper further to the left. By taking a stance against Duke Energy, McCrory could have moved 

him back toward the unaffiliated voters. Let’s say coal ash is -70 to the left and House Bill 2 is 

+60 to the right in the voting universe. If McCrory goes to the left on coal ash and to the right on 

House Bill 2, it creates a 30% sweet spot in the middle. This would have been a less than 50% 

equation for the governor, which is far from ideal.  

 

What about the voter identification law? 

 

That law was not relevant in this election cycle. There is no indication that it influenced the 

Democratic vote or suppressed Democratic voters. Clinton ultimately failed to influence the 

Democratic vote. The problem in polling is that media organizations do not invest enough in 

good analysis. They just take the overall numbers because they are easy to digest. But if you look 

more closely, you can get the real results. Take early voting, for instance. There were numerous 

media reports showing increased numbers of early voting unaffiliated individuals before the 

election. But in reality, when you compare these numbers with unaffiliated registration, it was 

down. Numbers were up but intensity was down. The same holds true for the African American 

vote. Early voting results showed a 19% turnout for 2016, down from 23% previously. This can 
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make a big difference in final outcomes. One also has to look at polling breakdowns. I saw polls 

with 8% Hispanics surveyed. Hispanics only make up 3% of the North Carolina electorate, so 

these results would have been inflated as well. All in all, once I look at the actual numbers in 

polls, I can draw a conclusion as to the actual margin. Looking at polls this way, Burr had a three 

to five point margin right before the election even though polls had him even with Deborah Ross 

or at a +1 advantage. 

 

Why was the “Carolina Comeback” not effective for McCrory? 

 

Unaffiliated voters have more education, higher incomes, and are very mobilized. They move 

around a lot. They were less concerned about the economy due to these factors. Their primary 

economic concern was Obamacare during the 2016 election? The Carolina Comeback only 

helped McCrory reinforce his base. It did not help him among this key voting group. I call this 

problem the education gap. McCrory failed to perform well with college educated voters.  
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Dr. Tom Eamon – Professor of Political Science, East Carolina University 

 

Interview conducted December 20th, 2017 in person  

 

What are the differences between the 2008 and the 2012 elections in North Carolina? 

 

Between 2008 and 2012, Obama did not decline in the state, and he did not do as well 

nationwide as he did in 2008. That was the reason for the gap closing in North Carolina. The 

urban vote in the five major cities – Charlotte, Raleigh, Winston-Salem, Greensboro, and 

Durham – stayed roughly the same. North Carolina was a Democratic target in 2012, but it was 

less so a target than states like Florida.  

 

Pat McCrory was a stronger campaigner in 2008 than he was in 2012. In 2008 you have all the 

major newspapers endorsing Obama and McCrory. In this sense, Perdue had an upset victory 

over McCrory in 2008. This was mostly due to Obama’s coattails. “He was very lucky in 2012.” 

The foremost factor in 2012 was his luck. Bev Perdue was the most mediocre governor in North 

Carolina history. In 2012, most everyone assumed she was going to run, but in the end, she 

decided not to run. By the time Dalton had hopped in the race, he did not have a chance. Perdue 

not running was the number one factor in a decisive McCrory victory. Perdue as an incumbent 

would have been able to raise more money than Dalton.  

 

How should I focus on documenting McCrory’s administration? 

 

Concentrate on the state’s move toward the right as propelled by the legislature and Phil Berger. 

Look at the policies the legislature was promoting. They were attempting to minimize the 

government’s role in education and provide a tax break for businesses. Discuss how these 

initiatives were at the behest of the legislature. This creates a paradox. Typically, the past weak 

governors of North Carolina still had a lot of influence and could drive the state’s agenda. Why 

did McCrory not have this influence? Find certain examples of that and relate them to the general 

atmosphere.  

 

What was the role of African American voters in 2016? 

 

Black voters are liberal on civil rights issues and conservative on moral issues. They voted 

overwhelmingly for the defense of marriage amendment when it came to the ballot. This is the 

difference between the Moral Mondays and their stance on gay marriage. Read the actual House 

Bill 2 to look for the other aspects of the law that are less talked about.  

 

How has Roy Cooper been as a governor? 

 

Cooper has been pretty overtly to the left than any governor we’ve had. I could see him winning 

again, but he needs to go back to his image as a moderate.  

 

What about Wilmington and Asheville? 
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Obama did well in Buncombe County (Asheville) and Cumberland County (Fayetteville). 

Asheville pulls Buncombe to the left on the whole. It’s important to note how well Obama did in 

Cumberland County and Orange County (Chapel Hill). Cumberland is home to one of the largest 

military establishments in the country, yet it still votes heavily Democratic. This is despite the 

military not being heavily associated with Democrats. There is a substantial minority population 

in Cumberland. New Hanover (Wilmington) is always very tight for Republicans, but it swings 

more Republican than any of the other major city areas. There is lots of race polarization here. 

Migrants are also making traditional Republican strongholds, like wealthy Charlotte areas, 

become more liberal. New Hanover might almost be a bellwether. There is a balance in that 

county. It is closely contested due to conflicting forces there. Some argue the film industry tax 

credits played an important role there. I would look to see how Obama performed there.  

 

What about the toll road issue? 

 

I doubt the toll road made a lot of a difference, but the counter argument is that when a race is 

decided by 10,000 votes, anything can make a difference. Others might tell you otherwise, 

however. In two of the three elections, McCrory managed to lose his home county.  

 

Durham is perhaps the biggest Democratic stronghold in the state. The affluent areas are very 

Democratic and the county boasts a significant minority population.  

 

What will we see in 2020? 

 

Will Pat McCrory run? It sure looks like he might. He has name recognition. Dan Forest is also 

very attractive from a personality standpoint. So much of what happens in 2020 will depend on 

the Presidential election. If Trump is unpopular, then a Democrat will win.  

 

What happened to McCrory in 2016? 

 

Voters as people are not always logical. When people thought about McCrory, they associated 

him with House Bill 2. He was “wishy-washy” on this issue. Some might say he fumbled. He 

was simply not in control of this issue. The image part of the whole thing hurt him a lot. He did 

not come across as a strong leader. The hurricane helped him a lot toward the end. It’s hard to 

prove exactly what effect it had because polls cannot necessarily be constructed to show the 

affected counties. This evened out the polling more toward the end. By my intuition, and there is 

no way to measure this, I would say the hurricane helped McCrory by about three percentage 

points statewide. At the end of the day, it was not the issue of House Bill 2 that hurt McCrory the 

most. It was the image that it gave him.  

 

What about the coal ash issue? 

 

This issue certainly tainted McCrory because of his close ties to Duke Energy. It plays with a 

limited number of voters. Really it plays with those that live close to the coal ash ponds. The 

effect was pretty minimal.  

 

What was the fundraising role in all of this? 
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Democrats might just be better at fundraising across the state. As for advertising, there was so 

much advertising that many people probably tuned it out. There were very few undecided voters 

– most made up their minds on McCrory and Trump fairly quickly and stuck to their guns.  
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Mr. Jonathan Brooks – Finance Consultant, McCrory’s 2012 Campaign 

 

Interview conducted January 12th, 2018 over the phone 

 

What was your involvement with Pat McCrory’s election campaigns? 

 

I have worked with Richard Burr as his financial consultant. After the 2010 cycle, Richard called 

me and asked that I unplug his Senate finance infrastructure and plug it into the McCrory for 

Governor campaign. I was the only principal person going out of Burr world and into the 2012 

race. I was Pat’s finance guy during the 2012 campaign. During the reelection, then, I was in the 

unique position of having two clients on the ballot statewide at the same time. It is impossible to 

do my job for two people at the same time. Ethically, I had to give Richard the right of first 

refusal on my services, and he wanted me on his team. McCrory was not too happy, but he 

understood that I needed to work for Richard. I was not officially involved in McCrory’s 2016 

campaign, but I was involved with the efforts of a SuperPAC, a 501c4 organization, acting on his 

behalf.  

 

What can you say on the record about what happened to McCrory in 2012? 

 

When McCrory lost in 2008 to Perdue, everyone knew that he was going to run again. Perdue’s 

Administration was plagued with problems from day one. She was damaged goods going into the 

cycle. Pat was successful in carving out a niche for himself with Moore & Van Allen in 

Charlotte. This was his de jure position. De facto, his position was structured so that he would 

have the time and space to start another campaign. He went to work for Moore & Van Allen in 

2009, and in 2010, during the birth of the Tea Party in response to Obamacare, Pat travelled the 

state with Americans for Prosperity. It was a very organized effort. He was preaching for 

conservative platforms, especially repealing Obamacare. He basically ran for governor for three 

years.  

 

In 2011, he did not declare until late into the year. We did have a campaign apparatus in place, 

however, that acted primarily as a finance unit. From day one, the expectation was that McCrory 

was probably going to be the next governor. At a Burr fundraiser in Charlotte in 2010, Burr 

called him the next governor of the state in a very public forum. Late in 2011, Perdue was having 

tremendous fundraising difficulty. This was coupled with her troubles in executing the duties of 

the office. One day, Jack Hawke, McCrory’s top advisor, called me in Washington and told me 

Perdue had dropped out of the race. I had to cancel all my meetings and go back to North 

Carolina to restructure the campaign.  

 

This left Walter Dalton at a severe handicap, because it generally takes all of eighteen months to 

run for governor. He had to put together a gubernatorial campaign together from scratch with a 

very limited timeline. This furthered the sentiment that McCrory was going to win, which led to 

fundraising success. A race like this does not happen often. The messaging we used in 2012 was 

a lot about building a Carolina Comeback. We did not really know what this was at the time, but 

with McCrory as the messenger, it resonated with voters. “From day one, it was more of a 

coronation than an election.” 
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How did the 2012 cycle affect the 2016 cycle? 

 

When McCrory assumed office in 2013, a typical governor would have been thinking about 

reelection from the get-go. Instead, McCrory and his people thought they were going to do big 

things and they did not worry about the reelection until 2015. This was wasted time in my view 

that would have been helpful. There is a direct correlation between financial resources a 

candidate has and their ability to win. He could have been in vastly better shape had there been 

some emphasis from the beginning in reloading the financial apparatus.  

 

How did you transition out of McCrory’s team? 

 

Toward the end of the 2012 race, Jack and I talked and came up with the idea of putting together 

a 501c4 Super PAC between the election and the inauguration. I said, “we’re crazy if we don’t 

do this.” Basically, every other governor in every state had one. With a 501c4, an incumbent 

governor would have the ability to raise unlimited corporate dollars with no disclosure about 

where it came from. This would be very good for the governor. Jack got really excited about it 

quickly. We formed Renew North Carolina, which is now defunct.  

 

Our plan was to raise money around the inaugural ball, which is a huge social event every four 

years in Raleigh and sponsored by the Raleigh Junior League. It’s basically an opportunity for 

the Junior League to make a lot of money from businesses in exchange for advertising 

opportunities surrounding the ball. The Junior League wanted a non-compete with McCrory, so 

we went into an all-out war over our efforts to create another event the next night in order to 

raise money. It got so bad that the Junior League called Pat’s family. I was able to convince the 

family to do the event because I explained to them that we could raise over $1 million for Pat’s 

reelection. They agreed finally, and we raised $1.7 million that would not have been raised 

otherwise. It was the first time a 501c4 was deployed in North Carolina.  

 

After the inauguration, I left McCrory’s campaign and became the director for the Super PAC. 

Raising campaign money and raising corporate money are two very different things. Now, legal 

work is being done to dissolve Renew North Carolina, and there is no money in its accounts.  

 

How was the Super PAC involved during 2016? 

 

We had regional fundraising events around the state. To keep it legal, I had to sign a firewall 

agreement that prohibited me from using any messaging and strategy that related to McCrory and 

the reelection. The same thing applied to McCrory. He could have no role in the operations of 

the 501c4. We didn’t get close to this line. We would send requests for the governor to appear at 

Renew North Carolina functions through his scheduler. Prior to those, he would have no idea of 

our events. He would come to the events, speak, and then go on his way.  

 

In the summer of 2013, McCrory found himself at odds with the legislature, particularly Phil 

Berger and Thom Tillis, over several issues. Renew North Carolina brought numerous television 

ads statewide to boost support for McCrory’s agenda. Paid media did not happen again until 

2016.  
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What explains Cooper’s fundraising prowess? 

 

It didn’t kick in until House Bill 2 happened. An inherent problem we have as Republicans is 

that we are very good at high dollar fundraising but not at low dollar fundraising outside of direct 

mail. Democrats have a digital fundraising apparatus, ActBlue, which is very powerful. The vast 

majority of Cooper’s contributions were in $20 and $30 increments. Cooper found himself 

overnight the recipient of hundreds and thousands of dollars from in-state and out-of-state efforts 

by ActBlue. Republicans do not have anything like this as of now. It’s painfully effective, I’ve 

got to confess.  

 

What else do you have to say about 2016? 

 

I agree with Paul’s comments on the toll road and film tax credits. “House Bill 2 did not beat 

McCrory, but had it not been there, he would have won.” 
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Appendix 2B1 

This appendix depicts the three regions of North Carolina: the Mountains, Piedmont, and the 

Coastal Plain. For many years in state politics, a divide in voting behavior has been apparent 

between the Coastal Plain and the Piedmont, as highlighted by V.O. Key Jr. in Southern Politics. 

 

 
 

Source: NCPedia.org  
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Appendix 2B2 

This appendix attempts to further contextualize the East-West voting divide by showing the 

electoral results for both Jim Holhouser and Jesse Helms in 1972. Helms achieved so much 

success because he was able to bridge the East-West divide and move Eastern Democrats, or 

“Jessecrats,” into his fold. 

 

Helms 

 

 

Holhouser 

 

Source: The Making of a Southern Democracy 
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Appendix 2B3 

This appendix visualizes the many factors that influenced voters toward a decision to vote 

against Pat McCrory and for Roy Cooper.  

Voter Evaluation of Governor Pat McCrory 
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